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Storms cause damage
locally and nationwide
Staff, AP Reports
MURRAY. KY

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — The plan to
carve out U.N.-guarded safe
havens inside Iraq for fleeing
Kurds could wind up offering
the hapless refugees the sort of
sanctuary a prison provides,
some relief officials fear.

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Gulf War
commander Gen. Norman H.
Schwarzkopf's itinerary will be
closely guarded — as will the
general -- during his visit as
grand marshal of the Kentucky
Derby Festival Pegasus Parade
on May 2.

SPORTS
INGLE WOOD, Cahl. — Bill
Shoemaker. who has overcome
adversity since the day he was
born, faces another battle. The
winnings! jockey in horse racing history', Shoemaker was part:ally paralyzed in a car
accident.

BUSINESS
Despite swelling unemployment
and persistent industrial weakness. nearly three-fourths of top
U.S. economists surveyed say
the recession will be over by
midyear. Seventy percent of the
51 economists questioned by the
newsletter Blue Chip Economic
Indicators earlier this month
said the recession will end during the current quarter.

FORECAST
Mostly clear tonight. Lows in
the upper 30s. Light wind. Partly sunny Thursday. Highs in the
upper 60s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.7, -0.4; below 317.0, -3.6
Barkley Lake
357.7, -0.5; below 323.1, -4.4

I NI)1..X
Two Sections - 24 -Pages
Classifieds
10B, 11B
Comics
9B
Crosswords
9B
Dear Abby
10A
Dr. Gott
12A
Horoscope.i
4B
Murray Today
8A- 10A
Obituanes
8B
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B. 3B
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

homes. Two toll booths on the
Cumberland Parkway were blown
over.
Locally, Grayson McClure of
Happy Holiday Travel Inc. was
typical of property owners who
were glad the damage wasn't
worse. Two trees blew down across
the shop building at Happy Holiday, completely destroying the
shop. Three employees inside the
building escaped safely, however,
despite a dangerous mix of downed
power lines and a burst gas line
was present.
"We're so thankful that they got
out," McClure said. "It could have
been realserious." The loss of the
building "is killing us at this time
of year," McClure added, but went

"It could have been worse"
seemed to be the common sentiment after savage storms swept
through the local area Tuesday,
downing trees, limbs and power
lines, causing several power outages and possibly starting a house
fire in Lynn Grove.
Tornadoes and high winds in
West Virginia left two people dead
and at least 60 injured, the Associated Press reported. With wind
speeds of up to 70 mph reported,
storms also flattened toll booths
and tore the roof off City Hall and
the post office in Liberty. Kentuck:
y, and National Guardsmen were
called out to prevent looting in
Simpson County and a tornado in
Lawrence County destroyed five (Cont'd on page 2)

Iraq promises to help Kurds
By MARY BETH SHERIDAN
Associated Press Writer

ANKARA, Turkey — Iraq's ambassador pledged that his country will
help the Ankara government distribute aid to the hundreds of thousands of
Iraqi refugees along their border, the Turkish Foreign Ministry announced
today.
The Iraqi promise appeared to reflect a change of policy by Saddam
Hussein's government, which earlier had attacked the fleeing Kurdish
refugees, according to Turkish officials.
In another development, the semi-official Anatolia news agency
reported that two Kurdish refugees were crushed to death Tuesday when
aid packages from Western planes fell on them.
Military officials from the United States and France, the only two countries that conducted airdrops Tuesday, said their planes did not fly.ovelr
the site identified in the dispatch.
'Word of the pledge by the Iraqi envoy came from Foreign Ministry'
spokesman Murat Sungar. He told reporters today that Baghdad's ambassador to Turkey had told officials in Ankara that his country was willing
to help transfer international aid to the refugees.
The spokesman said he had no details. There were no officials at the
Iraqi Embassy this afternoon.
Hundreds of thousands of Iraqis, most of them Kurds, have fled to
Turkey and Iran to escape possible reprisals after a failed Kurdish rebellion in northern Iraq.
Sugar said 78,000 of the refugees were in Turkey, 26,000 were on the
Iraqi side of the Turkish border and 200,000 were on the frontier itself,
where several camps have been set up.
The two women reported crushed to death were among 17 refugees who
died Tuesday at the sprawling refugee camp at Cukurca on the border,
Anatolia said.
U.S. and French military officials at Incirlik air base, where the relief
operation is being coordinated, said they had no information about the
deaths.
Meanwhile, Iran appealed again today for international help to cafe for
its Iraqi refugees, whose numbers officials said have swelled to
1.2
million.

Lightning started a fire at this
home (pictured above) located
on Kentucky 94 near Lynn
Grove around noon Tuesday,
according to reports. The fire
burned the back half of the
home for two hours before it
could be extinguished. At
right, strong winds destroyed
a large portion of a storage
shed roof at Treas Lumber on
Whitnell Street Tuesday
around noon. A portion of the
roof blew approximately 150
yards into the parking lot of
Peoples Bank located on 12th
Street.
Staff photos by Mark
Cooper and Mary Layton

High winds delay astronauts' landing
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aitreepece Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -NASA extended the flight of space
shuttle Atlantis by an extra orbit
today because of blustery winds at
the desert landing site in
California.
Mission Control ordered the five
astronauts to stay up an extra 1/2
hours, but said there was little hope
the winds would subside by then.
Touchdown was scheduled for
11:12 p.m. CDT, the last opportun-

ity of the day.
Crosswinds exceeded NASA's
limit of 17.3 mph most of the
morning. NASA has to make the
touchdown decision at least an
hour before landing.
The shuttle's flight could be
extended at least two days if
NASA rules against
landing
today at Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif.
- Atlantis' five astronauts accomplished their primary task on Sunday, releasing the I7-ton Ganima
Ray Observatory. It will circle the

Regulations forcing landfill costs to rise
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

New solid waste regulations are
forcing landfill costs up, according
to Murray City Planner Don Elias,
who asked the county Tuesday to
provide more help in footing the

bill.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court, which contributed $50,000
last year to the landfill's budget,
was asked to raise their contribution to $200,000 by the start of the
next fiscal year which begins July
1, Elias said.

The court will consider the
request and respond at a later date,
according to Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks.
The money is needed to help
cover an expected deficit at the
landfill of approximately $231,000
in 1991-92 and $291,700 in

1992-93, Elias said.
Most of the new costs stem from
new regulations approved by the
Kentucky General Assembly last
year which will force the Murray
landfill to open a new 3.5 acre fill
(Cont'd on page 2)

Man on the street

Do you wear your seat belts?

AA/

Rhonda Swift
"Yes, because you have a better
chance of surviving a wreck if you
have one on."

William Guy
"Yes. Safety belts saved me
from getting thrown through the
windshield when the back tire on
my ,car on the driver's side blew
out and threw the car into a ditch."

Joyce Thomas
"Yes. My teenage son and their
friends set the example for me.
They always buckle up. Obviously
I've motivated them to be so
responsible."

Rod Sanders
"Yes. One son was seriously
injured when he was not wearing
one. It makes good sense to wear
seat belts."

Earth for more than two year. in
search of gamma rays. the most
intense radiation in the universe:
The crew also undertook the first
American spacewalks in five years
— one an emergency mission to fix
a stuck antenna on the $17 million
observatory, the other to lay
groundwork for a.S30 billion space
station NASA hopes to s.tart building in 1995.
"We are looking forward to the
future," said NASA flight director
Wayne Hale.

Gov. Wilkinson
to visit Weaks
Center, announce
grant April 22
Staff Report
Murray Led9or & Times

Governor Wallace Wilkinson
will visit Murray April 22 to
likely announce a grant for
improvements to the George
Weaks Community Center,
according to reports.
The center received a promise
last month from the governor
for a $50,000 grant to coves the
installation costs of an elevator
and fire alarm system at the
building. which was purchased
by the county largely through
state funds.
The governor will likely have
news concerning Murray State
University's special events center as well, according to Calloway County Judge/Executive
George Weaks, who met with
the governor last month.
Weaks, however, would not
elaborate on the nature of the
governor's grthouncement.
After a short tour of the center at 4 p.m., the governor will
appear at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce's annual dinner beginning
with a reception at 5 p.m. at the
Curris Center ballroom.
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Lean on me

Tibbetts wins appointment to US
Staff Report

telephone that he was chosen for
the Air Force Academy's July 1991
class, and "was quite excited,"
A telephone call from WashingHubbard said later in a telephone
:" [) C brought the good
news interview.
e io a Calloway County High
Huddleston went on to say that
scnior on Tuesday.
Tibbetts is the first student from
, s Rep Carroll Hubbard
western Kentucky this year to be
D is:. • announced Tuesday 1Tter- chosen out of
the 1st Congressional
-..' Grover Walter 'Tripp' District and one of
ten nominated
n Ill, of Almo has been
for the honor. "It is a highly -sought
tor appointment to the after opportunity." Hutha
rdi said.
Slates Air Force Academy'
"Tripp Tibbetts' being selected
natio Springs. Colo.
to attend the Air Force Academy is
k •
Hubbard's office con- indeed a high honor." Hubb
ard said
...,
n.-edia, Hubbard con- in a press release. "App
ointments
r7-!,ear-old senior to the nation's service
academies
Coanty High School are becoming increasingly
competi01 Dr. and Mrs. G. tive, and it gives me great
pleasure
nis Jr. He v.as to see young people
with Tripp's
bv
enthusiasm and determination have

A

the opportunity to continue their
education at fine learning instit
utions such as the Air Forc
e
Academy."
. While a student at Call
oway
County, Tibbetts' extracurricular
activities includeed, participating
in .
the Futhre Farmers of America,
Beta Club and the school's Foreign
Language Club. In addition, he was
;:aptiiirl of the soccer team and
a
member of the math team.
"Tripp is certainly a very
talented young man, and I know
that he will be a credit to the Air
Force Academy, his family. teachers and many friends while continuing his education. and later as an
ofticer in the United States Air
Isinnie:- Hubbard added.

M,rray Ledger & Times
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Democrats to pass House budget
AP i - - DemoHouse passage
proposed S1.46
f-e:teral budget. a
..enrint they say does
American: than
plan.
Budget Committee
Detnocratic package
vote over Republican
Tuesday. as Congress
n Laster recess and began
earnest into its work

-

f War over.
i-nia,ed for partiSah. fhts
issues ir.cluding
and parental
tvattles was
o:ned today. A
••••:ir •Sut'frC.Onlrilltlec:
denate legislation
seven-day waiting per':'e seeking to buy hand...m.nIstratiornhas linked

s_

Storms cause damage locally...
(C'ont'd from page I;
on to. say they would • rebuild.
Oniyi minor, temporary power
outages in certain sections ot- town
were reported, according to Ron
Underucod. superintendent for the
\1rra Electrc S‘Stertl.
Power was cut to ,21.`•:07.-:,27

•

Demck-nn. .

Linn! iing cianinci

Staff

Report

4.4t..'•ay

Ledger & Timers

Lanier said.
In other business, the board:
• learned that strobe lights for all
ni,se, have been installed and are
• reviewed and approved slight
,.•flanges to the system's policy.
manual as mandated by .the new
••

rf

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press
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sAell. he said, but all repairs were
concluded Tuesday.
"Most of the damage was minor
Lonsidering the .severity of the
weather," Underwood said. "That
was one of the worst wind and
lightning storms I've seen in the 26
I've been here."

dents.

new Parent Res
:-‘erforrne,1 better
ng tO
Diiralyn '

and we try hay:,
insurance protect,Gr, and service
rode toe kind they expect and de
you'd iice to be one of c:u•

41.

the northwest section of town aner
a pole was blown down at Murray
State L. niverstiy around noon. he
said. Power was restored an ho .7
later.
Other trees and fallen
caused minor damage to seve
-tomes and individaal busine,sc-

Parent Resource Center passes the test

Our Customers Are Very Important People

!,dr

Strong winds knocked a large, partialk dead tree onto this
Street esterdit around noon. the tree destroyed a wood home located at the corner of \lain and LO:hili
en porch at the rear, of the home and damagen
the roof and outside ssjll. 'So injuries were repor
ted.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

justiCe

O‘c7allirirne
n Panetta. D-C.,
'rehaidget pan. .
e
• •-•

Si

Bush's. He noted that although
Democrats touted education as an
area where they were boosting
spending. the Democratic plan was
just 3.2 percent higher for those
programs than the president's.
The Senate Budget Committee
plans to try writing Its own verio::
of a - budget later this week.

WASHINGTON — Here are some
highlights of the Democratic budge
plan for the 1992 fiscal year that thet
House Budget Committee approved
Tuesday and how it compares todhe
spending plan President Bush proposed in February
The fiscal year begins Oct 1
In this table 'Foreign ' rrieans foreign aid, the operation ot It-ie State
Department and related programs
Education includes job train,ng
The first column of figures S'120/S
the spending proposed by the -.emc
cratic plan approved by the pornmt.
tee The second CC,Urrni
proposal of President Bush
Figures are n bikcns of
a's
Dem.
Bush
Overall
1 460 '
Revenues
1:7; 0
Deficit
2E9 5
Defense
295 3
.
%reign
9
Science
15 E
• frculture
1- .2
l'ansport
33
'I-:cation
4' 2

.. .
•:

r•

today .fri..4,1 24:
••0rr tE
riecert the
first of more than
g reieased
as a goodwii,
cetc•e •c am c
major 'annual feast
•e.eases
appeals from vis•tng Secretary ci tojc*
Stafr-James A Bake'
fc• cortdence
building steps that
tr

VIETNAM
• ,r• fr,c: States is holding out to
. ,.•- am
posstility of step-by step
• -,hard normal relations, provided
,
rant cooperates in bringing peace to
Sa Dodia and on humanitarian issues
State Department said Tuesday
• 0"/ that Assistant Secretary of State
P •.• ,rd Soio mon laid out a "road map"
tc•
.'etriamese that spelled out a pro
cess 'at would end in full diplomatic and
tra:Je elatiors with Hanoi for the first
trre Ffl additon to cooperation on Camcod,a the administration also wants an
acc-„.,nting of the estimated 1 700 U S
e•- ienlfr..r, still missing from the
.-r•••
hoar

a•,y,

interl0r rmn,Ver

be,ng blamed fry
crack0own on a, a • 1 —
Belg•ade F". has •
'gnat on of Ralm
.
after two peop,e.
i•••
between Serbian cci.ce anc cfr.•.•
the March 9 ra y aga.nst. 5('t -rnunist
M'-'e
others here --lured Stude.hfr
opposition proTec'er.: tor se
after the 0.-1,ng._
s resigr a• -.those respo• • •

••itWhitnell

753-4175
•s Mon.-Fri. 9-7: Sat 9-5 30
LOUISVILLE. K. (AP
Here are Tuesdal.
nurrners seiec.cd
Ke71,,t po. LoterN Pick ?:
r. sc•i. _n

ISRAEL
JERUSALEM -- •sraf.
Palestinians
detention oent‘,.. in t".e

2̀..-PigglY wiggly
4-'4 I
-

>.//

An 1, nbeitevahie Selection Of Floor
ta.shions
On Sale. ThaiN home Economic, Our St_,
1e.
/4'
Now, for a !irnit,••;
SPOT REfiAl
1 ,•,•:

sAtE 49.88

SRI LANKA
c,oLomBo -- The army killed at least 92
Tamil guerrillas in two major operations,
ofr-stroy,ng a rebel camp and recapturing
a northwestern village, military officials
sad today Four soldiers also were killed
a• a 12 wounded in the fighting Tuesd
" oftc_ials said bringing the death ay
toll
•. • (Arlo KO since a rebel offensive in
Tamil northeast began three
d -go
PERU
The government has declared
, :a. a 1hree week-old state health
h _.rkers strive which coincides with a
:-adly cholera epidemic, and is threat
en- to tire workers who do not return to
fre,• !obs The announcement Tuesday
came alter assertions by Health Minister
ctor Y.arnamoto that patient tare at
state hospitals is dangerously limited At
•-.tate hospitals patients have been
-,-ced to lie in me hallways while rela• .r-rs. hold up their intravenous feed biol.
• Thousands of people are suffering
'• .•••• choera which robs the body of vital
' Is ard has claimed the lives of more
••
9rJr3 Peruvians since the outbreak
January

'

YUGOSLAVIA

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

sta'es and the Palestinians into peace
talks with Israel A military source said
mcre detainees would be released from
• .,•zict on Thursday
-

Y\ I

floor coverings! Corr.. •
from a huge v

•

patterns designed to rn.r", t:

•.ir h. If

Ari.1

HAITI
PORT AU PRiNCE -- Former President
Ertha Pascal Trouillot, the countr
y s first
civii.an leader says she has been
released from house arrest but is barred
tr0r4 leaving the Countr
ng a coup
a tte mpt investigationy pendi
Mrs Pascal
Tro!..11ot also said Tuesday that she was
forced at gunpoint to write a letter now
being used as a key piece of evidence
against her

decor beautifully.
V.
choose, you'll make a be.iiitThil
home
fashion statement no matt-r ....Lit your
style_or budget! Stop in torte.,
sic

Just how affordable

I sbII'. mg c
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(Cont'd from pagc
area at a cost of S*. i.i4$4
and S115.000 1r.
said.
New costs also irn.iane
of the old landfill area a,
the new area. in•-ta:c:.
30-year monitoring systi
'engineering: and q t•
a,expenses. he said.
The total landfill
will reach approxirrin,*,
in 1992-93, up f7177
year, he said.
In addition to a high contnbution. the city
raising both city piLkL.: fill "tipping" fees, a,
Elias. Any raise in rate
willdepend upon now
county is willing II.
said.
City garbage pickup teerently 56.25 per houseitoni
senior citizens; and
landfills deposits are S..1
yard.
Increases in the piLkinn.
could go up to as much a,
month, depending upon other s ,...ces of revenue. Elias said..
With planning, the landini
:
have a life of another 1 7 years.
Elias said, although the city ha,
indicated to the state that it!
remain open from now until ;(•nt5
In years to come. the city v.ii.
possibly discuss a regional plan Ior
the landfill including posibly
adding a neighboring county to
help cut costs. Elias said.

Toshlba's
New BD-2810
Personal
Business Copier'

Recommended by Buyers Guide

d.

rxpire% 4/ ()/VIf

Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

„

,

.

NEW SALON HOURS:
Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8

..•

S4,LANIIA1.•

Regulations...

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.

-99

SI ARS

The Murray Police Di.ina4t:i.sii
Chief Larry Elkins said no nr;
were reported as a
,
Storm but city crews were
cleaning up several fallen tree,
other debris. according to re.,
"We had everyor.e.
day," according to diret.or ill
neering Mac Fitts. C il lc tec:
will be hauled away. today. .
Nationwide. storms ic
also played havoc 'Ann
cury. leaving snow
Michigan where day,
were sunbathing. lieai.v
twisters and high winds
reported in North Carniri..i.
Michigan and Penrisviv,:rina
-.•i
tornado struck in W- 'c''
Thunderstorm, .s .:C
injured Gulf War
a military -transport
Air Force Base. \Id.. '0 V••_'
Patterson Air Force fi.nn
ton. Ohio.
Charles Fahrent. 41, in —
ton. W:Va., was kiled vk
barn he was working in co
and 4rmonth-old Joseph f•
,Charleston was killed. wtnii
knocked his grandpare.m..
down a 20-foot embank --

11S N. 7th St. Mayfield, Ky.
1400433-7296 Inside Ky.
1-800-8511-0492 Outside Ky.

VISA
1990 JCPenney Company I r

reaPy a compact cope, 1.,31 rapes sense ' • •
.13 complete Edge to Edge
.99 Copies per Run r Statement lane, c.•
•Dependatve Sfra r;r, i•-• • • ,
•versaiie 2 Way Pa•,:e•
,
•P,us Cartridge &Atone? Easy Operricn
COI°, Copying Si1
a sysler" "ries
8 .rr.hes sr".
Get practical abOil your business c-4,yç a'r:
your ,cor'e' bier
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Attorney general investigator susp
ended
while feds look into impersonation
report
FRANKFORT

, Ky. (AP) — An
attorney general's investigator has
been suspended for 30 days without pay while the FBI investigates
whether he impersonated a federal
officer, a spokesman said.
The employee, Robert Hughes,
38, is an investigator for Attorney
General Fred Cowan's special
investigations unit, AG spokesman
Phil Miller said Tuesday.
"I guess you'd call it a policy
decision because of the ongoing
investigation by the FBI," Miller
said.
Miller and an FBI spokesman
declined to provide details of the
allegation concerning the imperso-

nation of a federal agent.
The attorney general's office initially declined to release the nam
e
of the investigator, but later provided it out of concern of "putting
a cloud over other investigators,"
Miller said.
Hughes could not be reached for
comment late Tuesday.
In an unrelated matter, Hughes
received a written reprimand on
Jan. 31 for ordering three semi
automatic rifles through the attorney
general's office without approval
from superiors.
According to personnel records,
Hughes ordered the three rifles
in
August from Heckler & Koch Inc.

Jones addresses
state waste issue
LOUISA, Ky.(AP) — Li Gov.
Brereton Jones said his administration would consider public ownership of landfills if newly enacted
legislation fails to stem the flow of
out-of-state garbage into Kentucky.
Such public ownership is the
only freely acknowledged way for
governments to dictate what goes
into landfills. A variety of strat
egies have been proposed and
adopted to regulate solid waste
flow, but courts have ruled that
garbage is an item of commerce
that may not be hampered by the
states.
But the owners of landfills can
refuse to accept trash, even if the
owner is a governmeni
Jones, who is running for the
Democratic nomination for governor, said at a news conference here
Tuesday that he would allow time
to see if legislation enacted this
year helps control garbage.
"I want to send a clear, simple
message to those other states today:
We have had it," he said. "We
don't want your garbage anymore,
and we won't take your garbage
anymore."
In the meantime, Jones said he
favored more stringent background
checks on waste haulers and local
collection programs for hazardous
household waste.
Jones did not say how extensive
background checks should be. But
Jones said those with bad records
should be prevented from hauling
in the state.
Jones's statement did not address
mandatory collection and container
deposits. Jones' spokeswoman,
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.
-8 p.m., Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
12th St. at Sto
rey Ave.

We Accept Food Stamps

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk Tool

99'

1/2 Gal

Prairie Farms
5 Lb. Bag

Cottage Cheese
Tan"

0

24 oz.

$129

Pepsi Cola,t,
2 Liter Products

09

$1

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO.

Pepsi Cola

NEED A
GARAGE?

12 Pk. Can Products

$319

2,(2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level Lot

$4325

Other Sizes Available
Free Estimates
CALL 502 674-5530

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWE
RS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any
Budget-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571

or 753-4110

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage
Racks, Sun Roofs
10% Off Installation 1 Car Wash
Wax, *35 base price
With this Ad
Vacuum & Clean

Windows
615 S. 3rd vaa Holy wub) Edd
ie Rhodes, Owner .15345

58

The
ClassiQue
Diner
Club, Inc.
DINE OUT TONIGHT

"Show your great taste"
Sirloin Stockade
Family Steak House

Village Barn

Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, KY • 753-0440

Seven Seas Restaurant
Hwy 641 North
Murray, KY • 753-4141

Marquita's Place
Majestic Pizza
& Steak House

Hwy 68/641 in Draffenville
Benton, KY • 527-2216

Avallahhi at your pharmacy or have
thorn contact Kramor Laborstorh
s,
57755W 8 St., Utornl, FL 33174

r'
•

1,0

)...t •

H&J's Family Restaurant
Hwy 641 across from
Eddyville Mall
Eddyville, KY • 388-7649
Coy's Restaurant
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Sandwich
Bread

Lacey's
Family Restaurant

Country Kitchen

ent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails.

'1 ,

Hwy 60 and Friedman Lane
Paducah, KY • 442-7773

Hwy 68/641 in Draffenville
Benton, KY • 527-1493

Do you use Artificial Nails?

The Pelican Restaurant

Exit 31 off 1-24
Grand Rivers, KY • 928-4409

Hwy 68 near Jonathan Creek
Benton, KY • 354-6192

Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prev

:

Rax Restaurant

Jct. Old 641 & Hwy 80
Hardin, KY • 437-4505

The solution

Hwy 62/641 near KY Dam
Gilbertsville, KY
362-7435. 362-7035
Hwy 62/641
Grand Rivers, KY • 362-8610

Four Seasons
Restaurant

NAIL FUNGUS
Try this safe,simple,effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus. Fights thick, split, discolored
nails. Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingernails. Provides relieffrom the pain and
eliminates the fungus. Easy to apply as
nail polish. No prescription needed.

4

cix.

The problem

FUNGI-NAIL

of Sterling, Va., on behalf
of the
attorney general's office.
He later told his superiors
in an
Oct. 29 memo that "it was
not my
attempt to do anything improper
or
underhanded.' Hughes said
it was
an "attempt to legally obtain
weapons for official use at a redu
price" since investigators with ced
the
attorney general's office
are
required to buy their own weapons.
His superiors, however,
said
Hughes had not been authorized
to
purchase the weapons, which were
delivered Oct. 26 and later retu
rned
to Heckler & Koch.
The reprimand said all weapons
used by investigators must
be
approved by the attorney general or
his designee. Even if the guns
had
been approved, the purchase woul
d
have violated a law requiring
competitive bidding for purchases larger than S1,000, the repriman
d
said.
Deputy Attorney General Bren
t
Caldwell said investigators
are
trained to use semiautomatic rifle
s
as part of the marijuana strike
forc
but the attorney general's offi e
ce
does not have those kinds of weapons, Caldwell said.
Hughes joined the attorney general's office in 1975 as an inve
stigator and later worked for the
state
Board of Medical Licensure as
an
investigator. He rejoined the attor
ney general's office in 1983. -

•';

OM CAR CA
Automotive
Accessories & Installation

Bitter medicine
needed to hold
down rising
health care costs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government has failed to restrain
rising costs of health care but the
remedy might be too bitter a pill
for the public to swallow, the
director of the Congressional
Budget Office says.
"There are no silver bullets,"
CB0 Director Robert Reischauer
told members of the Senate
Finance Committee on Tuesday.
The kinds of changes that could
discourage unnecessary medical
spending include having patients
pay more of the costs, strict controls on health planning to limit
capital and equipment purchases,
and overall spending targets, Reischauer testified.
Cost controls begun during the
1980s to restrain Medicare spending have held spending in that
program 18 percent below where it
otherwise would have been, Reischauer said.
But these savings were simply
shifted to the private side of the
market, he said. The nation's overall spending on health care continued to increase: The average
annual rate of increase in real
health spending per person was 4.3
percent between 1980 and 1985,
and 4.6 percent between 1985 and
1989, according to his report to the
committee.

Diana Taylor, said Jones "favors
moving toward" mandatory collection, "but you have to be practical.
... If you try to implement it overnight, you're not going to
succeed."
On another waste issue, Jones
stopped short of endorsing a
"bottle bill" to require deposits on
containers to encourage recycling,
but said the idea can work in Kentucky. Taylor said Jones "supports
the concept" but wants to wait
until a current study is completed.
• Jones also proposed:
'That the 1992 General Assembly
require landfill operators to set
aside funds to cover the cost of
closing out landfills when they are
full.
'That the state hire full-time hearing officers under the merit system
for environmental enforcement
cases.
*That the cabinet hire a citizens
advocate to improve access to the
cabinet for citizens and businesses.

THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES
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319 North Main
Benton, KY • 527-7275

• •.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 753-2028
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Letters to the editor

Turning our backs on the Kurds again

Loss of reciprocal fishing
hurts 'this end of the state'

Let us look a little closer, if you
effects of lead exposure on the
please, at the Supreme Court's
male reproductive system, the comopinion of March 20 in the lead
pany
was concerned "only with the
battery case. The high court may
harms
that may befall the unborn
have created a situation in which
offspring of its female employees."
employers will be damned if they
The law will not talerate such
do and damned if they don't.
patient discrimination. •
The opinion set off a jubilation
Very well. Blackmun insisted
chorus in the ranks of women's libthat
the court's opinion was "neitheration. Ecstatic cries arose: This
reproductive capacity of both men
er remarkable nor unprecedented,"
was the most significant judicial
and women. For several years the
but in that assertion he was like the
opinion in its field since Roe v. company formall
y warned women
queen
who did protest too much.
Wade 18 years ago. The movement employees
of this risk.
This was indeed a remarkable decitoward sexual equality had taken a
Then. in 1982, the company
sion, in part because it engenders
quantum leap. Five justices had "went
beyond a warning. It insti- civil wrongs in the name of
agreed that women have the same
tuted a policy prohibiting women expanding women's rights. The
right that men have, to risk harm to
"who are capable of having childmanufacturer in this case was not
their reproductive organs if they
ren" from working at stations of
being paternal. It was not the comchoose.
substantial risk.
passion of the employer but the
All right, hooray. To the extent
In 1984 a group of employees
pruden
ce of his lawyers that generthat the opinion opens job opporwent to court. They contended that ated the offending policy. Johnson
tunities for women working in jobs
the policy amounted to discriminawasn't afraid of damaging a fetus:
that involve radiation or chemical
tion against women by reason of Johnson was afraid of being sued.
reaction, bully for the court. For
sex. Women were being denied
That quite reasonable apprehenone reason or another, in the name
promotiOns _and higher wages sion will he enlarged by the court's
of a bona fide occupational qualifibecause of the rule. Male employ- opinion. Justice Byron White
cation. women historically have ees
were not similarly jaffected. explained why:
been denied access to risky jobs The compa
ny policy, said the
"Common sense tells us that it is
that are open to men. All nine
plaintiffs, violated both the basic
part of the normal operation of busmembers of the high court agreed
Civil Rights .Act of 1964 and the iness concerns to avoid causing
that such discrimination is newer Pregnancy
Discrimination injury to third parties. as well as to
unlawful.
Act of 1978.
employees, if for no other reason
The facts in the lead battery case
In its opinion of March 20, the that to avoid tort liabilit
y is not
are not in dispute. Johnson Con- high court
agreed "The bias in
hypothetical: every state currently
trols Inc. is a manufacturer of lead Johnson Control
s' policy is obvi- allows children both alive to recovbatteries. Prolonged exposure to ous." said
Justice Harry Blackmun. er in tort for prenatal injuries
lead creates a serious risk to the Despite
evidence about the adverse caused by third parties...

Dear Editor:
On March 18 or so, I was told about the disaireement between Kentucky and Tennessee fishing regulations by our state biologist, Bill McLemore. Even as he told me of the new Kentucky regulations in conjunction
with size and amount, I couldn't believe Tennessee wouldn't cooperate.
or
agree to this.
Kentucky came up with a new keeper size for bass sometime back
and
Tennessee wouldn't go along with it. Now Kentucky has a new keeper
size for crappie as of Jan. 1, 1991 — ten inches — and again Tennessee
says "no" to that also. So-o-o-o Kentucky says. "If you don't adopt this
latest law, we are going to rescind our reciprocal agreement and Tennes
see :fishermen will no longer be allowed to fish any Kentucky waters
without a Kentucky license."
This does not affect me personally, only to buy a non-resident Tennessee license for S26 per year. Look what it does to visitors from other
states! S20 each for M. and Mrs. for Kentucky license and S26 each
for
same for Tennessee license. It looks to me like TOURISM is really going
to be hurt! Say nothing about the resort owners who are bound to lose
revenue. Some already have had cancellations. Is this what our "intelli
gent" lawmakers are put in office to do?
Some of your readers are not affected by this at all but shouldn't we
ALL rise up in arms over this!
During the past week at the dock where I keep my boat, Missing Hills
Resort, I've personally heard three couples say they were going further
south to get away from this squabble — into Tennessee!
Jerry Maapin v.Tites in his column that it's a good law, this ten-inch
size on crappie and I agree with him. It should have been passed ten or
15
years ago. My argument is no: to do it like this and then let. the chips fall
where they may.
Now there has beer, a 77.i:C1:7.4 the Cypress Creek area which is the
hardest hit. It was well covered by spur writers and deserved front page
coverage 'whic.n it had. End result of meeting — we will look into this
and
have another meeting on Monday. April 8. •
In my opinion they passed a law -without realizing all of the ramifications. Now they hate gone so far. :net can't back off. Thousands of Kentucky dollars spent each year to promote TOURISM and then a law like
this is passed'
Shold we s:and by and let :h:' npen I guess so because what can
one person do against the establishment!
Kentucky Department of Tourism
akc Lin to what is happening in
our part of the state!!!
W.L. 'Van
r.erfrrd
New. Concon. KY

Artist uses pastel, not paste

sErrER,
&Et IN 1..iNE-

Thank you
running :he story on my ex nition at Frame Village. on
the Square.
Please let me call attention to a tynograbnical error which may be confusing to.those_noi fijmlir wii.n art media,. I -refer to "paste." Paste is
the.
adhesive formerly used in J.HaRe. Today. there are more perman
ent
adhesives.
Pastel (note the i at the end, ,
1 the miedizn I employ. I use the soft
chalk variety — not oil pastels. Pastel.
7:01 IO be confused with black'Doard chalk Their composition k ..tninnic7. different. Also, the pigment
IS pure and will not yellow wiy: age.
Thank you again for y-oar .t•ro. and thank you. also. for letting
me
make this •-_- larification.
G. Cromwell Hauze
Rt. 6. Box 2.3. Marmt
(Ed. note: We apologize for dropping the •I'from the sentenc
e concerning the medium you use.,

Today In History
Todat
Wednesdin.
. :0. the 100th day of 1991. There are 265
clays left in .the cd7.
Today's Highlight in History
Oh April 10. 1925. the novel "The Great catsby." F. Scott Fitzger
ald's Jazz Age etocation of empty materialism: shattered illusion and failed romance. wa.s first pablishea4 by Scribher's of New York.
On this d -oe:
In 1847. .A
"inerican newspaperman Joseph Pulitzer was born in Mako.
Hungary.
In 1866. the A:Tier:can Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animal
s
was incorporated.
In 1912. the 1._x_ry liner RMS Titanic set sail from Southampton. England. on its ill-`ateLl maiden voyage.
In 1912. Gem n
,'T'CSIC4ien1 Pau: Von Hindenburg was reelected. with
rd/
Adolf Hitler c - 7a In 1953. the umue-u.n.
nanrrir movie -House of Wax." pro- d-uced---bv---War-ner-B rather.. pfemiered--- M N-ew Yoi k.
119.9. Japan's Crown Plince Ak.haLmarried a commoner, Mictiko
Shoda.
In 1963, the nuclear-powered submarine USS "Thresher" failed to surface off Cape Cod. Mass.. in a d.saster that claimed )29 lives.
In 1972. the United Staies and Ihe Soviet Union joined some 70 nations
in signing an agreement hanniriii biological warfare.
In 1974. Golda Meir annoance'd her resignation as prime minister of
Israel.
Ten years ago: The iorig-aw ailed. maiden launch of the space shanie
Columbia was scrubbed because of a computer malfunction. Impriso
ned
IRA hunger striker Bobny Sands won election to the British Parliament.
Five years ago: The United States conducted its second underground
nuclear test since March. prompting the Soviet Union to call it a "dangerous. destabilizing step." The U.S. government banned imports of Italian
wine lacking certification they were not laced with methanol. following
some 20 reported deaths blamed on tainted bottles.
One year ago: Three European hostages — a French woman, a Belgian
man and their two-year-old daughter, who was born in captivity — were
released in Lebanon by the Abu Nidal Palestinian guerrila group following an appeal by Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi.
Thought for Today: "To.!understand another human being you
must
gain some insight into the conditions which made him what he is."
—
Margaret Bourke-White, American photojournalist (1904-1971i.

TAEN'12E
qSTOCKiti6

Civil wrongs and women's rights
Three red ribbons dangle from
trees in front of Dolores McAndrews' home. As far as I know. she
is the first to put out red ribbons.
but I doubt if it will become a
national trend.
Mrs. McAndrew. who lives in a
Chicago suburb, says the red ribbons are her way of expressing
sympathy for Kurds and other Iraqi
rebels who have been slaughtered
by Saddam Hussein and her disgust
at what she considers this country's
indifference.
"I was so upset after /watching
TV and reading about the plight of
the Kurds and other refugees." she
says.
"It seems to me _that we 1.1-e-reencouraging the Kurds and the
others to rebel against Saddam. but
when they did. we just walked
away.
"Now they're being massacred. I
can't see that as being part of this
country's policy, and it upsets me
greatly'. It makes me wonder what
this war was about. Does it mean
that Kuwait was worthy of being
saved, but these people aren't?
"It got me mad, so I took a ribbon from a Christmas wreath and
cut it into pieces and put it on the
trees. The red represents the blood
'being shed."
And what will be accomplished
by displaying the ribbons?
Mrs. McAndrew said she wasn't
sure. But she said: "America is
loaded with generous, waRtIcrful
and very compassionate people.
It's time to start caring about the
victims of the war and the people
we encouraged to rebel."

Miiiray Ledger & Times
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"Warnings may preclude claims
by injured EMPLOYEES, (but)
they will not preclude claims by
injured children because the general rule is that parents cannot waive
causes of action on behalf of children. and the parents' negligence
will not be imputed to the
children."
Justice Blackmun denied that the
court had placed employers in an
untenable position. but his denial
lacked conviction. He said that as
-long as an employer "fully
informs" a woman of a given risk.
"the basis for holding an employer
liable seems remote at best." Given
the litigious nature of our society.
the risk of liability' is likely to
strike an employer as very close at
hand.
What we have here is catch-22:
If a company denies job opportunities on account of sex, it will get
sued by an ambitious woman. If it
accords equal opportunity, eventually it may' be sued by a deformed
child. These are not appealing
alternatives.
Under these circumstances Congress could help by enacting a
carefully fashioned law to protect
employers, short of gross negligence. from the consequences of
women's liberation. An employer
ought not to be punished for doing
what the high court commands.

Her compassion is admirable.
But I'm afraid that she will he disappointed if she expects this country to do anything more than
express sympathy for the victims of
Saddam's massacre.
For one thing, there haye been
no polls that show any popular
enthusiasm for helping Kurds. And
that's to be expected. Until recenIt was back when Richard Nnkon
tly. how many Amencans had ever
was still president and we were
heard of a Kurd?
pals with the Shah of Iran. a nasty.
Kuwait was an entirely different corrupt dictator but
our handmatter. As we all know, the vast picked nasty. corrupt
dictator.
majori&v. of Americans have always
The shah thought Iraq was getloved Kuwait. In every war. trity
ting too strong and might try to
have fought at our sidei Remember grab some
border land, and that
learning in history class how
made him nervous:_So we..._figyred
--KUV'etit- - sent votuntc-as tc) - heirp
out a way to stir up trouble in Iraq
George Washington'? why, for so it wouldn't
have time to bother
years. little American children have the shah. We
encouraged the Kurds
said in their evening prayers: "And
to revolt and promised to slip them
God bless Mommy and Daddy and
military aid. So the Kurds did and
Kuwait and the emir of Kuwait and
we helped. This was all done on
his three wives and his young him- the sly. of
course.
•
bos." So it was naturlai that .Amen But eventually, the shah cut a
cans would wan: to fight for deal with Iraq.
That meant that a
Kuwait.
revolt by the Kurds was no longer
Besides. Kurds aren't very
necessary. So iithout
smart. I regret having to say that, thank-you card, we cutso much as 3
off all help
and I hope I haven't offended any
to the Kurdish rebels. .Almost
Kurdish readers. but it's true.:
immediately. Saddam Hussein. then
If they were smart, they
the No. 2 thug in Iraq. went into
wouldn't have tried to overthrow
Kurdish territory and really
Saddam. When President Bush
whomped them. (incidentally, Presencouraged them to do just that.
ident Bush probably renumber,
leading them to believe tv'e would
this. About the time that we pulled
help them, a smart Kurd would
that prank on the Kurds. he became
have said: "Uh-uh. Fool me once. head spook at the °An
it's your fault. Fool me twice. I'm
As the saying goes: -You Just
the klutz.:'
can't teach an old Kurd to spot old
Surely the Kurds remembered
tricks.what happened the last time we
Another reason we can't do anystirred them up.
thing to help the rebels is that it

would really foul up on the Big
Show. Right now, production of
the Big Show is right on schedule.
Troops are returning. Gala airport
scenes and parades are being televised. A special POW Day has
been &Oared by the White House.
There are medals to be handed out.
heroes to be hailed and all sorts of
special patriotic events leading up
to the super-stupendous July FOurth
celebration.
So if we had done anything to
help the rebels, it would have
thrown the entire Big Show production schedule out of whack. It
would be like stopping a movie in
the middle and announcing: "Aec.
- interrupt this Show to rewrite the
script." The audience would hiss
and yell and get really mad.
Besides. there's nothing We can
do now. Saddam already has
crushed the rebels, either slaughtering them or chasing them out of the
country or into the mountains. It's
too late for us to tell him that we'll
shoot down his helicopters or blow
up his tanks and artillery if he uses
them against the rebels. We let him
keep the tools of his trade. and he
used them.
So Mrs. McAndrew might as
well take down her red ribbons.
She should be commended for her
decency. but to paraphrase a favorite expression of Jay McMullen.
of former Chicago mayor
Jane Byrne and akkeen
aet shepolitical
observer:
ne BYTne
"
'
problem s that
thinks
it's all on the legit."
No, Mrs. McAndrew, it isn't
always on the legit.

Looking back

WALTER L APPERS()N. Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR. Adsertising Manager
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager

Ten years ago
Airman Deborah S. Lee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Darwin B. Lee,
has been assigned to Sheppard Air
Force Base. Texas,
Steve Wells, Bill Boone. Jeff
Blodgett, Bill Smith, Lori Garland,
Jim Kelly, Sarnir Mahfoud, Robert
Johnson, Claudia Billington. David
Cooper and Charles Cella. all of
Murray High School, were chosen
to participate in Quad -State Band
Festival at Murray State
Unviersity.

The ...t.ar•y, dier & I trees ft.SPS 3(.19 700)
The Murray Ledger &I Imes is published every afternoon
except Sunday s, July 4,Christmas
Day, New Years Day and Thanksgo ing Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitncll Dr
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray.
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In arcas.served by carriers $.5
00 per rnonth, payable in advance
By Tall in Calloway and to Benton,flardin, Mayfield
. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and Pais,
Buchanan and Puryear, in. 557 00 per year Hy mail
to other destinations $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-1916
The Murray ledger & Imes is • member of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Associafto
ill
The Associatect PTCSS is exclusively entitled to news originate
d by The Murray Ledger &
Times

T nty years ago
Army
. Herbert T. Collins.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward T.
Collins. has received a special
Army Commendation Medal while
serving in Vietnam.
Named as superlatives of Senior
Class at Calloway County High
School were Barbara Brittain.
Kevin Cooper, Debbie Erwin. Paul
Rushing. Shirley Hays. Dennis
Sears, Janie Hughes, Tim Fannin.
Jill Craig, Sammy Todd, Jackie
Ross, Ricky Rudolph, Donna Wil-

hams. Pete Roney, Denecia Ramsey. Mike Kline, Patsy Hopkins.
Terry Yarbrough. Jan Brower, Jimmy Lassiter. Sandra Bramlett and
Charles Watkins.
Thirty years ago
A.D. Butterworth, county health
officer, has released the annual
report of Calloway County Health
Department. The report was prepared by Virginia Moore, clerk.

attended Residential In-Service
Training Center Department of
Child Welfare held April 3-7 at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Forty years ago
Mary Ellis, Pat Jones, R.L.
Usrey, Robbie Salmon, Wanda
Bailey, Jean Kirkland, Jean Gibbs,
Zane Cunningham, H.L. Riley and
Doris Adams are members of a cast
of play, "The Drums of Death
Magic," to be presented April 13
by Senior Class of Kirksey High
School.

Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, child welfare
worker for Calloway County.
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SUPER
SUPER IRIO
BROS
faRRIO IROS

PHIEMOR'S
POWER
BUYING
GIVES YOU
FAR MORE
BUYING
POWER

Basso Pasta
%lb Spaghetti
Capeliir. Cu! Zit'
Pence Zitf Rigator
To‘e Cr Lngu-e.

Nintendo Shampoo or
Bubble Bath
15 at Mario Bros or
Princess Bubble Bath
Tear Free or Smoothes
Tangles Shampoo

499

Pairbiendo

DOUBLE coupoNs
PAC Blank
Computer
IMP
Paper

For...

0411 Ilk! , ,k \l•-•

/ 20a Wr

•

DAY'

Yvlal
e unieto and tr.i. ed:g 51.everf
Seestoretordeta

MEMOREX

Memorex
Smooth Feed
Printer Labels
1 000 ct White

Perforated
Legal Pads
8'2 X
Canary or

•

89.0

Phar-Mor Means Business

—.•••••}

\••••...

Papennate
Stick Pens
12 ct Fine
or Med. Point

Continuous Feed

34EVER9
Y OAT

459

FVERY O1

75

1.1111111116,
SZE
paba-free
sunblock

1

Sac

'Pu.,

Neutrogena
Paba-Free
Sunblock
2

Right
Guard
Sport
Stick
2-oz. Art-Perspirant
Deodorant or
25-oz. Deodorant

4 OZ

458

IIN II

EVERY DAY

1

NEW
ULTRA
r•tritt

••

•

Antacid

Anti-Plaque

Oral Rinse
30 oz Cool Mint
or Cinnamon
or Anti-Plaque
Toothpaste
7 oz.

Listermint
Mouthwash

Asst shades

32 oz

354

330

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

GLORIA

ESIEFAN
I.VTO THE
LIGHT
o r,,.

-es

,

THE BENEFITS OF EXERCISE
Accar.

Son ,1 Ant
Me •
F.'•
,22
r
.•••••°.
araana

-g to the American Hurt Association. exercise is heart smart
Mr
everyone
• Cardiovascular benefits can be received from as little as 20 minutes
or
low-intensity exercise performed three times a
week
• Among the best cardiovascular exercis
es are walking, nanning,
swimming and cycling
0 Compared with the well-conditioned heart, the average heart pumps
up'
to 3E000 more times each day
Our phermeelstapire about your ternity's health and your tittally' _
s
budget. Theta why ...

SADE

3.

Price

Viadent

Almay
Waterproof
Mascara

rVFRYDA

Cassette

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

377
nayia

These titles. plus many_r_rtore!

29
7

487

coo op r

latatall DOLTOli

4o

12 oz

Redmond
Aussie
Curing
Muddy

WHY PAY MORE FOR MUSIC?

A8ka
Ointment

Riopan
Plus 2
Double
Strength
Antacid

mil

Resolve
Carpet
Cleaner

(,111ftt.1 .1( 0
1 •1 s
11 PIM HITS

Neosporin
First Aid
Antibiotic
Ointment

328

22EVER9
Y DRY

EVERY DAY
ALBOSSIITH

•

5 oz

507 az

Ga LATEST HIT71

•

Anti-Gas

19
0
EVERY DAY

Sunlight
Dishwashing
Liquid

-

NEOSPORIN

Freeman
Papaya
Ultra
Spritzer

16 oz. scented or
Fragtance-Free
100% More FREE!
16 oz. for the 8-oz. Price!

EVERY DAY

•Abia

EVERY DAY

Jheri
Redding
Directional
Design
Siwitz

16 oz

•-

453

lag

Good
Health
Baby
Shampoo

NEOSPORIN

20 ml.
For sensitive eyes

al1111
, 411

cVERY DA

Baby
Shampoo

Alcon
Opti-Clean II
Daily
Cleaner

J
Brazzale. R.Ph , Pharmacy
Manager at '^e Streamwood, IL store.

6

Cassette Price

KENTUCKY
SHOP
PHAR-MOR IN' •• PadAshlucaandh

p

2 Knoxville Locations:
TENNESSEE •294
0 East Towne

Plar411ff loarmliss al Lowest Prices m Prat:dodger

WEST VIRGINIA

OPEN 7 DAYS
All) 6 BENNIS
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

• Parkersburg

Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantities
and correct typographical errors No rain check
s Rebates void where prohibited See store for
details

WE ONLY BUY WHEN WE GET A SPECIAL DEAL WE BUY IN
HUGE QUANTITES AND WE PASS TIE SAVINGS ON TO YOU.
'.4141
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sauce and 1 teas sugar. set aside
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BAKER'S STEW

L)
i."445641

A alp

By Trudy Baker

•

While digging in the attic last
week, I ran across my first pair of
chopsticks, given to me by my college roommate, Robyn Au. Robyn
is 3/4 Chinese and 1/4 Hawaiian.
In the Spring of 1973 she and I
went to visit her family in Hawaii
on spring break.
In preparation for our trip,
Robyn had taught me to be proficient with chopsticks and had introduced me to several Chinese dishes. Chopsticks are easy once you
get the hang of them, it is like riding a bike, you never forget.
The tourist stops in Hawaii serve
pretty much Arnencanized dishes.
Going "native" exposed me to
some foods that I have never
experienced before. The day after
we arrived, Robyn's sister decided
to make a big batch of Pepper Pot
Soup, which involved going to the
market for a bundle of fresh tripe
(cow stomach), which she proceeded to chop up and stew.
Well, while the family looked to
this with great relish, I had no
intention of ingesting any. Robyn
saw my reluctance and decided
we'd go out for pizza, bless her
heart.
That was the only time during
our trip that she bailed me out.
however, and I've since decided
she didn't like tripe either. I did
eat, or at least taste, a rice and seafood combination rolled into seaweed leaves and steamed (not very
tasty). a small black shellfish'.
whose name escapes me. only procurred by prying them off the rocks
while the tide's out. The smell
immediately put me off and only
out of politeness did I put one in
my mouth.
These shellfish were blanched
just enough for them to crawl out
of their shells, fried squid. eyes,
tentacles and all, and one bite of
that was enough. too.
Several other sea creatures were
proposed. but by then I'd pretty
well settled into a steady diet of
rice arid fresh fruit, which suited
me just fine.
The absolute worst was something I had to eat out of honor.
Robyn's grandmother. very old and
a mail-order Chinese bride, was a
strict Buddist, and therefore didn't
eat any meat.
One day when we went to visit
her, she had prepared our lunch.
but to this day I still do not know
what it was. Broth of some sort of
clear cellophane (bean thread. 1
think) noodles and giant grey dumplings that. honest to goodness.
looked remarkably like -huge slugs.
Robyn had explained to me
something of the Buddist religion./
honor system and that to not eat
whatever her grandmother had fixed would bring dishonor on her
grandmother. Well, the noodles
were tasteless, but eatable. Those
dumplings were horrid, slimy arid
chewy, with a most unpleasant
taste.
My first bite gagged me and I
sent terrified looks at Robyn who
wasn't eating too quickly herself.
After all the odd food I'd sampled.
I figured this was Just another ivery
unusual Chinese dish. But this one
I would have to eat. or cause
untold trauma to her grandmother.
Tears came to my eyes. but I
kept gulping tea and tried to smile.
all the while using every once of
will I had to keep from gagging. I.
finally choked almost all of that
nasty mess down.
Robyn's grandmother had been
puttering (as all grandmothers do)
and finally sat down with her bowl
of broth. noodles and dumplings.
She took on bite, stood up, went to
the sink, spat it out and said "uck,"
she looked at me and said, "You
like that? I must have done something wrong." She then dumped
hers down the garbage disposal. .
I glared at Robyn, who had just
picked at her bowlful. excused
myself and got rid of that meal,
immediately. We packed grandma
into the car and went to
McDonald's.
Not all food we had was terrible.
Some was fantastic and I learned to
make a lot of easy . healthful
foods. Try these with rice and fresh
fruit for an authentic Chinese/
Hawaiian meal, and don't forget
the chopsticks!

•

•

1 teas. finely chopped ginger
root
I teas. finely chopped garlic
2 Tbls. dry white wine
Marinate beef in 1 Tbls. vegetable oil, 1 teas. cornstarch. I teas.
salt, 1 tsp. sugar. soy sauce and
white pepper, mixing well to cover.
for 30 minutes. Break off tough
ends of asparagus and cut into 2"
pieces. Combine 1/4 c. chicken
broth, 2 This. cornstarch. oyster

Chicken Fried Rice
1 whole chicken breast
1/2 tsp. cornstarch
1 teas. salt
dash of white pepper
1 c. bean sprouts
5 Tbls. vegetable oil
2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 2 1/2 oz. jar sliced mushrooms
drained
3 c. cooked white rice
1-2 Tbls. soy sauce
2 green onions, chopped
Remove bones from chicken, and
chop into 1/4 " pieces. Toss chicken with cornstarch, In tsp. salt and
(Coned on page 7.4)
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FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A LARGE

PRICES GOOD WE ., APRIL 11
Op 11 7 a.m.

EGGS
HO MEREST
BATH wS

,a.

-

I

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER.
OR cRusityLaups

4 ROLL
• PKG.

MI
• irac e
Nhiri

15 OZ.
CAN

bliot 11

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

I

RINSO
LAUNDRY
BETE ENT

CHILI 5BEANS

HOtiLiatir

—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

vies.

32 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED.
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

f

ROSEDALE

FLAV-O-RICH

PEAC
HES
29 OZ.

2% MILK

Is

WITH ONE FILLED
saopplits CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH
SHOPP
SMART

UNTY
PAR

'1/2 GAL. PLASTIC JUG

HALVES OR SLICES

"Liu M
•

-

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

... •
'••••

—LIMIT TWO

TABS:

-

r

DEL MONTE

ROSEDALE HALVES
PEARS

CATSUP

,•
32 OZ.

FAMILY PACI

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CORN, PEAS, OR
CUT
BrEaNS

KIRK STE/
WHOLE-BONE

gREEN

1"'

4

29 OZ. CAN

PLASTIC SQUEEZE BOTTLE

COOK'S HAI

.:1

BIG T

IS oz. la

HAM SLICE

4 4.;

SELF-RISINGF-1SWIE
NR
G

PARKAY

SITP4r v
•

MAR
GARINE 14 s
1 LB. ans.

MUSSELMAN S

CORN
M
EAL
5 LB. BAG

CAT CAFE
CAT FOOD
$139

CHIL

APPLE
SA
UCE
24 OZ. JAR

SI

79c

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

4.

ROSES
DOG FOOD
ag.BAG
C"
rt

GOOD d
POTATO CHIPS

ROSEDALE
grOirrat
IBZ
O.
CAN

4 LB. BAG

FOR

9

RYE BREI
CINNAMON
ROLLS

VISTA SALTINE
CRACKER

Mail:

TOTAL BREAKFAST

CAKE DOI

100 CT.
TAGLESS
I LB. BOX
6

9 it

12 OZ.

‘
11111••11111•••••

=1141.(1( hit km

FROZEN

r

Velvceta

fr-•
KRAFT
SHREDDED
CHEESE
1§§

ALL JERSEY

corrAGE

tem.

•

Shred meat by slicing along
grain, length of meat, into 2" inch
strips. cut across grain into 1/4"
slices, then stack slices and cut into
1/4" strips. Toss pork with 1 This.
vegetable oil, the cornstarch, salt, 1
tsp. soy sauce, sugar and white
pepper. Cover and refrigerate 30
min. Cut green pepper into 1/8"
strips, heat wok or large skillet
until very hot. Add 1/4 c. vegetable
oil and whirl to coat. Add seasoned
pork, gingerroot and garlic. Stir-fry'
until pork is no longer pink. Add
green pepper, bamboo shoots and
carrots, stir-fry 1 min. Stir in green
onions, 1-2 Ibis. Soy sauce and
chili peppier, stir-fry' 1 min. Serve
over rice'.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

'Stir-fried Beef and Asparagus;
I - c. sliced mushrooms
1 lb. beef flank steak, thinly
sriced across the grain
-6 Tbls, vegetable oil
2 - Tbls. & 1 teas. cornstarch
2 teas. salt

2 tsp. sugar
soy sauce
1
ash of white pepper
I. lb. asparagus
4 oz. pea pods
2 green onions with tops, cut
2" 'pieces
c. chicken broth
Na. oysta MCC

Heat wok or large skillet u::;:.
1-2 drops of water sitzle +Atte:'
sprinkled in. add 31b1s. ‘egetal,i,
oil and rotate to coat. Add bee: .
gingerroot and garlic and stir iry
until beef is brown, about
minutes. Remove beef from wok.
Add 2 Ibis. vegetable oil to -wok
and rotate to coat. add mushrooms.
asparagus and 1 teas. salt. stir-fr‘
min. Add wine and sL:r-tr‘ 3i1 seconds. Stir in 1.'2 c_:ken broth.
bring to boil. add ,
1 cef and the
cornstarch IT111;ure. Cook and sl!7
until thicken. Ad pea po,ls a:..
green onions, stir-fry 1 min. Serve..
Over rice.

N1andarin Pork
1 1/4 lbs. pork (boneless,loin
preferred)
1/4 c. & 1 Tbls. vegetable oil
2 teas. cornstarch
teas. salt
I teas. & 1 This. soy sauce
1:2 tsp. sugar
1.4 tsp. white pepper
2 green onions with tops. cut
into 2- pieces
1 large green pepper
1 teaslinely.' chopped gingerroot
teas. finely chopped garlic
1 8 1:'2 oz. can sliced bamboo
shoots, drained and chopped
34 c. shredded carrots
1 teas. finely chopped dried chili
pepper

CHEESE
24 OZ.
$149

NATURE S BEST
APPLE
JUICE

BANQUET
WHOLE FRIED
CHICKEN

KRAFT
VELVEETA
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Service Notes
Rob Enoch, left, senior at Calloway County
High School, and Chad
Bazzell, right, senior at Murray High School
, are pictured with Mrs.
Glenn Wilcox, regent of Captain Wendell ()ury
of the American Resolution. The two seniors Chapter of Daughters
were
Citizens of 1991 at their schools by the DAR. They named as Good
were honored at a
luncheon on March 9 at Sirloin Stockade by the
DAR. Dr. Glenn %% iicox spoke on "Good Citizenship and Some
of Its Qualifications." Mrs.
Dana Bazzell and Mrs. Rob Enoch, mothers
of the
cial guests. Hostesses were Mrs. Castle Parker students, were spe, Mrs. Riley Kay and
Mrs. Verlin Haase. The DAR chapter will meet
2 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library Saturday, April 13, at
with Dr. Ruth Cole to
speak on "Nursing in the 1890s."
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Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

GOOD WE D., APRIL 10TH THRU TUES., APRIL 16TH
Op n 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps
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ARMY SPEC. ROBERT R.
PEEBLES has participated in Arctic Warrior 91, training exercise for
defense of Alaska.
It provided an arctic environment for a major land battle
between two large conventional
forces in the state's interior, air-toground operations in support of the
land battle, and air intercept
operations.
The,exercise is conducted every
other year to train Alaska -based
forces to employ and sustain combat units.
Peebles is an artillery firesupport specialist at Fort Wainwright, Alaska.
He is the son of Susan Ervin and
grandson of LaVeme Burke of 811
Vine Si, Murray.
His wife, Serena, is the daughter
of J.K. and Brenda Marshall of 102
Mable Court, Morris, Ill.
The specialist is a 1986 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
Murray.

Pfain0

!WENT

MAST

NAVY FIREMAN APPRENfirst aid. Personnel who complete
TICE JOHN M. MASON, son of
this course of instruction are eligiMr. and Mrs. Roy R. Mason of
ble for three hours of college credit
Dexter. has completed recruit trainin
physical education and hygiene.
ing at Recruit Training Command,
A 1990 graduate of Marshall
San Diego.
County High School, Benton, he
Daring Mason's eight-week
joined
the Navy in November
training cycle, he studied general
1990.
military subjects designed to prepare him for further academic and
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
on-the-job training in one of the
MIKE A. NEWSOME, a 1990
Navy's 5 basic fields.
His studies included seamanship, graduate of Calloway County High.
close order drill. Naval history and School of Murray has completed
recruit training at Recruit Trainirig
Command, Great Lakes, Ill.
During Newsome's eight-week
training cycle, he studied general
military subjects designed to prepare him for further academic and
on-the-job training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic fields.
His studies included seamanship,
close order drill, Naval history and
first aid. Personnel who complete
this course of instruction are eligible for three hours of college credit
in physical education and hygiene.
He joined the Navy in October
1990.

FAMILY PACK

iz

PORK STEAK

LB

WIIOLE-BONE IN

510P

COOK S HAMS

LB.

BIG T

OHSE TURKEY

•

OHSE
OHSE HOT I 11NK

12 OZ.
ON-COR CHICKEN FRIED
-159
STEAKS
LB.
S
'
. 1 •."/
FIELD PRO LEAGUE
WIENERS
12 OZ.

S399

SAUSAGE.

OHSE BAR-B-OUE

HONEY LOAF

12 OZ.
S276
24 OZ.

BACON

$199
LB. •

HAM SLICES

OHSE

TURKEY F IAM

3 LB.

S999

RIB PATTIES

LB.
'

OHSE

SI S9

CORN DOGS

LB.
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LB.
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CHILL RIPE CUT
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2 LB. BAG
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$149
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RYE BREAD

16 OZ
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89'
969
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ARMY PVT. MARK A.
BRYER has participated in Arctic
Warrior 91, a training excercise for
the defense of Alaska.
It provided an arctic environment for a major land battle
between two large conventional
forces in the state's interior, air-toground operations in support of the
land battle, and air intercept
operations.
The exercise is conducted every
other year to train Alaska-based
forces to employ and sustain combat units.
Bryer is a petroleum supply specialist at Fort Wainwright, Alaska.
He is the son of Charlotte F.
Bryer of Anawalt, W.Va. and
David E. Bryer of 428 E. Oasis
Dr., Chaparral, N.M.
His wife, Becky, is the daughter
of Susan Ervin of 811 Vine St.,
Murray.
The private is a 1988 graduate of
Mount View High School, Welch,
W.Va.
SGT. RODNEY D. HUCKABEE has graduated from a noncommissioned officer leadership
school.
The sergeant studied techniques
of leadership, management and.
supervision.
He is an environmental supportspecialist at Kaden* Air Base,
Japan.
Huckabee is the son of Charles
B. and Linda S. Garland of Route
6, Benton.
His wife, Elaina, is the daughter
of Samuel S. Snelling of Paducah.
The sergeant is a 1984 graduate
of Marshall County High School
in Benton.

ROLLS
FLOWERS: Geraniums, Begonias, Impatiens, Petunias.
Marigolds, Coleus, Salvia, Verbena, Snap Dragons and more.
VEGETABLES: Assorted Tomatoes, Broccoli, Cabbage.
Squash, Cauliflower, Assorted Peppers.
PRICES: All Vegetables 8 Flowers (except Geraniums)

fp$100

CAKE DONUTS

(Cont'd from page 6A)

DELI
POTS
NATURES BEST

TURKEY BREAST

'
2
"

LB.

PIMENTO CHEESE...Ls.

Geraniums

$129

SUBMARINE

SANDWICH

s13•75

Full Tray (30 Pots)

$349

H1LLSHIRE

Ag

Full Tray (24 Pots)
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Baker's stew...
.

•

white pepper. Rinse bean sprouts in.
cold water, drain. Heat wok or
large skillet until very hot. Add' 1
Ibis. vegetable oil and whirl. hi
wok to coat. Add eggs and cook'
and stir until eggs are thickened
throughout, but still moist, remove
and set aside. Add 2 This, vegetable oil and rotate wok, add rice
and stir-fry 1 min. Stir in soy sauce
and a dash of white pepper, add
chicken mixture, eggs and green
onions.
Add 2 Tbls. vegetable oil to wok
and rotate, add chicken, stir-fry
until it turns white, add sprouts,
mushrooms and 1/2 tsp. salt, stirfry I min. Remove from wok to
add 2 Tbls. vegetable oil to wok
and rotate. Add rice, stir-fry 1 min_
Add soy sauce and dash of white
pepper, add chicken mixture, eggs
and green onions, stir-fry 30
seconds.
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CALENDAR Kings observe 65th anniversary toda
y
Mr. and Mrs.

Bruce King of Rt.
8, Murray, are observing their 65th
wedding anniversary today.
They were married April 10,
1926, by Dee Knight in Stewart
County, Tenn.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Their attendents were Mrs. Wes
include Murray Food Coop (Amy Knight) Blaine and the late
Delivery/8 a.m.; K-Or. 5 Activity
Roy Vinson.
Night/5:30 p.m.; RC1A/7:30 p.m.
Mrs. King. the former Monico
Futrell, is the daughter of the late
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Phillip King and Susie Futrell
Church of Chrisi
King.
The couple are members of First
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Baptist Church in Murray.
Church of Christ.
They have one son, Robert L.
King of Park City and five daughtFirst Christian Church events ers. Mrs. Samuel D. (Virginia)
include Wonderful Wacky Henry of Erlanger, Ms. Dot
Mohundro of Minooka, Ill., Mrs.
Wednesdays/5:30 p.m.: Chancel
('hoir/7:15 p.m.
Robert S. (Lou) Young of Clarksville. Tenn., Mrs. James T. (Pat)
First United Methodist Church
Thompson of Andover, N.Y. and
Women Circles: Wesleyan with I.
Mrs. Jimmy D. (Carolyn) Anderson
Jones/7 p.m.; Ruth Wilson with M. of Murray.
Deal,"1:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. King have 15
grandchildren and 14 greatFirst United Methodist Church
grandchildren.
events include Covenant Prayer
No formal celebration is
67oup/10 a.m.: Handbell Choir/4
planned.
m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, April 10
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m./regular/5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

First United Methodist Church
Circles/Ruth Wilson with M. Douzlas and Wesleyan with K.
61over/7:30 p.m.
Grove Baptist Church events
"elude Mid-Week Bible Study.
'susiness meeting. Acteens. RAs.
OAS. Mission Friends/1 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
elude Bible St.udy,"9:45 a.m.; Fel., wship Supper and Youth
5:30 p.m.:
-1 . Children C. -s.
''unt'd on page 9.4)
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Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II (PG,
Career
Opportunities (PG/
Shipwrecked
PG

7.10 9.15

7.10
9.05

7:15
9:10

Sleeping With
The Enemy if?)
Class
Action tR)

7:00

7:05
9:00

Getting old

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Mrs. Robbie Key is now a patient at Presbyteri
an University Hospital,
Pittsburgh, Pa., where she has undergone a
liver transplant. She has been
changed to a different room. Also persons
may call her at the hospital at
1 -412-647-2919 Persons may send her cards and
letters to Presbyterian
University Hospital, DeSoto at O'Hara Street,
Room'931 7, Pittsburgh, PA.
15213

Patients are dismissed' •
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospi
tals include the following: Robert Billington and Desiree McGhee,
Murray, and Evelyn Wright,
Hardin, all from Western Baptist, Beulah Daws
on, Hardin, and Cleolon Baker, Murray. from Lourdes

Indian Summer Camp planned

Mr. and Mrs Bruce King

that's a hard sell, expert: say

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — ly
turn on and off lights and
"Marketing
Makers of household and food pro-4
appliances, and single serving lot of these studies sh Aw that a
ducts are missing a growing markr.4'
products arc used by
by neglecting the graying of meals that are low in fat, calories older people.— says ,7harlotte
and cholesterol.
Walker. director of a research
America, experts say.
But companies usually' aim
kitchen for Ketehi.rn Advertising in
But there's a problem: People
don't want to admit they're getting advertising at young professionals San Francisco. "We're 4oing to
and families, despite high use by have to start addre
old.
sstg t!lis growolder Americans.
ing market directk.
"Selling the concept. selling the
idea that you're getting older and
Miss Missouri Teen Queen
need to adapt your home and lifestyle is not attractive." says Pat Miss Audra Lynn SherHennings. president of Fresno. man, an 18 year -old
aiif..-based Interior Arts Inc.. senior at Sikeston High
which designs homes for older School in Sikeston. !Mo.
adults. "People see themselves as was selected the new
MISS MISSOURI TEES
10, 20 years younger."
U.S.A
. 1991 at the HoliPeople who are 55 years and older make up more than a quarter of day Executise Corn enthe nation's population and within tion Center in Columbia.
10 years are expected to account Mo.. Saturday, %larch
30.
.
for one-third of U.S. residents.
Ther
e
were 29 contes=
But most products geared toward
older Americans are medicines, tants from across the
salves and devices meant to heal state of Missouri comwhat ails. or items such as denture peting in personal intercream — something that is becom- view, swimsuit and e%ening less needed thanks to better ing gown categorie-S.
Sherman was also chosen
dental care.
Miss Congeniality by her
Some non-medicinal products
fello
w contestants.
widely Used by seniors' have made
Sherman is the
it, onto the market — such as
easier-to -handle countertop daughter of'Ron and
Karen- -Carmody- of
appliances. devides to automaticalr
Sikeston and the late
John T. Sherman of Lilbourn. Nlo. She is also
w
the granddaughter of
Lynn and Betty Thompson of Cape Girardeau.
Mo. and Lindell and
Brenda Woodyard
Irene Hunt of Sikeston.
bride-elect of

Nick Swift

The
Doors (R)
9:20 Only

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

0.11111,

has made her
gift selections from

TROM '91

Pier is
Bridal Registry

Over 150 Tuxedos in stock to choose
from.
Select Early!
\Iv) Formal Dresses & Accessories

lerI hump%

Rent }our touties•at the mole'.!
10014 Chestnut • 753-3311
Open 11:am to 10:pm

1205B Chestnut

r Cjj'

I

Eaby

Men's Wear & Tuxedos

7511

e
et•

I. S LNI-

Dexter Community Center will have
a bake and yard sale on Saturday,
April 13. starting at 9 a.m. Drink
sand
will go for the utilities of the centehot dogs will be available. All proceeds
r

Senior Adult activity
Senior Adult Fellowship of
First United Methodist Church
April 12, at 11:45 a m, at
will meet Friday.
the
on the Wesley Foundation church. David Atkinson will present a program
's mission trip to Mexico

Dogwood Trail Festival planned
The first Dogwood Trail Festiv
al will be held in Hopkinsville
between April
15-27. The tail, marked with
signs bearing a dogwood bloss
om, can be
'wiewed during the day or night when
the trees will be lit. The trail
at Little River Park and wind
will begin
through the city ending at Fort
Memorial Park. Many activities
Campbell
are
plann
ed during these two weeks For
more information call 1-885
-6505 or 1-886-1951,

Buffet Friday at club
A Cajun Buffet will be at Murra
y Country Club on Friday, April
will be served between 7:30
12, Dinner
and
cajun shrimp boil, red beans and 8 30 p.m. Featured on the menu will be
rice, grilled cajun chicken and
pecan pie.
Reservations should be made by
Thursday noon by calling Debbie
at 753-8116 or 753-6113.
Williams

Laryngectomee group Friday
Laryngectornee Support Group will meet
Friday, April 12„ t 4 p.m. in private dining room of Murray -Call
oway
ca;1 Ann Ingle R N or Dixie Hopki County Hospital. For more information
ns, speech pathologist at 762-1100.
a

Tr'e Singles Organizational Socie
cream at 'Springtime in the Park" ty will make and sell ho memade ice
festival on Friday, April 12, i`rom 10 a.m.
to 5 p m. All proceeds,will be donated
to the Community Imprc vement VolJ-teers. For more information call
Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

Music Festivals planned

N-11. • a.m..,p.m.,
p.m.Sem 1-5 p.fri.

The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will
have
a study of 'Islam Faith - on Thursday, April 11, from 10 a m. to 3 o.m.
at the
,:''-urch An Arabic lunch will be served. All interested persons aro
invited to
:7eno, a UMW member said.

Ron Fry and Jennifer Parrish of Rt. 1, Box 150, Hazel, are the parents of
a son, Jessie Dylan, weighing seven pounds one ounce, measuring 19
inches, born on Saturday, March 30, at 5.49 a.m. at Murray-Callooay County Hospital. Grandparents are Keith and Jeane Fry of Rt. 1, Almo, Rob Parrish of RI. 2, Murray, and Sandra Leedy of Fort Pierce, Fla.
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Islam study on Thursday
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America!
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Singles will sell ice cream

Jessie Dylan Fry born
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Dexter plans sale Saturday

The Youth/Children and Adult Music Festiv
als for the Purchase Region
wri be Friday, April 12, at Reidland Baptist
Church, Paducah, and on Friday,
April 19, at Fist Baptist Church, Mayfield,
respectively, according to Eddie
Howell, Regional Music Festival
Coordinator, Church Music Department,
Kentucky Baptist Convention. Regional Direct
or Larry Haltom w Il conduct
and coordinate the events. Persons may conta
ct Haltom at 1-89€:-6243, for
times and any further information.

Jr. & ?Mule Apparel

Olonruc Plaia. Slurray. Southgate Mee.
; ay field Pt.,.... Mayfield

Kentucky Cancer Program will have as 110th
year of Indian Summer Camp
for children with cancer, June 10-15,
at Camp Burnam* ood, Irvine It will
feature several special events, in addition to
the usual carrping and outdoor
activities This is a non-profit program staffe
d by profess onals and trained
volunteers, funded through donations from civic
organizations, businesses
and individuals throughout Kentucky. Although this
camp s made available
regardless of ability to pay, the expense for each
camper is approximately
$300 The only mandatory cost for each camper is
a $5 registration fee A
total of 50 children will be accepted at camp. Contr
iburys. volunteers or
others who wish to refer a child to camp may conta
ct Ma,tha Hinton, Kentucky Cancer Program, Prof. Arts Bldg , #403, 2320 Broad
way, Paducah,
Ky. 42001. or call 1-442-1310.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Jones

Company 'ties' its success to men
who'll zip out to buy a 'Perfectie'

rday,
ieeds

day,
;ram

April
n be
)?gin
obeli
For

Webelps Troop of Pack 76 at North Calloway Elementary School
had a lesson on learning how to fold the
Americanflag at Calloway County Public Library. Pictured, from left,
front row,
Alexander. Josh Van Waters, Kenny Roach. Jason Ilargrme, back row, Louise Dustin Butler, George
Roach, leader, Bob Ale
xander, assistant leader, and Dorothy Tucker. leader. Two Wedelos absent
sere Marshall Tucker and
Josh Miles.

DENVER (AP) — A tie company is counting on men in a hurry
to boost sales of its patented. zippered necktie.
"It appeals to the convenience
aspect of the baby-boomer generation," says Ed Schumm, vice president for marketing and sales of the
Denver-based World Tie Corp. "A
lot of men get dressed for work in
the car now."
The "Perfectie" has a zipper
that runs along the loop that goes
around the wearer's neck, through
the knot and down the narrow back
part of the tie and allows it to be
tightened or loosened.
It is not, the company says, the
clip-on appendage popular among
mothers who want their boys to
look civilized even if they can't
knot a tie.
The company acquired worldwide distribution rights to the
design. two years ago from its Taiwanese . inventor. They say sales
have been increasing steadily since

•

'RENT-TO-OWN

then, with silk prints the bestselling line.
"We've seen a 200 to 300 percent increase on a six-month
basis," Schumm said.
The company last fall negotiated
agreements with the U.S. Navy,
Marines and Coast Guard to manufacture dress-uniform ties to be
sold in the military's post exchange
stores.
Schurnm said the ties can be
found on the military bases in the
continental United States and
Hawaii.
The company is also licensed by
Warner Bros. to sell Looney Toons
characters on its neckwear. It
expects more business as the communications giant completes plans
to open 150 Looney Toons stores
nationwide.

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceen $800 per wk.
Remote 19" TV
SiCr) per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
$21:r per wk.
-With this ad-

753-7670

Central Shopping Center

Peoples Gold
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100

KEENELAND
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page 8.4)
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Wednesday, April 10
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.: Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

i.M.

V01-

at

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.:
business mecting/7 p.m.: Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

lion
lay,
die
4nt,
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Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.: Prayer
Servicer/ p.m.: Sanc.uary Choir/8
p.m.
i

Thursday, April 11
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
WORD Program/10 a.m.; Picture
Proof Picking/3-8 p.m.; Choir
Practice/7 p.m.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

Thursday, April 11
Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

of
19

Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

ar-

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m/Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Depart Wednesday, April 24
Return Thursday, April 25

$169 per person*

•, ,
'••••••....,..•

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

k!lirtvn thron
••••••••

N1()tcri:4i
7
I'111TS

az
id AAA,
306 Main
St.
759-4979

Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray Alliance for the Mentally
111/6-8 p.m./private dining room/
Murray-Calloway County Hospitil.
Info/436-2518.
Pony League tryouts/14-year-olds
at 5, 13-year-olds at 6/Pony League
Field at new Park.
Murray Civic Music Association
concert "Gershwin By Request"/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium.
Murray Chapter 92 RAM and
Murray Chapter 50 R&SM/6:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.

People Gold travels again to Lexington for
the Spring
Meeting of Keeneland. We will leave Murra
y at 7 a.m. to
arrive at Keeneland Race Track in time for
the delicious
buffet lunch (try Keeneland's famous corned
beef) in one of
the elegant private rooms. We'll enjoy all
of the color and
excitement of thoroughbred racing from
a spectacular
vantage point high atop the grandstand. Mutue
l windows,
liars and television monitors are all conve
niently located.
After an afternoon of racing, we check into our
hotel, the
Campbell House Inn, a Lexington landmark.
Relax for a
while before dinner.
We start the morning with a complimentary contin
ental
breakfast p,t the hotel and begin the trip back to Murra
y. We
will take lome time in Bardstown to tour My Old
Kentucky
Home State Park, in full Spring bloom by now.
After the
tour, a deluxe picnic lunch will be waiting on
the grounds
featuring white linens and silverware.

Gallon

Young in Hearts Group/Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Pacers Homemakers Club/
UMW at Mason Chapel Church/ a.m./Majestic Royale. Holiday 10
Inn.
Rev. David Atkinson, two groups
from Wesley Foundation will show :‘,1roup IV of CWF/First Christi
an
slides of their mission to Mexico. Church/12 noon/church.

ave
the
to

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF
Christi Clark, brideelect of Greg Thompson,
has selected her decorative accessoriesfrom our
bridal registry.
Christi and Greg will
be married June 22,
1991.

HappinesaPlace
12th St

753-4567

Your tour price includes:

FOR SALE:

*Rounduip deluxe motorcoach transportation
*Hotel accommodations at the Campbell House
*Admission to Keeneland
*All meals
All applicable taxes and gratuities

Established

Tanning Salon

Call John Williams or Doris Rowland
at 753-3231 today to make your reservations.
*Based on double occupancy.$195for
individuals who are not members of
Peoples Gold.

For more information call 1-800-733-6716

•

This Week's Special.
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru April 13

'259

FREE PIZZA ANYTIME
Friday Night Buffet

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS
-Home of the Largest Pizza in Town"

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours Sun.-Thurs 11 am -Midnight
Central Center (Noe to stg B Cimino's)
Fri. & Sat 11 a m -1 a m
•

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

hi Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045

MAIN OFF10E - 500 MAIN AT 5111
NORTH BRANCH - NORIH1ZTH AT CHES1NUT
SOME BRANCH -San 12TH ATSTORY
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Jones
will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Friday April 12.
The couple was married in Paris,
Tenn. on April 12, 1941 by A.F.
Paschall. Attendants were Mrs. A.J.
Marshall and the late Mr. Marshall.
Mrs. Jones is the former Virginia
Sutherland and is the daughter of
the late Floyd Sutherland and
Grace Thomas Sutherland. Mr.
Jones is the son of the late Thomas
F. Jones and Lelia Swift Jones
Lawrence. The Jones also have two
daughters, Sonja Speight and husband Jerry and Cheryl Elkins both
of Murray and four grandchildren,
Jody Thomas Speight, Jeremy
Brooks Speight, Jason Henry Farley and Elli Virginia Elkins.
A family celebration is planned.

Webelos work on bad'e
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Golden anniversary
planned for Joneses

Christine Marie Clark
and Gregory .Brooke Thompson

'
•••• •••

Christine Clark, Greg Thompson to wed
Ms. Pam Clark of 1551 Whipporwill Drive, Murray announces
the engagement and approaching of
marriage of her daughter, Christine
Marie Clark to Gregory Brooke
Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip B. Thompson of Route 2,
Benton.
Miss Clark is the granddaughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. Clark
of 801 S. 16th St., Murray and
Mrs. Sadie Fulton of 1216 Dogwood, Murray and the late Ed M.
West.
Thompson is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Castleberry of
Route 2, Benton and Mrs. Ida
Thompson, 138 Walnut Court,
Benton and the late Leonard
Thompson.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Murray High School and is
currently attending Murray State
University pursuing a bachelor of
science degree in elementary education. She is employed at the
Clark Family Medical Center.
The groom-elect, a 1987 graduate of Marshall County High
Schot)1 is also attending Murray
State pursuing a bachelor of science degree in biology, following
the pre-med curriculum. He is
employed at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Wedding plans arc for Saturday.
June 22, at 4:30 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
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Pond and Robinson to marry June 15
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Harold Richard and Betty Jo
Pond of Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching of
marriage of their daughter, Victoria
Jo, to Patrick Darren Robinson, son
of Lynn G. and Phyllis Robinson of
Rt. 2, Murray.
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of the late Ed and Loretta
Roberts of Somerset and of Eulalah
Pond and the late,Paul Pond also of
Somerset.
The groom -elect is the grandson
of Doris. and Elizabeth Ezell of
Route 2, Murray and Helen Robinson and the late Herschel Robinson
of Murray.
Miss Pond is a 1988 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed by Fisher-Price Toys
of Murray.
Robinson is a 1989 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed by Warden Electric
Company of Paducah and Murray.
The wedding will take place
Saturday, June 15, at 6 p.m., at the
Kirksey Methodist Church, Kirksey. A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
reception.;

Babies can participate
in developmental games
NEw YORK (AP) — Babies as
young as six weeks can develop
special relationships with other
infams.and toddlers. They can even
invent games that build social relationships, researchers at Columbia
University's Teactiers College say.
Dr. Ar.nette Axtmann, director of
the College's Center for Infants
and Parents says infants are
innately social. She says they have
subtle ways of showing interest and
affection- not only toward one
another but toward older children
and adults.
Resarchcrs at the center have
.t•ehed babies turn spontaneous
l'I1.:7.1,,1107.S into simple games of
social c‘L'hange. For example, a
1-7,-(T.!h.-0!d shakes her foot and
toA ard another 3-month-old.
se:ond shakes his foot and
- • .7.0 thc look. The actions are
ln one instance. Axtmann
continued - for seven
-
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Junior & Misses

Related Separates

Take An Additional

30% Off
Junior & Misses
Coordinated Sportswear.

Take An Additional

30% Off

REG. TO 69.99
JUNIOR * MISSES * HALFSIZES

* Blazers * Sweaters Blouses
* Shirts * Skirts * Pants *
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NEWS IN BRIEF
KENOVA, W.Va."(AP) — The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
agreed to tackle erosion along the
Big Sandy River that is threatening
Kenova's water treatment plant.
The corps agreed last week to
repair the erosion along a 630-foot
stretch of river bank and pick up
three-fourths of the project's estimated $537,000 cost. The city will
pay the rest.
"It's getting real sticky out
there," said water works manager
Albert Jarrell. "It's getting to the
point where it's within 15 or 20
feet of our buildings."
The corps said work will begin
April 22.
The erosion is caused by the rise
and fall of the river, which separates West Virginia and Kentucky.
The water plant serves 13,000 customers in Wayne County.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
ounces of oat bran or oatmeal
every morning for breakfast will
reduce high cholesterol, scientists
say
But don't sprinkle it on bacon
and eggs and expect it to work,
they cautioned.
Everyone wants a magic bullet to
cure their ills, but it doesn't work
that way with cholesterol, said Dr.
William Castelli, director of the
Framingham Heart Study. "We are
going to have to be more careful
about our diet."
Castelli was among five scientists who've taken a second look at
the effect of oats on cholesterol
after a report last year criticized
earlier findings as scientifically
inadequate. Their new research,
which was financed in part by the
Quaker Oats Co., corrects the problems cited by the report and backs
up original studies hailing the
cholesterol-lowering qualities of
oats.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Reporting
that drew back the curtains on subjects ranging from the ordeal of a
rape victim to the sad human costs
of one of the big Wall Street
takeovers of the '80s won Pulitzer
Prizes in journalism.
The Des Moines Register on
Tuesday was awarded the prize for
public sen'ice for chronicling the
story of rape victim Nancy Ziegenmeyer, who allowed her name to be
used in an effort to counter the
shame often associated with rape.
The Los Angeles Times, the St.
Petersburg (Fla.) Times and Gannett News Service each won for
stories that focused on child abuse
and neglect.
Winners of Pulitzers in the arts
included Neil Simon, who won his
first in drama for "Lost in Yonkers" after 30 years of playwriting,
and John Updike, who collected his
second in fiction for "Rabbit at
Rest." the last of his four-novel
"Rabbit" series. His first Pulitzer
v.as in 1982 for "Rabbit .is
MOSCOW (AP) — Taking a
t.irrot-and-stick approach to avoid
-tatastrophe.'• Mikhail S. Gorba-

Colleges need
to improve math
teaching methods
WASHINGTON (AP) — College students' interest in majoring
In math is at an all-time low, and
the institutions need to overhaul
their undergraduate programs for
new teaching methods and better
computer use, a research group
says.
The National Research Council's
Committee on the Mathematical
Sciences in the Year 2000 also said
few students take advanced courses
and fewer than 10 percent of those
are minorities.
"In the United States, we have
achieved pre-eminent status in
mathematics research," the committee's chairman, William E. Kirwan, said Tuesday.

Check Us Out

chev is proposing to speed up the
transition to a free market system
but seeking a simultaneous moratorium on strikes and
demonstrations.
Taking his case to the people,
the Soviet president on Tuesday
made an impassioned appeal over
national television, saying "We
face the danger- of economic
collapse."
Gorbachev's plan for salvaging
the union of 15 increasingly fractious republics comes amid stepped
up challenges to the Kremlin and
widespread pessimism about his
ability to halt a demoralizing economic decline.
Byelorussians demanding a
change in governments called for a
general strike, today, striking coal
miners kept up demands for Gorbachev's resignation, and lawmakers
in Georgia declared independence
for their republic.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
all the deliberation and secrecy that
attends the selection of a pope, the
Pentagon's top brass is working on
selecting new uniformed chiefs for
the Army and Marine Corps.
The subject is a delicate one,
given the fact that the chosen commander must work and deal with
those colleagues who may have
been passed over for the position.
Pentagon sources say.
"It's a mysterious mix. Not only
does a chief have to have lots of
time in command and high qualities of leadership, he's got to have
political acumen in order to deal
with Congress and the (Pentagon's)
appointed leadership," said one
officer, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
"It's something like the College
of Cardinals, when they get
together and choose a pope."
another said. "No smoke comes
out of the chimney, but the politics
that precedes the decision is prett,
heavy-duty."

ssed

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
CIA's former chief historian is
challenging the agency's secrecy
rule, saying it illegally bars him
from releasing a report he wrote on
the disastrous 1961 Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba.
The CIA is trying to avoid
embarrassment by barring release
of the report, former historian Jack
Pfeiffer said in a lawsuit filed in
U.S. District Court Tuesday. The
agency should not be allowed to
keep unclassified information secret, he said.
Pfeiffer, a 70-year-old CIA retiree who lives in Alexandria, Va.,
wants to release a report he wrote
in the early 1980s on thc-,CIA's
internal investigation into the failed
Bay of Pigs invasion.
"The agency should have done a
helluva lot better job on the internal investigation," Pfeiffer said in
an interview. "This was a critical
episode when the Bay of Pigs collapsed around their ears."
It was 30 years ago this month
that CIA -backed Cuban exiles tried
to invade their homeland by landing at the Bay of Pigs. The fiasco
was a major embarrassment for the
Kennedy administration and for the
CIA.
Pfeiffer, who worked for the
agency from 1955 to 1984, said his
report contended the CIA inspector
general's investigation of the failed
invasion was biased and was conducted by unqualified personnel.
Pfeiffer's lawsuit seeks to overturn the CIA's secrecy regulation
that bars current and former agency
employees from disclosing official
information — classified or unclassified — unless disclosure is
required as part of their official
duties.
He is represented by the Ralph
Nader group Public Citizen.
CIA spokesman Mark Mansfield
said in response to the lawsuit,
"There is absolutely no substance

than $500.000, a figure organizers
hope to top in 1991.
Mrs. Quayle has long been interested in fighting breast cancer
because her mother died from the
illness. It is expected to kill 45,000
people this year.
Washington Mayor Sharon Pratt
Dixon said she too lost her mother
"More than 8,000 men, women to breast cance
r.
and children raced for the cause in
Also participating in the kickoff
1990," Quayle said Tuesday at a drive was Louis
ceremony outside the Capitol. He, retary of healtSullivan, the sech and human
said last year's race raised more services.
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internal investigation — which he
now seeks to release — portrays
the agency in a bad light, the former historian said.
The report contends that thenInspector General Lyman Kirkpatrick sought through his investigation to denigrate Richard M. Bissel
Jr., the director of covert activities
who helped plan the invasion.
Kirkpatrick hoped to take over Bissel's job, Pfeiffer said his report
contended.
Kirkpatrick ordered the destruction of papers used in the internal
investigation, Pfeiffer said, adding
that he recovered some of them.

Schwarzkopf to lead derby parade

"The last obstacle to
affordable homeownership
is gone!"

753-7283

number of reports on the Bay of
Pigs invasion, several of which
remain classified.
The CIA agreed, in a September
1987 settlement of an earlier Pfeiffer lawsuit, to release an unclassified version of his report on a Bay
of Pigs investigation headed by
Gen. Maxwell Taylor.
Pfeiffer said his report found that
the Taylor investigators made
many errors, failed to ask crucial
questions and wound up placing
too much of the blame on the CIA
and not enough blame on the White
House.
But Pfeiffer's report on the CIA

COMPARE MY RATES

When you have a facility as good as ours
you let it speak for itself.
0,1 Maifror • Irtraest Rothe,-

to charges that Dr. Pfeiffer's constitutional rights have been violated
and that information about the Bay
of Pigs operation is being withheld
to spare the U.S. government from
embarrassment."
Pfeiffer signed a secrecy agreement as a condition of his CIA
employment. But his lawsuit said
the secrecy rule violates the First
and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution by allowing the agency to
impose prior restraint on the use of
unclassified information.
While a member of the CIA's
history staff — he chaired it from
1976 to 1979 — Pfeiffer wrote a

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - Gulf was instrumental in
getting him to
"We're getting his measureWar commander Gen. Norman H. COMC.—
ments
," he said.
Schwarzkopf's itinerary will be
Mangeot cautioned that ambiArmy Regulation 670-1 forbids
closely guarded — as will the gen- tious party-givers
eral — during his visit as grand • to include the shouldn't expect personnel from wearing fatigue
general on their uniforms during travel or in civimarshal of the Kentucky Derby guest lists.
lian settings, but general officers
Festival Pegasus Parade on May 2.
"His schedule is going to be are excluded from the restrictions
.
Schwarzkopf has tentatively
very, very tight," he said. "EverySchwarzkopf, who masterminded
accepted an offer to be the grand one will want
to
marshal of the 1991 parade, festi- think the gener meet him. I don't the lightning-fast, low-casualty vical realizes how big tory over Iraq, is known as "Storval officials said Tuesday.
he is back here yet."
min' Norman" and "The Bear" —
Schwarzkopf's attendance for the
Mangeot declined to say what both nicknames given to him by his
parade is subject to conditions in
parties the general would attend. troops. Confident, with an engag
the Middle East, said David W. He also declined
to discuss security ing manner, the general became a
Higgins, the festival's board chair- arrangements.
media star with his widely broadman, and Daniel A. Mangeot, presFestival officials said Schwarz- cast military briefings.
ident of Kentucky Derby Festival kopf has been
asked to wear his
The son of an Army general, he
Inc.
battle dress uniform, the camouf- will rettre from the military
in
This year's parade is being dedi- lage fatigues
he wore in televised June. There has been some speculacated to soldiers who took part in
briefings during the Persian Gulf tion that he might pursue a
political
Operation Desert Storm, officials war.
career.
said.
-No one is ordering him to wear
With Schwarzkopf, the Pegasus
Higgins said the idea to ask it," said Hearn.
"People just asso- parade, will have an overwhelming
Schwarzkopf was hatched a month ciate him with
the battle dress." military flavor this year. It will
and a half ago.
Mangeot, however, said the gen- include 25 representatives
from all
Festival board member Tom
eral could wear anything he wanted five military branches,
a military
O'Hearn said the effort to reach — including
an offici
Schwarzkopf at his headquarters in tival jacket in teal al Derby Fes- band, a flyover by Air Force jets
blue dotted with and a variety of Army vehicles
Saudi Arabia began with help from
miniature Pegasus figures in similar to those used
in Desert
Fort Knox officials. O'Hearn said
magenta.
Storm,
he never spoke directly to the general, but worked out the appearance
with key members of the general's
staff.
"I really didn't tkink it was such
a long shot," said O'Hearn. "He
2g)
On
seems to be an average sort of guy
•
-Life
;Hea
lth -Annuities
who would enjoy coming to- the
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
Derby."
"We were gambling that the war
-Medicare Supplements
would be over then," said Higgins.
Dan
The general's wife, Brenda — a
horse-racing fan — is reported to
McNutt, AAI
be enthusiastic about coming to the
753-4451
407 Maple St.
Derby, O'Hearn said. "I think that

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Dan Quayle kicked off a
fund-raising drive aimed at the prevention and cure of breast cancer.
Quayle and his wife, Marilyn,
said the fund raising will culminate
in a 'five-kilometer run in the
nation's capital June 15.

I'N I
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Historian: Bay of Pigs report suppre

Quayle launches breast
cancer fund-raising drive

Kentucky's most
progressive lending
institutions have
formed a partnershir
to address the needs
ut tin,t-time home
buyers.
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DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT What is your
opinion on the exhaust products corning from the smokestack of an asphalt
quarry being carcinogenic'
DEAR READER I cannot conceive
of any substance expelled from a
smokestack as being healthful Many
products of incineration are carcinogenic and others cause unacceptable
air pollution. either with acids or particulate matter
The federal government is very
concerned about smokestack air pollution and has promulgated a complex series of regulations to ensure
minimal contamination and "safestandards Nonetheless, industrial
waste continues to poison our environment Some people believe this is a
necessary price to pay, a trade-off.
for the conveniences of our modern.
technological society.
I won't comment on the specific instance you mention because I am not
familiar with the details of the "asphalt quarry - or the methods, such as
scrubbers. the company uses to remove dangerous by-products of the
manufacturing process However.
this information should be available
through the Occupational Safety. and
Health Administration You can make
an inquiry to your local Department
of Health or to the nearest OSHA
office
DEAR DR GOTT What causes
compulsive eating. and what can I do
about it"
DEAR
READER
Compulsi‘e
overeating is. at best, a habit and. at
worst, an addiction Although some
forms of gluttony are due to brain
damage or severe emotional disorders. the majority of over-eaters are
driven by a compulsion to engage in
this behavior Thus, overeating can
often be controlled by behavioral
modification. including education
counseling. support groups. hypnosis
and cognitive restructuring during
which patients are taught how to
overcome self-defeating .maladaptive attitudes about themselve,
I suggest a staged approach
• s!
see your doctor for an examina'
make sure you are in good heait:-;
do not have a metabolic imbalance
such as diabetes or a thyroid disorder
that contributes to your problem
Also, the doctor can suggest a diet or
methods to relieve your compulsion
Second. if you are obese consider a
weight-reduction support grqip such
as Overeaters Anonymous or Weight
Watchers In these groups you ii
quickly discover you re not alone by
sharing their strengths and experiences members are often capable of
making astounding changes in their
orientation to and attitudes about
food Third. you may need psychological counseling - or even therov in a
metaboliCIabortory. many of which
are operated by medical. teaching
centers
Since compulsive eating is an addiction that resembles drug abuse or
alcoholism it is frequently diffic ult to
treat However help is available
from
the
many
resources
I
mentioned
To give you more information I an.
sending you a free copy of my Hea •
Report -Winning The Battle of tn„

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
1tot
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Bulge Other readers who would like
a cops'should send $1 25 with their
names and addresses to PO Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title
c,1451

Prices Good
April 10
thru
April 16
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Deli Hot Line
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We Reserve T'Ie Rig,1! To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
S Choice

U.S.Choice Boneless

Round Steak Sirloin Tip Roast
1
79
Pork

Extra Lean

I

Williams 1 Lb
Hot or Reg

Lt

Cutlet
Boneless 1 99 Lb
$19
9
I Lb

Sausage
$ 1 79

$259

U.S. Choice

Boneless Boston Butt

Ribeye Steak

Pork Roast
1 39
Turk

Extra Lean

$499

Pork
Steak
$ 'I 39
Lb

Ground Beef Country Ham
89
BBQ

99C

Kraft

Sauce

Hunts

9

Tomato
Juice

3-4 Lb Pkg.

18 oz

Butterball
Bun Length
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Franks
$ 'I 19
I Lb
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Clif-y Farms Whole

Owens Best. Family Pack

46 oz

99°

Lb.
Sliced Free

Extra Lean

Frying Chicken

Ground Round

leg Quarters

Hunts

Lucks

Manwich
Sauce

Fried
Apples

1 99

155 oz

Blue Bonnet

89°

Flav-O-Rich

Margarine

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Whole Milk
Gal $ 1 99

2/89'

39

16 oz

99°

89°

$ 1 69

Kleenex

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.
ParrnS

2% Milk

go.$

Creamette Reg or Thin

Spaghetti

89'

./ool-Aide

7 oz

189

3/99'

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
Diet Rite
2

$109

$ 1 99

Kool Bursts
••
Charcoal

6 p,

$ 4199
10 It V

Keebler 1 Lb. Zesta Saltine

Crackers

pk

Gel Monte C S Golden

Snacks

Corn

Tropical

Fruit Salad

16.5 oz

Scott Single Roll
155 0779
'

Towels

Owens Best

BBC) Ribs
59

$3

Lb

Owen s Famous

Owens Best
Baked or

Fried Chicken

BBQ Beans

2 ecjs 2
2 .0.i,
gs 3 areos•

1 1,!

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Roast Beef
$499

Baked Ham
$429

$ 09

2/89'
79'

take-Rite Vegetable

$ 39

Shortening

42 oz

Scotts Liquid Gold

Glass Cleaner

14 oz

$
4
59

Baby Swiss

Cheese
89

$3

L

surkist
Lemons

159

Pride of III. Mixed Cut

Green Beans

16 oz

Hyde Park Sweet

Cucumber Slices
Bush s Blackeye

Peas

16 oz

Ploassee

eli

•

A&A
Auto Rental

Read.
Then recycle.

COINniEnr
Food" makrKt

Soviet Jewish
family settle
in Lexington
LEXINGTON. K. (AP
Members of a Soviet Jewish farr.i.
brought nine suitcases and
smiles with them as they steppe,L
off a plane at Blue Grass Airport to
make a new home in Lexington.
Alexandr Orlov, 37. his wife.
Zoya, 34, and sons Viktor, 13. and
Lev. 3. are the first of four Jewish
families from the Soviet Union
who plan to resettle in the Lexington area this spring.
A second Soviet family .
expected to arrive in Lexington 07.
Wednesday, followed by two
others late this month and in earl:.
May.
It was very tiring," Alexandr
Orlov said of, his family's journey
from Moscow. "But it's OK. Now
everything is all right."
A delegation at the airport to
greet the Orlovs included interpreter Elena Goldis, who emigrated
from the Soviet Union to Dallas in
•January 1990. Goldis and her family moved to Lexington last December. Three of their relatives also
are planning to resettle in Lexington in early May.
The Orlovs are among 40,000
Soviet Jew's expected to emigrate
to the United States this year.
"They have virtually waited all
their lives for this," said Sharyn
Sharer, program director of the
Central Kentucky Jewish
Federation.

tO

Read.
Then recycle.

3/99'
99'
3/99'

U.S.#1 Russet

Potatoes

Crispy Head

5 Lb Bag

lettuce

4 Lb Bag
Florida Juice

Red or Yellow
Delicious

Oranges
$ 1 99

Apples

99„, 99' 498,59_c
Red Ripe

Tomatoes

4
69
Lb

c
69
b
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SECTION B
A pair of pears

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

Compare Our Price & Coverage

cial and political—contribution
records from people associated
with the prison-design contract.
That contract was awarded to a
team led by Lexington companies
Kaiser-Taulbee Associates and
DQW & Associates. People affiliated with both contributed at least
S83,000 to Mrs. Wilkinson's campaign last year.

-DINNER SPECIALSMon. - Salisbury Steak
Lag
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Ca
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
-1,1e5t
- acirtin+Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore Sat.
- Fried Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 a.m.- 10 p.m• Served with Salad, Choice of Potato and
Daily
our Homemade Rolls

bTn

D8LT
759-1144

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPL
IANCES

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE-TOP
Electz)n.c.,
thermostat
• Back gass over cc.c,'
anc lower panel
• Li!:-.up, spoi-catch,ng
coomcup
• ugn!eo oven wincow
•

••••••Nl
?' •-•-•

Hwy. 641 North

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL
MAJOR APPLIANCES

ft

'Magic Cho!

(A..er 4 p.m.)

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
A.40

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

623 South 4th

AA* N 3

Muhlenberg prison and contributions related to that contract and
also contributions related to the
NKU contract."
Caldwell said he expected the
grand jury to meet two or three
more times before a decision is
made on whether to indict.
A bevy of attorneys on Tuesday
delivered to the grand jury finan-

753-0489

AU

ony

6th & Main

33NVIlddV dOrVIN 11V

Two ten-foot Bradford Pear trees were plante
d in the Murray Calloway County Park located on the corner
of 10th and Chestnut
after being donated by Jamie Potts (left) and
the Calloway County
Farm Bureau. The event was sponsored by the
Women's Committee
of Calloway County Farm Bureau, represented
by (left to right) Crystal Parks, Thelma Potts and Ruth Caldwell. (Phot
o by Ray Broach)

Grand jury investigating Wilkinson contributions hears testim

NEIL

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

r

known speakers presenting information on adult and child feeding
disorders and brain injury, gerontological aspects of communication
disorders, hearing impairments and
other current professional issues.
Others from the faculty who
attended were: Dr. Jodelle Deem,
Dr. Dana NI. Mauer, Myra Gradisher, LaRecca James and Marilyn
Homback.
Students in the delegation were:
Daphine Culyer, Henderson;
Leslie Borge, Murray; Debbie
Stone, Kris Volmer and Rosemary
Hannan, Paducah; Pam Taylor.
Dover. Tenn.; Kerensa Smith, Paris, Tenn.: Paula Richards, Bowling
Green; Beth Weinberg. Guthrie;
Julie Ann Johnston, Dawson
Springs; Diana Tracy, Evansville,
Ind.; Jeannie L. Burton, Monticello; and Kirsten M. Kiser, Germantown, Tenn.
Murray Slate's delegation also
met with Patrick "Jerry" Carney,
president of the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association in a
lengthy session to discuss various
topics relating to the profession.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (A13,i - A
S12.000 to Mrs. Wilkinson's CamFayette County grand jury investipaign for governor during last
gating political contributions to the
year's July-to-September quarter.
gubernatorial campaign of first
EO Associates and Jerry Taylor
lady Martha Wilkinson has heard
& Associates were part of a devefrom about 15 witnesses.
opment group headed by GravesAmong those testifying Tuesday
Turner that was initially selected
were a state official and nine peoby state Finance Secretary L.
ple connected to a controversia
Rogers Wells for a contract to
construction contract for a dorm
build the dorm.
complex at Northern Kentucky
The state later disqualified
University.
Graves-Turner after it learned the
Nine witnesses were current Or
company had obtained a competiformer partners in the architectural
:o(s bid. A federal grand jury is
firm of E0 Associates or the engiinvestigating that contract selection
neering firm Jerry Taylor & Assoprocess.
ciates. Some of their wives also
Deputy Attorney General Brent
testified. Those involved testified
Caldwell. who is overseeing the
for abecut five to 10 minutes.
Fayette grand jury investigation.
Danny Shearer, commissioner of
declined to comment on the proFacilities Management in the
ceedings. Those called to testify
Finance Cabinet, testified for nearako declined to comment.
ly 90 minutes.
• Caldwell told reporters before
The nine engineers and
the session, "We're looking into
architects contributed a total
two contracts — one involving the
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MSU students, faculty attend
KSLHA spring conference
Thirteen undergraduate and graduate students and ten faculty in
the Department of Special Education at Murray State Uniyersity
attended the recent annual spring
conference at the Kentucky
Speech-Language-Hearing Association in Lexington.
Representing the campus chapter
of the National Student Speech Language-Hearing Association, the
group included five faculty members who made presentations at
conference sessions. Presenters and
.their topics were:
*Dr. Jo-Ann Hammons; "Functional Communications of Aphasic
Speakers using the Minispeak Augmentative System."
*Dr. Marilyn Condon and Susan
Snell; "Amencans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 — The Role of the
Audiologist,"
*Dr. Elizabeth G. Blodgett and Dr.
Viola Miller, "Fascinating Language Learning in Very Young
Children: They are not short four:h
graders."
More than 700 attended. the
ference, which featured natlorai!v
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We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Satur
day 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Downy 64 oz. Btl. or 21.5 oz. Refill

Fabric Softener

38
Limit 3 Additional Amount $1.98

Lucky Leaf Reg. or Lite

White Cloud

Cherry Pie Filling Bathroom Tissue
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Additional
Amount 88'
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MSU expected to sign up to four JUCO
s

Sports Writer

By DAVID RAMEY

Ronald BLUM
King and Coble leave big holes to fill. King, a 6-4
guard
Newton is unable to comment on any prospective signees
out of St. Louis, was a four-year starter for the
Associated Press
Racers, as because of NCAA regulations.
Murray won four OVC crowns during his stay.
He
I:le Murray State Racers are expect
averag
ed
ed to go
Murray signed 6-9 center Jason Joseph of
fix in today's start of the national letter- with the quick 11.3 points a game his senior year. and was the Racer "defenMurray High
of-intent signing sive:' stopper.
NEW YORK — The average
School
in the fall.
pci J.
baseball salary skyrocketed a
The Racers arc expcted to sign up to four player
Coble,
a 6-3 guard from Brownsville. Tenn.. avereaged
s Wednesrecord 49 percent this year to
day: ald Thursday, and all four are expected to
The Murray State Lady Racers announced
be junior col- 11.7 points a game for Murray his senior year, and blossomed
one
S891,1
signee
88 on opening day.
this
:e performers.
up to 15 points per contest in Ohio Valley Conference play. morning.
according to an Associated Press
sizray lost starters Paul King and Greg Coble
, and coach
survey,
Kristie Haberer of Charleston. Ill. signed on to coach
Murray also lost reserves Donald Overstreet
Newton's team needs quick help if the Racers
Kelly makin and 223 players are
and Doug
are
Breaze
g SI million or more.
to
ale's
club.
Gold,
Habere
and
r
is
are
the
still
secon
appeal
d
signee
ing
for the Lady
the NCAA for another year of
for a fifth straight OVC crown.
There
Racers
are 123 players topping
.
as
Marsha
ll
elgibil
County's Rechetle Cadwell. the Purchase
ity for 6-8 forward John Jackson.
.'Scv, ton said Tuesday that the Racers were
going right
the S2 million level and 32
Player of the Year, signed in November.
the wire with some bigger schools on some recruit
The four-t
making $3 million or more.
s.
Murray State also announced that formeraGrav
has been a lot of speculation on who were going first round ime OVC champions, who lost to Alabama in the
Last
es
year. only Robin Yount of
Count
of
the
y
NCAA
Tourn
ament
to finish the year at star Missy Barber, a 6-2 forwar
ho said. "We're just trying to find out oursel
d, will try to walk-on to the Milwaukee reached 53 million
ves." 24-9, return two-time OVC Player of the Year Popeye Jones. club
in the fall.
Air
and just 27 made $2 million or
more on opening day.
Oakland leads with a payroll
of S36.432,500 and an average
salary of S1,349,352, an increase
of 5544,709 from the Athletics'
1990 average.
Houston has the lowest average at S487.090 and is the only
club whose payroll decreased.
'IC \GO (AP) — Bryn Smith promises this is going to be a different
The Astros averaged 5681.664
i:or him and if his effort in St. Louis' 4-1 opening-day victory over
last season, but then pared their
chieap.) Cubs is any indication, he's going to win a lot of games.
roster of most veterans.
' •• ,:•-ar I pitched with a sore shoulder and tried to live up to my
The increase is dramatic even
Smith after allowing the Cubs only four hits in seven
by
baseball's standards. The
-This year I feel fine and pitched the most I have in any previlargest previous percentage jump
g
was 47.7 percent in 1977. the
signed by the Cardinals to a S6 million contract for three
-first year following free agency.
the 1989 season. He spent the previous eight seasons with
Last year, salaries increased
20.2
percent to S597.537,
• • rvous and the jitters were there." said Smith of his openingaccord
ing to figures compiled
-'-'CM Tuesday. which he said wasn't made any easier facing the
by the Major League Baseball
70‘xerful Cub lineup.
Players Association.
Smith gave up came on a fifth-inning home run by Sha"I'm just mind boggled,"
He walked one and struck out four.
said
Chuck O'Conner, the head
a tough lineup" Smith said. "The biggest thing is not to give
of
the
owners' Player Relations
-..nwith LAO or three men on base. They have five guys in that
Committee. "This shocks me as
7
1-.11 :an hit it out. The trick is keeping the first man up oil base."
to both the what and the why.
East Calloway Elementary raised tiler 5270 during Schools -‘gainst Drugs
7rnith sa:i! the only trouble he had was gripping his changeup because
1Neek. The Shootout Against
Obviou
sly, we think this is a
Drugs
• 4:- featured contributions based on the number of .free throws hit.
vt weather. The temperature_ was 42 degrees at gametime.
problem. It's one of some
included Roger Houk, top boy shooter; Kalista Cunningham. top to erall The Top 3 fundraisers (left)
•
, ined most of the morning.
(who son an autographed photo
dimension. I don't think you
of Chicago Bulls star Michael Jordan): and Stephanie Rogers, top girl
td'use a lot of pitches against that lineup to keep them
shooter. Shooters included in right
can
look at this and say this is
photo)
front,
:
Angel Duncan, Misty Sieting. Brady Harris and Corey Cunningham
said Smith. who departed for a pinch hitter in the eighth
. Second row, Leslie
a situation that's going to staHouston, Michael Williams and Kalista Cunningham. Third row. Jamie
when the Cardinals broke a 1-1 tie with a three-run rally against
Sanders, Peyton Patterson, Stebilize itself. It's not."
phanie Rogers. and Roger Houk. Michelle Jones and Christopher Perkins
[`army Jackson. who was making his Cub debut.
also competed in the shootout.
Figures for this survey were
He was terrific," manager Joe Torre of Smith said.
obtained by the AP from severThe Cardinals scored their first run in the fifth when rookie Be77.,." •
al player and management sour&ew a two-out bases loaded walk off Jackso
n.
ces and include : salaries and
,iter loading the bases on a double by Felix, Jose, a walk and a king.e
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i.'ne infield.
Winning his fourth straight opening-day decision.
The
New. York Mets have the.
T.,pittal7. I guess so." Torre said. "If we have to bleed for runs. fine.
Stewart allowed one run and three hits in seven
Even though Dave Stewart was on the mound for Oaksecond -highest payroll at
If we can keep the opposition to one run, I'll take my chances.
.innings. He struck out four and walked two.
land's opening-day game. all eyes were on Rickey
the way we played all spring. Run everything out and for_ce the
In his streak. Stewart is 20-0 with a 2.61 ERA. He S1.251,538, an iincrease of
Henderson.
- team to make the plays."
has allowed 127 hits • in 152 innings. Stewart, 22-11 5492,963. and Los Angeles rose
See Rickey run. See Rickey steal.. See the A's win
from eighth to third with an
what they did and the Cubs 'didn't make the plays.
last sewn, is sooting for his liftli_straight
again.
average-of -51,248,212. The
lef: in the eighth with the bases loaded and one out and Pau:
season.
Rickey Henderson moved within one of Lou
-itasher came on. Jose Oquendo hit into a fielders' choice and the
Morris, making his first start for the Twins after 13 Dodgers' 5562,432 increase was
Brock's ail-time record of 938 steals by stealing sec7:7 scored as the Cubs failed to get the force at second
year' with Detroit. gave up seven runs,' three earned, the most in the majors, and the
.
Sh'ilson singled -off Assenmacher's -glove and - &1: ond base in the first inning of the. Athletics'. 7,2 vicand eight hits in 4 2-3 inningS. Morris has - made-12 increase exceeded the payrolls
tory over Minnesota on Tuesday night. He also singled
Rex Hudler bounced into a force play.
consecutive opening-day starts to tie the modern of Baltimore and Houston. his first two at-hats and scored twice.
San Francisco rose from 12th
balls I wanted but not the outs I wanted." Assenmarecord also held by Tom Seaver (1968-79) and Robin
Henderson had been bothered the past week by tento
sixth at S1,117.619 and the
; can't be happy.Roberts i1950-61):
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Rickey, Stew lead A's victory
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Trail Blazers stretch streak to 11 games wi
th win
quarter turnaround that was aided
By The Associat
calls and not
ed Press
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For most of the NBA season, the
Portland Trail Blazers have been
the front-runners in the Western
Conference.
First, the Los Angeles Lakers
challenged that status, then fell
back. The latest pretenders were
the Houston Rockets, winners of 17
of 18 games and labeled by. many
as the "Team No One Wants to
Meet in the Playoffs."
On Tuesday night, the Trail
Blazers answered the challenge in
Houston, stretching their winning
streak to 11 games with a 103-93
victory over the Rockets.
"There was a lot of intensity,"
said Clyde Drexler, who scofed 11
of his 26 points in Portland's third-

ii
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-Exhaust Work
-Brakes
-TUne-ups

Actions & Reactions
Jr
,
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PONY LEAGUE
prouts for the 1991 Pony

League will
Thursday, Apni 11 at the Pony League fed be
in
the new Murray -Calloway County Park All
le-year-oids will need 10 be at the park
at 5
p rn . while 13-year olds need to report at
6
m
.For more information, contact Vernon Anderson at 759-1556

GIRLS SOFTBALL
Sign-ups tor the Murray Calloway County g
softball leagues will be Saturday at Calloway
Middle School Sign-ups begin at 930 and run
to 12 p m The cost. for all three leagues is
. $30
for each child, and $15 for each additional
child Late sign-ups will Tuesday, April 16,
at
CCMS. horn 4-6 p in

GENERAL
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IS
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FAYETTEVILLE,
— Todd Day's stepfather
says the University of Arkansas basketball star
has been suspended from the Razorback team
or a year, apparently in connection with a sexual incident in an athletic dorm The Arkansas
Democrat newspaper at Little Rock sad Ted
Anderson. a basketball coach at Hamilton High
School in Memphis, Tenn, claimed that Day,
his stepson, was being railroaded "Todd won't
,_,-en be able to be eligible for a year," Anderson said in a telephone interview with the
Democrat He called the punishment for players
involved in me Feb. 27 incident "unfairly consistent " University officials and lawyers for four
Players dacidined by the schoors All University
Judicial Board have declined to specify what
action was taken by the board School officials
sad the board's report was released to those
directly involved Monday, but details of the
action were sealed from public release by federal taw The judicial board's action stemmed
from an incident in which a 34-year-old woman
said she was sexually assaulted She implicated four members of the Razorbacks' nationally ranked team.
INGLEWOOD. Calif — Bill Shoemaker, racing's winningest jockey, was in serious condition and partially paralyzed following a car accident in which authordies said he was under the
influence of alcohol. Shoemaker, who retired as
a jockey last year, sustained a tracture distocatan of his neck and paralysis to undisclosed
pans of his body in the Monday night accident
Shoemaker, who earlier was listed in cntical
condition, was transferred to Centinela Hospital
Medical Center, a facility known for its expertise
in sports medicine and onhorpedic surgery
Richards said Shoemaker's family and personal
physician requested the transfer but refused to
reiease "any further information about his
njunes
ATHENS, Ga — Former University of Georgia
tack coach and 1936 Olympic gold medalist
Forrest Spec" Towns has died of heart failure
He was 77 Towns won the high hurdles in the
Olympics in Berlin with a record time of 14.1
seconds Two weeks later in Oslo, Norway,
Towns set a word record of 13 7 seconds in
the 110 !neer high hurdles — a mark that
would last 14 years He became track coach at
Georgia in 1938, a post he held until his retirement in 1975 He led the Bulkiogs to 21 SEC
outdoor Idles and five SEC indoor events during
his tenure as coach
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich — Michigan State forward Parsh Hickman appeared before a federal
judge on cocaine charges, a day after being
arrested on campus A detention hearing was
scheduled Thursday for Hickman, who
remained in custody in the Kent County Jai
Hickman was charged in a complaint with con
spiracy to distribute cocaine, possession Win
intent to deliver, and attempted delivery
RHO. Italy — Italian World Cup ski racer Knsten Ghedina, senousty injured in a car crash
Monday, came out of a coma and talked to doctors, hospital officals said Doctors said thal
brain scan examination& showed that the
21 -year-old downhill specialist did not sustain
any neurological damage and that a cerebral
edema was shnnking Ghedina received a skull
trauma, broke ha left collar bone and injured
his left ear arid elbow in a three-car collision
along the Mien-Turin highway Sunday night
HOUSTON — A scheduled court appearance
for track star Carl Lewis, stemming from a
drunken dnving arrest in January, was postponed until today Harris County assistant district attorney Jane Waters said Lewis, arrested
Jan 11 for dnving while intoxicated, had a miscommunication with his attorney and did not
show u0 in court

BASEBALL
NEW YORK — The average baseball saary
skyrocketed a record 49 percent this year to
$891.188 on opening day, according to an
Associated Press survey, and 223 players are

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
)
SPORTS CENTER

making $t minion or more There are
123 players topping the $2 million level and 32 making
$3 million or more. Last year, only Robin Yount
of Milwaukee reached $3 million and just 27
made $2 million or more on opening day
Oakland leads with a payroll of 136,432,500
and an
average salary of $1,349,352, an increase of
$544.709 from the Athletics' 1990 average
Houston has the lowest average at $487,0
90
and a lhe only club whose payroll decreas
ed
The Astros averaged $681,664 last season
NEW YORK — Ten men and two Women were
sworn in as jurors in the attempted extortio
n
trial of Howard Spira, the self described
gambler whose dealings with George Stenbre
nner
caused the New York Yankees owner to
lose
control of the team. Spires trial in Manhattan
federal court will continue this morning when
attorneys present opening arguments to the
jury. Stenbrenner, a key prosecution witness
, is
expected to testily during the trial which is
expected to last three to four weeks
MIAMI — Minnie Minoso's bid
to
sional baseball in a sixth decade play profeswas
when he contract With the Miami Miracleblocked
of the
Florida State League was rejected
by the commissioners office The 68-year-oid
Minos°,
who
last played in 1 980 when he
appeared in two
games with the Chicago White Sox,
had been
working out at the White Sox spring
training
complex in Sarasota, Fla. He was
scheduled to
appear as a designated hitter or
pinch-hi
Saturday night's game between Miami tter in
and the
Fort Lauderdale Yankees
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TENNIS
TOKYO — Jimmy Connors, trying
to come
back at 38 after wnst surgery.
defeated Jim
Pugh 1-6, 6-4. 6-0 in the first
round of the
Japan Open Connors, who has droppe
590 in the world rankings. is a wild-card d to No
entry in
his third tournament since wrist
surgery last
October In other matches,
Patrick
Kuhnen
defeated ninth-seeded Aaron
Krickstein 6-2.
7-5: Shuzo Matsuoka beat 16th
-seeded Kevin
Curren 7-6 (7-5), 6-2, David
Pate defeated
12th -seeded Todd Woodbndge
1-6, 6-3, 6-3,
and Dan Goidie beat 13th -seeded
Jan Siemerink 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 (7-5) In
women's first-round
matches, top-seeded Amy Frazier beat
Kamstra 6-0, 6-3 and second -seeded Petra
Appeimans defeated Masako Yanagi Sabine
6-3, 6-2
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla
— Second -seeded
Gabnea Sabatini defeated Federic
Bonsign
a
on
6-1, 6-0 in the second round of
the Bausch &
Lomb Championships Sabatini
has
Non
21
of
her last 22 matches

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
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SCOREBOARD

let them destroy us."
Chaney and Larry Smith were
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was penalized durin
g Portland's thirdIndiana 122, Charlotte 120; Atlanta quarter run.
104, Cleveland 98; Minnesota 109,
"It was all downh
New Jersey 89; Chicago 108, New technicals," Chanc ill after the
York 106; Milwaukee 105, Detroit caught up in the y said. "We got
frustration and lost
95; Phoenix 120, Golden State 106: some control."
Orlando 110, the Los Angeles ClipPortland increased its lead to
pers 100; and Sacramento 113. 91-78 with 7:30
remaining in the
Dallas 104,
game and the Rockets never got
The Rockets took a 66-54 lead in closer than seven points
again.
the third quarter before getting outVernon Maxwell led the Rockets
scored 29-9 in the rest of the per- with 26 points. Kenny
Smith had
iod. Portland took an 83-75 lead
17 points and 14 assists, his third
into the fourth Quarter.
straight game v.'ith 10-plus assists.

by two of the three technicals
called on the Rockets. "When guys
play hard, that's going to happen."
Portland, with the NBA's best
record of 58-18, has now won eight
straight games on the road, with
yet another challenge coming
tonight at San Antonio.
Houston, whose 29-5 record
since Jan. 22 made them contenders in the Midwest Division, had
their five -game winning streak
snapped.
Rockets coach Don Chaney said
the technicals and the 29 fouls
called on his team kept it, from
playing its preferred style.
"We weren't able to play physically with them because the whistles were awfully quick," Chaney
said. "We need to rise above the
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EVERYDAY

••••11111110

Our Best BatteryDuralast Sub Zero
6 Year Battery48
88
tO
'eSer.e

TRANSACTIONS

I„,„

.*.

AutoZone
5 Year Car
Battery

BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Signed Kevin
Hickey,
pitcher, to a one-year contract
and assigned
him to Hagerstown of the Eastern
League
NEW YORK-PENN LEAGUE
AUBURN ASTROS—Named Kory Finzer
director Of specie events.
BASKETBALL
Continental Basketball- Association
ALBANY PATROONS—Signed Pete
Myers.
guard

3888

Marine
Starting

3900

Marine
Deep Cycle

4988

Marine
Deep Cycle

5900

Lawn and
Garden Utility,

;4xicTHil

j

World Basketball League
SASKATCHEWAN STORM—Signed Jerry
Jonnson. guard
FOOTBALL
National Football League
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Signed Steve
quarterback, to a two-year contract Pelluer,
PITTSBURGH STEELERS—Signed
Dan Stryzinski, punter
World Lelgue of American Football
SACRAMENTO SURGE—Waived Ben Bennett
,
Quarterback Signed Todd Ellis. quarter
back.
and assigned him to the practice squad
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NHL—Suspended Bob Proben, Detroit forward
,
for one Game and fined hint $500 for his
an altercation with St Louis goalie part in
Vincent
Rendeau on April 7
SWIMMING
US SWIMMING—Named Eddie Reese
and
Mark Schubert head coaches of
the U.S.
Olympic swimming team
COLLEGE
KENTUCKY—Named John Cropo tight
ends
coach arid administrative assistant.
MISSISSIPPI STATE—Announced the
resigna
ton of Ron Polk, baseball coach, effectiv
e a,
the end of the season, so he may take the position of executive director Of the America
n
Basebad Coaches Assocaton
NAZARETH—Named Charles Salam
one
women's soccer coach
ST MARY'S, CALIF —Named Dave
Fehte arid
Silvey Dominguez men's assistant basketb
ai
coaches
TEXAS A&M—Named Tony Barone
men's
basketball coach
WASHINGTON STATE—Signed Kelvin Sampson, men's basketball coach, to a sevenyea,
contract extension

R
Lifetimern
e onufW
oa
cIruann
etY
d

EVERYDAY

Distributors
For most vehicles
Store Stock only
Duralast Clutch
Discs and
Pressure Plates EVERYDAY
Fa,
.er
Store
.
e,cr-ange

14949

SKF Clutch
Throw Out
Bearings
For'
,
lost vehicles
Store stock only

EVERYDAY

12?

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

Ignition
Control Modules
For most uehicles
3-Month Warranty

Ultra-Spark
Silicone
Plug Wires
Store stock Only
6 Cylindtr-$15 99
8 Cylinder-$18 99

Wells
EVERYDAY
Distributor Caps

29V
14q5

41io2

For most e
v eehci.
ce
or‘
S
indudes

EVERYDAY

26 su

EVERYDAY

Wells
Tune-Up Kits

EVERYDAY

Heavy Duty
Shocks

3

99
TC

For conventiora
systems

9 99

Duralast
Gas Car
Shocks
EVERYDAY

Electronic
Ignition Coils

11U 9
4 CIL

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

For mOSt vehicles
Store stock only

SAVE GAS

EVERYDAY

19

Duralast
Gas Truck &
Van Shocks

1 1??

A

94

III/EACH
EVERYDAY

n94
EACH

EVERYDAY

1110a94
. EACH

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

6
50 PE 114,

SIP

Public Welcome
Batting Cages

E

. ii.h......

=I
IMI

i.,...

Or/ Fairer

Baseball • Softball

0
4
I

SIP Carb
Spray Cleaner

Nine Hole Executive Par 3 Golf Course
Driving Range

S4:01

Resistors-796
Limit 8

13 02

294

12 oz

Professionally Staffed for
Lessons by Appointment

18 Hole Miniature Golf Course

300:

Group Ouungs Available.
Call for Special Rates
Birthday Parties, Church Jimmy Sullivan, Owner
Groups, Family Reunions PGA Golf Professional

$4
2 FOR

SW Oil Filters
Store 000, Only
0,5217 each

Gunk
Motor Flush

197

i=
mai
.

ND
Spark Plugs

166

SIP Fuel
Injector Cleaner

0Mom

i.r.
it

SIP Air Fitters
r- ost ,ehic,es
3,,
Store stock only

297

Motorcratt
Spark Plugs
Resistors-890
mit 9

AC
Spark Plugs
Resistors'99C
9

k
7
ail.
"

NON RESISTORS

Au

69%
79!
89!
•10.1

RESISTORS

NON RESISTORS

Mobil Super or
Exxon Supertlo EVERYDAY
Motor Oils

9PT

All weigntS in S'OCX
. mil 3 cases

Havoline
All weights in stock
Case Soecia
12 36
'.10Peocte -2 40

SIP
Son Of A Gun
Protector
20 oz Bonus Size

AFTER REBATE

96
CASE

83C Qt, After Rebate
^

case CV soecia dice

753-1152

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

S50000 Cash Prizes
110,

1 /bile In one""
Miniature Golf Tournament
kpril 20th - Entr- Fee 3."'
( /1 Jot Details

VISA

_•_

MAYFIELD—OPEN 11AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

IMENOW APOI0.011
Ad prices good mru April 14 1091 We titian,* the n9ht
1.'41 OuOnteWS 04i045 price Reguico price mitred's,
pric es not good on 10ec iol orders NO (35(145,5 suit ctotoos
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The Best Parts In Auto Parts
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Scholarships may go to those who kno
w how to look
you've hit the scholarship trifecta.
There's scholarship money, too,
for children of footwear workers
who want to get a leg up on other
students. And if you want to study
perfumes. you can come out smell-

By KELLY P. KISSEL
Amicrelatild Press Writor

HUNTINGDON,Pa. — If you're
a left-handed student named Murphy and you want to study fungus,

1
2
Ag/

Caff Today

dillMA Professional
Real Estate
'Total Commitment
to tierme.
Offecfa Located Inside
Joe &rah Carpet

t

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Anniversary Special!
$25 OFF

FAIN INSURANCE

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Qualit make \ Compare our pricec & S.4tT

I

since 19S1

Summers fafitical
IL

Olympic Plaza •Munay
Jeff Summers, Liacensed Optician -Offer
Ruud thru

ing like a rosc.
number of restrictions sometimes
ships," said Annette Green, the
You just have to know where to difficult to meet.
executive director of the fund,
look.
There are Harvard Radcliffe
based in New York. "There
"It's like a big paper chase out scholarships for peopl
e named should be a scientific basis really
there right now," said Daniel J. Anderson. Borden, Bright
for
or Mur- It's really all been folklo this.
Cassidy of the National Scholar- phy: the Mycologica
re."
l Society of
In the fund's nine
ship Research Service in Santa America finances fungu
s research researchers have spent years,
Rosa, Calif.
a halfby Ph.D. candidates, the Two-Ten
million dollars to determine that
Colleges and universities are in International Footwear
Found
ation the smell of apple pie is the
the process of matching students disperses money to
children of relaxing, a coffee odor wakes most
with scholarships for the 1991-92 .. footwear worker
peos.
ple up, and multi -floral arrangeschool year. For those who fall
The Fragrance Research Fund's ments
are best for social settings.
through the cracks, or procrasti- S50.000 grant progr
am is restricted'
Cassidy has assembled a list of
nate. firms like Cassidy's say they to those who
plan post-graduate
what he says are the most
will help students locate possible work in clinic
al psychology to scholarships available. unusual
scholarships, for a fee.
Among
determine why certain
No matter the procedure, there is evoke certain emoti smells them:
ons and
a lot of money available, Cassidy behavior.
— The Joseph Bulova School of
said. About $6.5 billion goes
"Certain fragrances can be used Woodside, N.Y., offers up to
unused each year. most of that
to reduce stress. Others make you S15.000 ..for disabled watchmakers
from private sources and tied to a feel
more secure in social relation- from countries other than the
United States to teach other disabled people in their homelands.
— The Norwich Jubilee EsperAGENCY
anto Foundation of Oxford. England, offers up to 1,000 pounds
',Man \
Auto
(about S1.750) for Esperanto
Life
Home
ay Health
speakers under age 26 wishing to
Business
Annuities
improve language skills during
A tradition in service
tours of Britain.
Jim Fain

753-7063

rii3-06T21

— The Ay-n Rand Institute of
Marina Del Rey, Calif., offers
scholarships of S500 to S5,000 for
students in English literature, philosophy or psychology who write
the best essays on the Rand novel
"The Fountainhead."
— The International Boar Semen
Scholarship offers S500 for members of the Future Farmers of

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

%phi 30. 1991

a

America enrolled in in an accredited swine-management program.
Most schools offer their own
peculiar scholarships. Left-handed
students at Juniata College in Huntingdon, Pa., qualify for money
under the Frederick and Mary
Beckley Scholarship Foundation.
The Beckleys met in a 1919 tennis
class, where they were paired as
partners because both were lefthanded.
"It's almost enough for books."
said Susan Humphrey, a Juniata
chemistry senior from Natrona
Heights, Pa., who received S500
this year.
At the bottom of the school's
four-page financial aid application,
there is the question: Are you
right or left handed? (check oner
Humphrey put down the right, or
left, answer.
"They don't make you prove it.
It's not like they put 50 people in a
room and make you write your
name." she said.
Also at Juniata, Will Judy, the
former publisher of Dog World
magazine, financed the renovation
of a dormitory room at the college
on the condition that only redhaired female students be. assigned
to it.
The request for "titian-tressed
ladies" is complied with as often
as possible. financial aid director
Randy Rennell said, adding that
it's sometimes difficult to match an
endowment specification to a T.
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S-s-s-snakes: startling harbingers of spring
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phon• 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

By John Barrat
ting close enough to spot them may be
but the exact evolutionary sequence is
their door - securley boxed - overSmithsonian News Service
"We don't take them," Demeter
hazardous."
unclear. There is a big jump from a
night.
says.
"As pets, local snakes make
Copperheads range from Massatypical lizard to a snake.
Violets, tulips and daffodils arc
"I
can't
think
of
a
more
valid
reason
sense.
for
Their chances for survichusett
s
to
southeastern Nebraska and
"Millions of years ago, snake
familiar harbingers of summer,
having a venomous snake as a pet,"
val
are
much
greater and the animal
south
to
northe
rn
Florida
ancesto
coaxed up through the earth each year
and Texas,
rs probably had legs," Fritts
•Over 15 yrs Experience
Demeter says."They are escape artists can be safely released into the wild if
•Interocx & Erten°,
living in wooded areas in the eastern
explains. "they most likely next went
by the warming rays of the springtime
and
are
always
lookin
g
for
the
an
owner
opporhas
a
and
change
southe
of
rn states. As its name
heari"
through a burrowing phase or a
sun. The same can be said of less-weltunity to get out. By keeping one, you
If you happen to encounter a snake,
grass-swimming hase which caused
come harbingers - snakes, which also implies, the copperhead can be identiJ ,C
are putting your family and neighbors
basking on a rock this spring.Demeter
emerge from deep in the ground to fied by its distinctive copper-colored
reduction and eventual disappearance
at
risk."
Regularly. Demeter says, the advises that you let it enjoy the
head and the dark chestnut crossbands
of their limbs." Becoming elongated
bask on sun -warmed rocks.
National Zoo's reptile house is offered
sunlight. Most likely, it has spent the
Spring is the season to look - and on its body.
helped snakes move swiftly or "swim" someon
e's
pet
winter months sleeping in a dark den
snake
usually
a
boa
In
spring, copperheads bask on
look out - for snakes. While the air is
through the grass and squeeze into constri
ctor
of
with
python
as many as 300 companions. All
which
the
rocky
hillsid
es with a southern expostill cool, they can be found just
tight crevices and holes after prey or owner
no longer wants to take care of. it wants now is privacy.
sure. Demeter says. In summer, they
outside their winter dens. Basking in
to escape predators.
move to moist areas, such as the
the sun is the only way these coldChasing small mammals found in
blooded reptiles can get warm. As fringes of swamps, streams, reserdark burrows and deep grass, early
summer approacheS, and the air temp- voirs and ponds, where they forage
snakes began to rely less on eyesight
erature rises, most snakes will move for food. Because they blend in with
and more on their sense of taste and
the leafy background of the woods, smell. As a result, they develo
to streams or other areas where they
ped
they are easily overlooked. Copperare harder to spot.
highly sensitive tongues. In conjuncRegrettably. the first reaction many head venom, rarely fatal, is not as
tion with an organ at the roof of their
potent as rattlesnake or cottonmouth
people have to finding a snake in their
mouths, they can detect and decipher
venom.
path is to kill it, says Bela Demeter. a
airborne particles. A snake's flicking
Rattlesnakes, by far the most comreptile expert at the Smithsonian's
tongue is actually gathering informaNational Zoological Park in Washing- mon venomous snakes, are indigention about the external world.
ton, D.C. Thousands of harmless ous to every state except Alaska and
Pit vipers developed heat-sensitive
black snakes, hognose snakes, water Hawaii. Approximately 31 different
organs. capable of detecting warmsnakes, milk snakes, king snakes, species are found in the United States,
blooded mammals. In 1937. scientists
garter snakes and other are needlessly including the timber. Mojave. red
discovered that the pit organs, once
put to death every year. Few people diamond, western and eastern diathought to be extra ears or nostrils,
who venture outdoors ever learn to mondback, Hopi. prairie. Carolina
allowed a snake to locate and strike a
pigmy, tiger and mottled rock rattlesdistinguish harmless snakes from
warm target.
venomous ones, he says. and treat nake. to name a few.
While city dwellers are not likely to
Rattlesnakes live mainly in deserts.
them all as deadly killers. In the
find venomous snakes in their garUnited States, harmless snakes grassy plains and bushy and rocky
dens, Demeter says a good place to
hilly area; they feed on small mam- look may be in a neighbor's basement.
greatly outnumber venomous snakes.
mals and lizards. Arizona has the most "Hot (venomous) snakes are popular
both in species and in overall popularattlesnake species. Rattlesnakes are
pets," Demeter says.
tion.
easily identified by the hard, hornlike
The National Zoo is occasionally
"In some parts of the world, a fear
rattles on the end of their tails. All are called by local hospitals for snakebite
of snakes is justified. A large part of
venomous, heavy bodied and broad serum for people who have been
the snake population in India, Africa,
headed. They come in a variety of bitten by their pet snakes, he says.
Latin America and Australia is
colors. Contrary to popular belief, "One day they have a few drinks, start
dangerous to man," Demeter says.
they don't always rattle before strik- showing off to friends and get bitten.
"About 60 percent of the snakes in
ing. Most rattlesnakes have potent The snake, of course, is just doing
Australia are venomous. Latin
what comes naturally." The reptile
venom.
America also has a fair percentage of
Cottonmouths - also known as house keeps a small refrigerator
venomous snakes, such as the arwater moccasins - range from south- stocked with antivenin for each of the
boreal viper and the bushmaster.
eastern Virginia to central Texas and
venomous snakes in its collection,just
Africa is known for the black mamba
from the Mississippi Valley north to
in case a keeper is bitten.
and cobra." More people die of snakewestern Kentucky and southern MisAfter 20 years of handling reptiles.
bites in these areas than in the United
souri. Dark olive, brown and blackish
Demeter has learned to treat snakes
States.
in color, the cottonmouth inhabits
with respect. When a venomous snake
"Chance encounters with snakes
(Please check with your tax advisor io determine if certain tax advantages appty.i
swamps and shallow lakes. rivers and
must be fed, moved or handled,reptile
can be startling," Demeter admits.
streams. As its name implies, the
house staff work in pairs as an added
"But a snake will quicky go its own
lining of its mouth is white. Its bite
precaution. Using special snakeway if given half a chance. They are
can 4c deadly.
handling equipment - such as snake
probably the most feared, maligned
"Snake venom did not evolve as a
hooks, forceps, long tongs and shift
Mack Workman
and misunderstood of all creatures.
defense but as an effective way to cages - they rarely, if ever, ar bitten.
Snakes are qutt. nbn -destructive and
subdue prey," Demeter says. "By
It may be a bit unnerving to know
secretive animals which help many by
quickl
y
strikin
that
g
an
snakes from virtually every coranimal
injecti
,
ng
controlling rats, mice and other rovenom and then letting go. the snake
ner of the globe - both venomous and
dents."
LENDER
avoids being injured in a struggle."
non-venomous - are as close as the
A Federal Savings Bank
Rattlesnakes, copperheads and cotVenom glands evolved from specialtelephone. With a credit card, nearly
tonmouths - the three venomous
ized salivary glands he adds. Just as anyone can contact a reptile wholesnakes most commonly encountered
406 S. 7th Street, MAYFIELD (502) 247-2616 • 14800) 346-8986
human saliva breaks down the food
saler and have a cobra. African
in the United States - all share two
we chew, snake venom breaks down boomsl
ang or rattlesnake delivered to
characteristics that make them relaprey animals' muscle and skin tissue,
tively easy Co identify. Between each
even while the animal is being swalnostril and eye is a small pit - hence
lowed whole. Some venomous snakes
the name pit vipers - containing heat- such as the lyre snake and blacksensing organs that help them hunt
banded . snake - are harmless to man
small mammals. In Latin America.the
because the location of their fangs can
term "cuatro narices," meaning four
only puncture an animal and inject
nostrils. is commonly used in refervenom while in the snake's mouth.
ence to pit vipers.
Scientists have yet to piece together
In addition, pit vipers have vertical
a clear picture of the evolution of
One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture Mfg.
pupils. Demeter says. "From a dis- snakes, says Dr. Thoma
s Fritts, a
tance, there is no readyw ay to identify !snake expert at the
National Fish and
these venomous snakes. Pits and
Wildlife Service in Washington, DC.
fangs art reliable indicators, but get- "We know they are
Glidder $179.95
related to lizards,

Priefit
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Found in the eastern United States, the venomous copperhead
averages 2-3 feet in length. Its copper-colored head, dark chestnut
crossbands, vertical pupils and pits between each eye and nostril
make it
easy to identify.
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San Dego Zoological Society
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This red diamond rattlesnake, native to Southern California, is one of
about 31 known rattlesnake species. Rattlesnakes are pit vipers.
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THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products

Minute Maid 12 oz. Frozen

Orange
'Juice

S
I

•
.1%
1

,

9

•

I

THRI

—'
a
-- ------..;.- .=,-_,,

2 Liter
I

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

; Laundry

.L.,-.‘

Tide 39 oz

Hyde Pal

Detergent

(
CHUNK LIGHT TL/Ni!

60' 1.49

12 Pack Cans

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAV R CARD

•

Star Kist 6.12 oz.
Oil or Water Packed

Star-Kist-

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Tuna

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLE

24 Pack Cans

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

5.99
\us Available -It our
.SupermarA et

tJt

NLV
VALITN.
STAN1PS
tfATALIA-1
Setting the Pace hir

90%

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

hru April 16

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SER'

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on, your groceries will 14, handled by a stockhc
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified employee now owns
company through participating In our ES.O.P. (Emi
Ownership Plan). As owners, we'll (give you the personal se
desire. Our attitude Is positive labout the future of c

Bakery
753-0265

Pride of Illinois 16 oz.

Corn or Cut
Green Beans

Piggly Wiggly or Hyde Park 18 oz.

Piggly Wiggly Gallon

Cake Mix

Bleach

4/1.00

59C
Piggly Wiggly 4 oz.

Pride of Illinois 17 oz.

2/1.00
1.79
99'
1.29

Peas
Piggly Wiggly 48 oz.

Vegetable Oil
Open Pit 18 oz

BBC) Sauce
Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Apple Juice

Dinty Moore 24 oz.

-Beef Stew
Prego 30 oz.

Spaghetti Sauce

Come n Get It 20 lbs

Dog Food
Kellogg's Corn Pops or

Apple Jacks

(15 or 17

)

1.19
7.99
2.89

46 oz. Drink

Hawaiian Punch
Piggly Wiggly 46 oz

Tomato Juice

2/6.00
1.19
89°
99*

Pet Ritz 2 Ct.

Pie Shells
Totino's

Pizzas

Dressing

NESTLE iN AO COUPON

35-57324
Instant lea.301.or Larger
TO DIE SEAM es, AI De menbursed1w ./.• Tau
wcouen•
pos Se Ned/no 1 submetec •:ainc•anct fen, Mrs* /icce! Conscranor
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US*frocasewee mn- Da. Sae.
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IMO lasellleirdoll CAW Yu, •
NEDENIFT0i IVA TO
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LIMIT ONE COUPON PE P PURCHASE
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28000 21176

Good Only At Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru April 16
st.
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. 41
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Nabisco

Toastettes

*

Planters 7 oz.

Snacks

40

Orange Juice

Sh

11.79
Blue Bonnet Quarters

49°
1.79
89'

Margarine
Kraft American Singles 12 oz.

Cheese
Philadelphia 8 oz.

Cream Cheese

Pond Raised

Whole Catfish
Noon Hour Brand 4 az

Shrimp Cocktail
Delicious

Orange Roughy Fillets

Fresh Produc
Dole's Finest

Potatoes

Bananas

c
g* 49

1.59
Piggly Wiggly 12 oz

99°
1.19
1.39
1.79

Whip Topping
Jeno's 6 or.

Pizza Rolls
Green Giant 6 Ears On The Cob

Corn
Pet Ritz 26 oz

Cobblers
I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Sunkist

Lemons
Vitamin Rich

Kiwi
D'AnjOU

Pears
Garden Fresh

Yellow Squash

IRIFIGU,SPAGHETTI SAUCE
BUY ONE 28 oz./30 oz. Ragii Old World
Style, Garcienstyle, Thick & Hearty or Fresh
Italian Spaghetti Sauce and GET ONE FREE
Aso; Fc.r:ds Inc cies Cloy 36200 '/.FT On.•
R.c
Good Only At
26 PA N nerdbv orowele0 POW
comencl men Ms Amy,H-.0 coupon ayere•no
Cow Nie,v7 car
owe we RIKA. l'op% C4.-07
'Pa'
Roy,cw/Oucl curck•••0 Veal wire prohlemd. morksed m emend
Piggly Wiggly,
Murray thru April 16
36200 — 024 4 7
TIHISS /19840

411*.• *WWI IlInAIVAPOUI WORM

T
•

Cheez-its or Hi-Ho's

Tropicana 64 oz. Glass

•31.,f_Csv-421;

SAVE $1.0L,

Crackers
Sunshine 16 oz.

Ore Ida 2 Lbs. Zestie or Golden Twirls

4/L00
Cream Pies

Richlieu Western 16 oz.

Frozen

Pot Pies

Banquet 14 oz

Microwave Entrees

1.59
89'
89°

Prune Juice

Zesta 16 oz

1.49
2/8
, 9c
79
1.79

Kraft Lasagna. Spaghetti, Cheese Tort 10 oz.

Sunsweet 40 oz

Banquet 7 oz

Pizzas

Veg-All Lite.

1.99

Limit Two

Frozen

Tombstone Original 12 Inch

Larsen 16 oz. Veg-All or

i>Dawn, Ivory, Joy

Rainbow 3 Lb

Shortening

Potato Chips

42 oz. Liquid

Bath Tissue

79°

lbs.

Beans

Charmin 4 Roll Pkg.

Rainbow 15 oz.

79°
1.89
79°
1.79

Black Pepper
Piggly Wiggly Great Northern 2

79C

•
'

•

4

Lb

7/99°
3/1.00
6W
lb. 99c
lb

Sweet Pc
Fresh Crisp 6 a

Red Radi:
Garden Fresh Bi

Green On
Carrots

Check Our Out Prodi
Dept. For All Your Fl
Balloon Gift Giving NI

-.

,........,•••••••••10••••••••••••04
.

EF! THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

.12 oz.
Packed

•

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Round Steak

1 CARD

wigs!If
3

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

FREE!

Good Thru April 16

TES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

.oceries will ts handled by a stockholder of Ngly
Each qualIfie1 employee now owns a part of the
iarticipating
our ESOP. (Employee Stock
iwners, well 011ie you the personal service that you
Is positive about the future of our company.

in

WEUNSTIOERN N

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY

Fresh Meats
Jumbo Bounty

• Wieners
79C

Towels

59.

Limit Three

lb
Jumbo Butterball Turkey

99'
1.99
99'
99'

rs

6 oz

its or Hi-Ho's
ttes

•

Bryan 12 oz. Pkg.

Franks
•

lb

Bryan Regular 16 oz.

Corn Dogs
Bryan Sliced 12 oz.

Bologna
Don Martino 3 Pk.

Pa

1.29
1.99
1.59
3.99

Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

Rump Roast
• 44"

1.99,b
Tenderized

Lean & Tender

Pork Steak

1.59
1.99
2.69
1.89

lb

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

lb

Lean & Meaty Pork

Cube Steak

lb

Bryan Center Piece Whole

Boneless Ham

lb

Round Steak Boneless Sirloin Tip or

Cube Steak

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Chuck Roast
Boneless Top

Round Steak

1.89
2.69
2.29
.1.99

lb

lb.

Fresh Meats

Shrimp

,,,,,,,...••••••

Lb

lp Cocktail

ge Roughy Fillets.. lb.

Picagly Wiggly All Varieties 21/1 oz. pkg.

2.29
1.99
5.99

"Fine To Grill" Fryer

Catfish Steaks

Leg Quarters

1.69 b

Wafer Meat

Jimmy

2 89'
1.99
For

Butterball

Smoked Sausage

h.
Bryan Regular or Low Salt 12 oz. Pkg.

Breakfast Bacon

dales

•101:1

Medium Slicers

Field

Tomatoes

IS

99c

Lb

Sweet Potatoes
Red Radishes
Garden Fresh Bunch

Green Onions
1 Lb. Bag

Dean All Varieties Mini

1.99

Sandwiches or Burgers

39c
Fryer

Drumsticks or Thighs
Boneless Beef Eye of

Partin (2 lbs. 3.69)

Sausage

1.1.89

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Sliced Bacon

ito.

1.49

Round Steak
Beef Boneless Bottom

Round Steak

Field Honey Cured Sliced or Shaved

lb. 1.49
99'
2.99
1.99

Turkey Bologna
Potato Salad

lb.

American or Hot Pepper

Cheese

lb

Fresh

Fruit Delight

lb

70

2.99
.1.89
lb.

i.t14

4.99

lb

"Picnic Perfect" American Style

fie

.11D

Fried Chicken

399
"New Item" B I-Mar

lb.

"Ready When You Are"
8 Pieces Deli

Ham

1=2
- 7

lb.

99°
2189'
2/89'
2/99'
3 ,b,

Fresh Crisp 6 oz. Bag

Carrots

Frozen

lb.

lsed

iur Brand 4 u.

Picnics

89c

mrig?

5.99
lb.

4,

Wilson Corn King Smoked

40-50 Ct.

99'
.00
6W
99'

1.99 lb

gik

eafood

e Catfish

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

-True Flavor" Pineapple

Upside Down Cake
"Baked Fresh" 14 oz

Brownies
Chocolate. Lemon, Coconut

Cream Pies
Golden Goodness 13 Inch

3.59
2.29
2.99

French Bread
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GAO says bottled water poorly regulated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Popular bottled waters may contain
potentially harmful levels of contaminants because the industry is
inadequately regulated, congressional investigators said today.
The Food and Drug Administration "can do more to ensure the
safety of bottled water," said a
report by the General Accounting
Office.
The watchdog agency prepared
the report at the request of Rep.
John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of
the House Energy and Commerce
Committee. The panel's subcommittee on oversight and investigations was holding a hearing today.

culminating a year -long
investigation.
The investigation began after
Perrier and Great Waters in France
withdrew its product temporarily
when benzene, a cancer-producing
chemical, was detected at levels.
four time higher than the maximum
established by the Environmental
Protection Agency for safe drinking water, Dingell said.
"Given the lack of regulation.
hat consumers are paying for is
not necessarily better, purer or safer than tap water," Dingell said in
a memo to committee members.
"In fact, there is a good chance
that the product for which they pay
200 to 1,000 times more than for
tap water is often from the same
source as their public water supplies." he said.
Moreover, Dingell said, consumers risk being duped by misleading
advertising, false claims and a
shrewd distortion of facts.
The GAO report said the FDA is
primarily responsible for ensuring
the safety of bottled water, while
the EPA regulates most other
drinking water sources.

"FDA has not adopted ... all
health-based public drinking water
standards established by EPA that
set maximum levels for certain
harmful contaminants, such as benzene — a known carcinogen," the
report said.
"As a result, bottled water,
including mineral water, may con-

OBITUARIES

lain levels of potentially harmful
contaminants that are not allowed
in public drinking water," it said.
The report said the FA sets
water quality standards and
requires bottlers to use water sources, such as wells and springs, that
have been approved by either the
EPA or state regulatory agencies.

Doctors say heart drugs

were inadequately tested

Mrs. Maggie Glass
The funeral service for Mrs.
Maggie Glass will be today at 1:30
p.m. at the Coldwater Church of
Christ with Brother John Kachelman and Brother John Hoover officiating. Burial will be at the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be her grandsons.
Mrs. Glass,.94, of 303 S. 2nd St.
in Mayfield died Monday at 3:35
p.m. at the Heritage Manor Nursing
Home.
Mrs. Glass was a member of the
Northside Church of Christ.
Survivors are four daughters,
Elizabeth Turner and Linda Sue
Turner both of Murray; Genella

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ducted "were not randomizec.
government should have required
prospective trials and the follovC-up
more tests before it approved two
was too short to assess long-term
heart drugs for patients who sufoutcome, particularly as it related
fered a startling increase in death
to cardiac events or death.— he
rates after taking them, two carsaid
diologists said today.
Federal officials put new restrictions on the drugs in 1989 after a
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — The
study found unusually high death
Steven D. Morgan, 38, of Rt. 9.
head of Iran's Revolutionary
rates among patientsbeing treated
Guards in Lebanon said in an inter- Benton, died at 4:23 a.rtitiquesday
for mild heartbeat problems. or
view published today that Iran at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
arrhythmia. The drugs remain on
wants the release of Western hos- Mo. —
the market for treatmenvsof lifeMorgan was a member of Bethel
tages in Lebanon but that the
threatening arrhythmias, and their
United States is not cooperating. Baptist Church and was an elecuse for Out purpose is not being
"The United States refuses to tronics engineer for Kentucky Eduquestioned.
enter into this issue through a cational Television Network
The Food and Drug Administrahumanitarian window. It wants
tion's approval of the drugs flecaiSurviving are his wife, Debra
only to manipulate political internide in 1985 and encainide in 1986
ests on this issue.— Hadi Riza Morgan; his parents, Howard and
for broader purposes was the subAskari told the leftist Beirut news- Doris Morgan of Mefropolis. Ill.: a
(12 Months)
ject of a hearing today by a House
paper As-Safir.
The Karate
Government Operations
By contrast, Iran and its ally.
subcommittee.
Syria. are playing "a humanitarian
Superstars
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mildred
"We need to examine whv. for
role, one of human conscience" in
Display at
Myers
will be held at 2 p.m.,
over three years. FDA allowed
trying to win the hostages' release.
(A+ Superior Rated)
these potentially. lethal drugs to be
Askari said. He added that in Thursday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
given to persons whose lives were
exchange. Iran wants the release of Home with John Dale and John
32-6 Trophies
not immediately. threatened by their
Palestinians and Lebanese impris- Hicks officiating. Friends may call
the funeral home after 5 p.m.,
0 Championship Belt
oned by Israel.
S mild arrnvtlimias." said Rep. Ted
Wednesday.
Weiss. 15-'N.Y.. chairman of the
Burial will be in Tucker
human resources subcommittee.
Cemet
ery.
The FDA defended its handling
Mrs:.
Myers. 64, of 1703 College
of
the
drug
cases In testimony pre*Prescriptions Delivered
Farm Road, Murray. died at 3:14
pared for the hearing.
a.m.. Tuesday at the Murray •15% Cash Discount
In other prepared testimony. Dr.
Prices as of 9:00 \I
Calloway County Hospital.
Thomas Grahoys. clinical director
on all prescriptions
Mrs. Myers was a native of Cal7'7
for Lon Cardiovascular Center in
*Computerized Records
loway County and a retiree of
Boston. said the FDA should have
Thurman. Martin and Colson in
had results from a .mortality
*Medical Claim Service
Industrial 1% erage .......
Murray. She was also a member of
before it allowed the drugs to be
ptesilIUS .11KC
2S-.1
the University Church of .Christ.
( Sir Product',
used to treat moderate arrhythmias.
)
Mrs. Myers was preceeded in
N .1 -1 lass S .
The tests that had been con44' :It 45'.1
Bob Dunn,
• A
109 S. 4th St.
R.Ph.
Bank iif Siurra
753-1462

8,1%

Hostages

Steven D. Morgan

TI Can't‘
Touch This

Body Elite

753-4703

Stock Market
Report

HOLLAND DRUGS

Gotta See It To Believe It!
Seven Seas

SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwv h With Slaw

$3.99
Check the new everyday low menu pnces
ut
Murray s only Mobile Travel Guide Rated
;2
Star) Restaurant

Prices
Good
Through
Saturday
AprO 13

Lighting
Fixtures
Up -10

5O°,0

Dr. Boyle trial
is underway

,
south
;(Itrir
h7ssiertk Stratton..

Friends may' call at the funeral
home today after 5 p.m.

Dr. Cornelius Boyle. formerly a
Mayfield Ophthalmologist. is now
on trial Sr first-degree assault for
allegedly shooting Robert Pitman
near Pitman's Graves County home
on July :..1990.
Pitman testified in Graves Circuit Court Tuesday that Boyle snot
him twice. 'once in the leg and
again in the stomach. Pitman's eari:cr statements to investigators and
during pre-trial hearings, however.
had indlcatecl that he was 'shot on]j
once.
The trial continues todav.
Judge William Fuqua of Russellville is hearing the case in place of
Graves Circuit Judge John Daughaday. who stepped down. McCracken County Commonwealth Attorney Tom Osborne is prosecuting
place of Graves Commonwea.:7.
.Attorney. Richard Weisenberger.
v.ho also asked to be removedfro::
the Case. The jury is made up o`
McCracken County res::,
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Funeral services for Leon Cude
will he today at 2 p.m. at the Byrn
Chapel in Byrn Funeral Home.
Ministers James Shockley and
'Riieih- Jarrett will officiate. Pallbcar,ffs are Charles Duncan. John-

%k al-Mart
Mo.•Rsiorlh
SItid

•

CCFR responds
to fire started
by lightning

HILLIARD
-",'...:7:\o'acLYONS

r4_3,o

best investrncot
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Volwe-st So.
P

Warranty

$6995
42" Ceiling
Fan
$5295

Check Out Our
Warehouse Sale
Many items for your home
improvement needs.
Priced at cost
and
below!

Funeral rites for J.P. (Jack)
Wicker 'ill be today, at 3 p.m. at
the Lindsey Funeral Home in Paducah. Dr. Bill Riley will officiate.
Buriai will be at Woodlav.'n
Memorial Gardens.
WiAer, 71. died Monday at 4:30
a.m.. at his residence on Bishon
Avenue in Paducah.
A native of Henry County, Tenn.
Wicker was a veteran of the U,S.
Arms and served in World War.
receiving a Bronze Star. He was
also a retired maintenance worker
at Metzger Packing Company of
Paducah and a member of Reidland

Views On
Dental Health®

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to a house
fire off Kentucky 280 near Wildcat
Village Tuesday around 10:55 a.m..
according :to repbrts.
The fire. believed to have begun
when lightning struck an adjoining
garage of the house, caused only
minor damage to the home and was
'extinguished. according to information officer Mike Sykes.
The garage, however, was a total
loss, Sykes said.
The home was owned by lames
and Vicki Williams. Sykes said.

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr. D.M.D.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO NOVOCALNE?
The vast major,ty of dental
treatments are done with local
anesthetic. Its safe and easy to
,ise, and the patient is comfortable and conscious. The whole
system is not affected, only a
specific area: there are no side
effects, such as grogginess, an d.:
the loss of sensation in the
localized area does not last for a
long time after the work is done
The anesthetic is injected at
or near the point where thedentist is going to be working
The nerves in the area are
anesthetized - there is a loss of
sensation only in a -localized
area-. The patient can respond
to instructions, is conscious of
the work being done,but doesn t
feel it.

United Methodist Church.
Wicker was preceeded in death
by his parents, Montic and Tina
Young Wicker and a brother. Boyce Wicker.
Survivors are his wife, Catherine; son, Morris Wicker of Colstrip, Mont.; daughter. Betty Johnson of SL Peters, Mo., sister, Opal
Evitts of Calvert City and brother.
Bill Wicker of Lancaster, Ohio.
Wicker was also survived by
four grandchildren. one greatgrandson and several nieces and
nephews.

Leon Cude

I imr-14Arn,r
I NI
I

death by her parents, Jessie and
Vonnie Wilson Marine and by two
brothers, Ray and Rob Marine.
Survivors were one daughter,
Suzanne Oakley and husband Joe,
Murray; two sons, Sammy Myers
and wife, Pam of Hardin and Jim
Myers and wife Nancy of Dover,
Tenn.; one sister, Sue Bazzell,
Murray and one sister-in-law,
Angie Marine, Murray.
She also survived by eight
grandchildren, Jay Thompson and
wife, Tammy. Dena Farris and husband, John. Ben Myers, Dan
Myers, Tom Myers, Elizabeth Ann
Myers. Joe Oakley and Diane Oakley; two great grandchildren. Justin
Farris and Ailson Thompson.

J.P. (Jac.k) Wicker

uric.
f)1t

HOG MARKET

52" Ceiling
Fan
15 Year

15 Year
Warranty

daughter, Jaime Morgan of Benton,
a sister, Lois Sturm of Calvert
City, and a niece, Nikki Powell.
Services will be at 1 p.m. Thursday at Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home here. The Rev. James Faulkner and the Rev. Joe Franklin will
officiate. Burial will be in Bethel
Cemetery'.

Mrs. Mildred Myers

Ky Farm Bureau

. 641 N.

ti

Dublin of Mayfield and Geneva
Stairs of Folsomdale. She also was
survived by four sons, Thomas E.
Glass, Mayfield; Flavil Glass of
Canton, Ohio; Freeman Glass of
Akron, Ohio and Joe Pat Glass of
Paducah.
Also surviving Mrs. Glass were
16 grandchildren and 21 greatgrandchildren and two great-greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Glass was preceeded in
death by her husband, Thomas W.
Glass, a daughter Josephine Lynn.
parents, Frank and Azalee Pea Turner and a grandson Hal Turner.

Most people associate ,,c;t1
anesthesia with Novocaine the
scientific name is Procaine.,
which was, in fact, a staple for
many years. Nowadays. however, Novocaine is seldom used.
Wt.'ve come a long way in dental
anesthesia. Procaine has been
replaced by safer and more effective local anesthetics The
most commonly used today is
Lidocaine 4 commercially, often-called Xylocaine), which is
stronger than Procaine and
thus can achieve the same effect
with a lesser dosage.

American Heart
Asso
U ciation

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone.
753-2642.

ny Flood, Johnny Myers. Don
Steele, Larry Lamb and Jr. Cude.
Burial will be at the Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Cude, 78. of Route 7, Mayfield
was born Sept. 15, 1912 in Calloway County and died Monday at
8:05 p.m. at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and member of the Coldwater Church of Christ.
He was survived by his wife.
Mrs. Manon Carter Cude; one
brother. Herman Cude of Lowes
and a sister, Calene Warren of
Mayfield and several nieces and
nephews.
Cude was preceeded in death by
his parents, Pleas and Alta Darnell
Cude; a brother, Alpha Cude and a
sister, Ruth Peay.

Murray firemen
respond to call
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a fire in a shed owned
by James White located at 1503
Martin Chapel Road around 12:08
p.m. Tuesday, according to a
department spokesman.
The fire was extinguished with
little damage to the shed, according
to reports. Cause of the fire is
unknown.

Charles Jenkins
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Haley visits WKU,
says he would
learn languages,
sketching if he
could do it again
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Alex Haley, the 69-year-old
famous writer, said that if he could
be 15 again, he'd learn at least
foreign languages and photography.
He'd also master quick portrait
sketching and playing a portable
musical instrument in addition to
aspiring to be a writer.
Those are the skills that Haley.
who graduated from hkgh school at
age 15, said he'd need to travel
alone and penniless.
Haley, author of such books as
the hugely successful "Roots,"
said that after decades of travel —
first with the U.S. Coast Guard and
as a writer — he has realized that
with those selected skills "there's
nowhere you can't go where you
could not get food and lodging."
"You could go up to any landlady in the world, and quickly do
her sketch and help her out a little
bit, and she would give you lodging and food for a night or more,"
Haley said during a visit Monday
to Western Kentucky University.
"I've seen this ..."
"I would travel like that, for a
couple of years after high school,
and then I would go back to college. and I would know what I
wanted," Haley said. "...You
couldn't miss."
Haley was at the university to
help launch a weeklong program on
the anniversary of Kentucky's
school reform act.
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County School system expected to
lose from 1,400 to 1,600 students.
"But the situation is Saudi
changed that, and we did not lose
those students," said Denny Duggins, director of student services
for the Hardin County Board of
Education. "While we did not
grow any, neither did we lose those
students."
The system stayed within about
25 students of last year's 12,350
enrollment figures, he said.

These four animals are available for
adoption at the Animal Shelter, East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street
Society of Calloway County. They are,
, operated by the Humane
from left, Patience, a female spayed
Doberman; Segram, female spayed
spayed spitz mix and Bandit, a male
Pekingese mix; Cupid. female
neutered and declawed house cat. Anima
ls who do not find homes must be destro
open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m.,
yed. Hours of the shelter,
Monday through Friday and 1 to 4
p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is
Murray and Callov.ay County. For information
a member of United Way of
call 759-4141.

WASHINGTON

begun last week by the General
Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress.
Investigators from the Department of Health and Human Services have begun reviews at two of
the nine schools — Duke University and Emory University, said Judy
Holtz, a spokeswoman for the
department's inspector general.
Seven other schools have been
notified that their audits would
begin over the next two to three
weeks, she said.
They are Rutgers University, the
University of Chicago, the University of Michigan. the University of
Texas Southwest Medical Center,
Washington University in St.
Louis. the University of Southern
California and the University of
Pittsburgh.
Last week, the department said
audits had begun at Yale University, the University of Pennsylvania
Johns Hopkins University and
Dartmouth College.
A total of 20 to 22 schools may
be audited as part of a beefed-up
plan by the HHS inspector gener-

(AP) — Government auditors will look over

research programs at a handful of
universities to see if they've
charged taxpayers for luxury items,
such as antiques, parties or silverware, that have nothing to do with
their work.
Federal officials on Tuesday
added nine universities to the list
of those to be audited to see if they
have billed the government the
same way as Stanford University
did.
The additional institutions were
announced on the same day that
Harvard University said it would
drop S500.000 in research billings
to the government from its medical
school. Those charges included
SIM() to help pay for a retirement
reception for a dean.
Auditors estimated similar questionable expenses would amount to
about 551,000, and the rest of the
withdrawn charges would be the
result of incorrect bookkeeping and
other mistakes.
Harvard said it found overcharges on its own, before an audit

THE FAR SIDE

The GAO plans to conduct
audits at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the University of
California at Berkeley in addition
to its work at the Harvard Medical
School.

MURRAY
Is A

Searching for answers to all
those who/what where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer_
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call
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"Well, this is just going from bad to worse."

TO LOOK 'MICE ACCEPTABLE: A
MAN NEEDS A 820C SufT, 4b0
SHOES, A 63G SHIRT,65 OF UN-I
DERWEAR AND A 810 HAIRCUT.
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flues for toda%'s crossoord puzzle.

MEDICINE 15 A
DIFFERENT CATEGORY. SHALL I
BEGIN WITH OUR
THERAPY BILLS?...

MEN HAVE
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36

LINGERIE, A 6q.5 HAIRCUT,
15 P4NNH05E, 816 Of MAKEUP

THUS, ON BEHALF Of ALL W0/4-1
IT ALL
EN, I DEMAND A YEAR-END
EVENS OUT
REFUND FOR EACH Of US, PLUS WITH THE
$10 PER HOUR FOR ALL THE EXEXTRA
TRA SHOPPING TIME REQUIRED! ASPIRIN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 Humorist
44 Having a
constant
desire
46 Raised
48 Moccasin
50 Consumes
51 — is mel
53 Foot lever
55 Slumbers
58 Less bright
61 French
plural
article
62 Specks
64 Flight info
65 Still
66 Office
worker
67 Condensed
moisture

1
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5

10 LOOK 'OFFICE ACCEPTABLE, A
11101•IAN NEEDS A SZOO SUIT, $vc
SMOES, A 4q0 BLOUSE, 135 OF

4110 MANICURE,110e OF JEtuELFO,
AND A 630 PURSE CONTAIVNG
.9 OF EmERGENC4 SuPPt1Es TO
KAINTAiN HER 'PROFESSIONAL
LOOK" THR0U0HOUT THE DAY.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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65

about S700,000 in billings for most
of the questionable expenses.

Hello Stranger!

VIIIAT
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61

depreciation.
In Stanford's case. the univeNity
billed the government for expenses
related to a $1,200 antique commode. a S10,000 set of donated
silverware and a university-owned
shopping center. according to General Accounting Office auditors.
University officials withdrew
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200!
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55

research funds

BLONDIE
GREAT BREAKFAST,rIONEW
NHATS =OR Dit-/ER ?

By GARY LARSON

12

40

al's office to assure that schools
are not charging the government
inappropriately for their overhead
costs associated with federallyfinanced projects.
A final report on the audits was
expected in the fall, Ms. Holtz said.
The schools were selected
because they are among the largest
recipients of federal grants. Inspector General Richard Kusserow has
said. Some were selected because
they charge higher than average
overhead rates, while some had
already been slatqd for audits.
Others were selected because
investigators wanted a geographical
cross-section of schools, he said.
The audits will focus on the
overhead or indirect costs of
research a school charges to the
federal government, for such costs
as utilities, library and administrative services, and building

CALVIN and HOBBES

1 Soak up
4 Beneath
9 Chafe with
friction
12 Mountain on
Crete
13 Large garden
flower
14 Ginger
15 Restricted
17 Classified
19 Kevin Bacon
film
21 Youngster
22 Lump of earth
24 Free
26 Wet
29 Seagoing
vessel
31 Wire measure
33 Nothing
34 That thing
35 Drunkard
37 Footlike part
39 Proceed
40 Of Mice
and

22

'

More universities targeted for audits of

ACROSS
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Pets of the Week

Radcliffs economy survives
troop shifts during conflict
RADCLIFF, Ky. (AP) — Troop
deployments to the Persian Gulf
and a shrinking training brigade at
nearby Fort Knox apparently didn't
deliver a severe double-barreled
blow to this town's economy, local
officials say.
But while expressing relief, the
officials caution that it's still too
soon to gauge the final effects of
the troop shifts.
Wally Bateman, president of
Hardin County Bank & Trust, said
his bank had not felt any sizable
shock waves from losing troops
from the 194th Training Brigade.
"I've heard some business people say business is as good as it's
ever been, but I've had other people moaning and groaning," Bateman said. "I think again you need
to look at particular cases and
instances."
More than 3,000 members of the
194th were to be reassigned from
Fort Knox. But many troops
remained at the post because of the
Persian Gulf War.
Another Radcliff official said
that real estate activity indicates
the city's tax base wasn't disrupted
much by the flurry of military
activity.
"I don't look for that to change
a lot," City Clerk Frances Johns
said. "It's not going to grow a lot
because we're not building a lot of
houses.
"I look for that to look up too
because people are not going to
stand still, they're going to buy
new houses and they're going to
have to go up to larger homes."
Don Hibbs, a real agent, said he
had seen little decline in the number of homes sold. "We've had
good business all along," he said.
However, some real estate agents
complained of having trouble selling real estate during the war and
troop deployments.
Johns said business license
receipts wont come in until Monday. The receipts will help determine how area businesses have
fared during brigade's downsizing
and the war.
John Brandon, executive-director
of the Radcliff-North Hardin
Chamber of Commerce, said indirect effecLs of the war probably
trickled through the community but
significant damage was avoided
because the war ended quickly.
"It's not as severe as it could
have been." Brandon said. "First,
because on a temporary deployment of that ,nature, other family
members do not go. They're still
here. But it does have some effect
because I'm sure families don't go
Out as often to cat when the spouse
is away.
"And probably they're a little
more cautious about disposable
income spending than they would
be if the whole family is together.
• Major spending decisions in families are generally made by families,
not by a family member."
A year agd, when reporL
s started
circulating about a reduction in the
number of soldiers, the Hardin
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Burning —
16 Is borne
18 Land
measure
20 Edge
22 Ascend
23 Liquid
measure
25 Plunge
27 Force or
power
28 Clever
maneuvers
30 Tier
32 Hawaiian
wreath
36 Gratuity
38 Vapor
41 Most modern
43 Hit lightly
45 Quieted
47 Female deer
49 Evergreen
tree
52 Heroic event
54 Flat
circular
plate
55 Crafty
56 Jamie
Curtis
57 — Madrid
59 Summer Fr
60 Uncooked
63 Tellurium
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Legal
Nonce
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Legal
Notice

Housing Authority of Murray accepting bids on
used refrigerators, ranges, compressor, 48" mowers and 1978 pickup truck. And a few miscellaneous items, on and as/is-where/is basis. Items
may be seen at 400 Ash Street Murray April 11,
1991 hetsseen 8,30 a.m. and 12 noon.
Rids must he sealed and delivered to reach the
housing authority office at 716 Nash Dnve,
Murray, Kentucky by 2:00 p.m. April 11, 1991 at
which time formal bid opening will be conducted.
The Housing Authonty of Murray reserves ihe
eght to reject any and all bids if deemed to be in the
est :merest of the Housing Authority'.

PUBLIC NOTICE
County Road Aid Hearing
A public hearing v. ill be held by Calloway County at
Courthouse on May 14. 1991 at 1 p.m. for the
t,f Thtaining w-ritten and oral comments of
..:oero regarding possible uses of the County Road
Any person who cannot submit written
-erromes or attend the public hearing, but desires to
omments. should call the office of the county.
:wcunve h% May 13, 1991 so'diat the county.
o- ake arrangements to secure their comments.
George H. Weeks
Calloway County Judge Executis e

Grearn am no
onger •esponsible for any
deots other than my own

030

Lost
And Found
LOST small black dog in
Hamlin area No collar Call
436-2203

Ward-Elkins
7534713
Storage Buildings
tria

*30. 8112 $750 8.16
$900 Variety of sizes
styles Give us a call & our
competition will laS

L. E. Williams
489-2663.

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
SpeciaLizing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

AREA sales position avail
able in NW Tennessee and
W Kentucky with major
feed co Must have livestock and sales background
with minimum 2 years coliege degree in Agriculture
Send resume to PO Box
1040F Murray Ky 42071
AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% commission Door to door unnecessary Delayed billing
for kit Free gifts Assist
Mgr 1-800-866-2243
BOOKKEEPING and sales
experience Part time or full
time Steady employment
Fiexibie hours Send resume to 102 N 15th St
Murray Or call 753-2282
between 4-5pm

For Sale
Or Trade

Wanted

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy work' Assemble
simple products at home
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

WILL trade 1 21 acres F C
tobacco for burley pounds
753-8875

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations.Southside Shopping Center Suite 8102
Murray. 753-2641

1 10

POSITION available for
licensed dental hygienist
Full or part time Send resume to 324 Tyson Place
Paris Tn 38242
PROFESSIONAL Sales A
Fortune 500 Company is
expanding its sales force in
Western Ky Salary up to
$2500 per month plus commission First year income
$40-$50 000 Excellent
benefits company paid
pension No travel Ideal
candidate would have prior
experience in at least one
of these related fields busi
ness management. banking accounting, law education or prior sales experience College degree
required This is a career
opportunity You will be
calling on business owners
and professionals in Murray and surrounding areas
Send resume to Philip L
McGill Taylor, McGill & Assoc 2300 Ervin Cobb Dr
Paducah Ky 42001
SALES Person - Local
company needs someone
with some sales experience and knowledge in
plumbing and building materials Myers Lumber Co
500 S 4th, Murray
753-6450
SEAMSTRESS wanted
Permanent position
753-2728

VCR Service
All Brands

Mop

Want
To Buy

SIMMER is coming!
Teachers-College students
growing marketing compen

needs sales help PT
5500-51500/mcit FT 2K-5K
plus/mo Flex schedule no
experience necessary Full
local training and support
Learn business now Fe'T an:
go F'T this summer Comm',
sin, bonuses, car allowances
for iqualified No i.t.rntorial
restnctions Call for appoint
ment 502-'53-4742

Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range

CASH for mobile home
Ores $7-$12 each We will
remove 527-2932

Miniature Golf

JUNK cars 437-4087

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

USED and antique furniture, glass tools guilts
901 642-629C
USED window air conditioners 436-2755
WANT to buy burley pounoage 753-1287

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

753-1152
MURRAY. KY.
Articles
For Sale
386 TOWER Con-o,Loo
25MHZ 80meg hard drive
EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
5 " drive has software on
hard drive $1995
354-6600
ANTIQUE shaving mug
collection 22 cups 7
brushes and wall display
case $210 753-51 54 kat
ter 500
CRAFTSMAN lawn mower
18hp 44" cut wen accessories Like new Call Mays
753-0593 evenings
753-2163

SECRETARY Receptionist FORMAL off white Size needed for local medical Rhinestone accessor es
office General office and $55 753-8940
typing skills a must Excellent communication skills
KEN Holland prints 15 fo•
required Send resume to
$500 Some very o
PO Box 10401 Murray Ky
759-4971 ieave message
42071
STORY'S Chapel Cemetery welcomes bids for
mowing Saturday April 13
1991 /0arn at cemetery
43,5-4487

Par 3 Golf Course

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 6pm

KIRBY Vacuum Cleaners
sales and se'. :e Co
Jerry Adams •.•-o•
days 24•
24- 6663

MARTIN houses 6 room
$2699 12 room $39 99 18
room $57 99 24 room
$69 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15f1 $34 99
Waller, Hardware Down
town Paris Open all day
Saturdays

••

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales service supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
270
lAoblie
Homes For Sal*
12x44 MOBILE home to be
moved Good starter or rental $1995 474-8042
12x50 partially furnished
Air w d stove refrigerator
Set up on rented lot
759-9847 after 5pm
1265 HOWARD Johnson
mobile home $1500
489-2208 after 6pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
WOOD for sale 753-9745

2 WOODED lots in Sher
wood Forest $6000 each
1984 Cutlass Supreme
54 000 miles Good condi
ton 759-1084
A Caribbean 1110%4 -out. WC
er bought cruises Florida to
the Bahamas -in a luxury liner.
5 days 4 nights. S249-t_ouple
Hotel paid \ gimmicks
Tickets good in I sear
404-451-990ls

753-2429

d

1

ALLIANCE

4°K Fish Day
!Is

Contact Video Bite
618420388

•

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin. Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO
UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br, central H A appliances micro
wave $400 mo 753-9096
753-2633

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

2br 1 bath
W D hookup
Located Roe
7 389-0141

2411 PERRY travel trailer
self-contained skirted insulated, underpinned Excellent condition brick patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
28R 1 bath newly decor
ated new carpetwatipaper
throughout Stove refriger
ator Very nice Reaso
nably pr,ced 753-7203

SHELTIES (Toy Collies) NICE house on 6 acres S
sable/white 354-8211
4th St Murray Unlimited
potential $79 500 Terms
759 1922 owner

LAYING hens
after 6pm

Homes
For Sale

753 6446

10 ACRES with a 20x20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the wa
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759 1949
354 8416

410

Pubic
SW*

GARAGE
SALE

2BR 1 bath Country home
on 1 acre 5 miles south of
Murray 759-1934

2113 Brookhaven
Sat., April 13
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Baby clOthesloys,

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

playpen,
kitchenware'glassware
furniture,
clothes,
misc. Some new
items -odds & ends

753-0375
1901 \ 1211i

si

REAT HOME IN
IMO? $39,900 1 Rd
Brisk rands oser I ei.re vot
ssumable VA loan $1u
7s1.0SX0
7SA WV'S

lOWNER WANTS OPPF.R!
lframe home in good shape
Ske outbuilding on 100 dee
lot 528.500 817 S 4th Si
753-8651 753-0375

410

Real
Estate

2BR bock in country Central Ft A appliances. very
nice $400- mo Coleman
RE 753-9898

APPROX 6'e acres near
Aurora 5 minutes from Ky
Lake 437-4813

3BR 1 bath 2 story Lease
deposit
No pets
753-0932 753 5898

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266

NICE brick home quiet
street deposit lease $400
753-3343 Available 4-16

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

370

1988 2BEDRM 2bath
1470 Cathedral ceiling
Jacuzzi Country blue &
mauve custom design
$500 down, take over pay
mts of $220mo includes
insurance 753-4260

ACREE Carports •2x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
MILLIONAIRES MIL. $995 20x2 reg $1795 on
Mobile
L1ONAIRES PANG - sale for $295 Cad MayHomes For Rent
_group expanding Exciting
BURN'S CANDY.IS BACK field 247-753'
opportunity Shoneys Inn
RENT or rent to own 2b
MIRRAY. Charlie's
meeting room Thursday
CUSHMAN Golf Cart 1953 mob,* home in Pirates
Safe-T Pharmacy
April 11th 7prri Ask for
Cove Recreational Deve
Chevy pickup 753-5814
Howard For more informaMUST sell moving base
lopment neat iiurora Ky
Big
Apple
toe „ball basketbatt football LANDSCAPE --Lava ---Roee- -R6treafTp-pal
1-901 f 642-4150
Cafe
after 6pm
cards 1970s 1989 1990 1cu ft bag only $50 ea ava.labie to renters or own
MEDICARE
Full or part ume
Black rock 5-0,t bag $1 50 ers For
753-1183
,nformation oa
SUPPLEMENT
'EARN EXTRA INCOME•
ea We also 'a.,e semtized 753-26'
kitchen help. Must be
3
Ear' $200-$500 weekly
INSURANCE
ORDER the spa designed Play sand 50it bag only
2L Apply in person
-nailing 1991 Travel brofor you Murray Hot Tubs $2 19 and Llier Lime
No age limlt
4Cic SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
or call 901-24'7-5798
115 5 13th St
o-iures
or
more
informato apply
bag onty $2 39 ea Coast to electric or gas Wang ds
on
•
send a stamped
— os• poo,, e•
TELEMARKETERS
PROM drass biaciewhite Coast Hardware 753-8604 tance to coliege 753-5209
addressed envelope to A-1
plan pays up to
Size 7 $100 Call after LAWN chai•s s' unusua;
needed
no
experie
nce
Travel
P 0
Box necessa
IOC'', of Med care
5 30pm 753-6200
ry Manageme-wooden design Also snake
430780-B1 South Miami
positions avai.able Ca
APO -over: charges
33143
SUNTAN booth 753-3488 bone earrings 759 4401 to
753-2028
,
es !Gay
order
TILLERS Front Tine Shp
NOW hiring in housekeep-_VVe even
WANTED bookkeep,e•
LUMBE
R windows and WAREHOUSE space fo
ing department Must appiy
Briggs and Stratton engine
owce ca:S
-rant on Industrial Road
with experience in manual
chair dove $299 99 rear doors from house at 802 N
in person at Shoneys Inn
Size 50 x50 with 13 h
A R, AP, payroll and gen16th
753
139C
One tillers 3 forward speeds
door Call 753-5976
For
GENERAL office work eral ledger Part-time 3
and reverse Shp $649 99 MOWER blades
Over 400
TLies-Sat 9am-6pm Send daysweek 'References
Ethp $749 99 Wailen Hard- sizes in stock Snapper
30'
210
resume to PO Box 1040K requested 759-1028 after
Call:
ware Downtown Paris blade $6 99 Snappe
r
5pm
Murray Ky 42071
Want
Jerry McConnell
Open all day Saturdays
&nee disc $4 49 Snapper
To Rent
Insurance
GET PAID for taxing easy WENDY S now hiring for
68'
belt
$599
Waen
HardWATER heaters round
753-4199
MCV , NG to Murray in July
snapshots' No experience daytime positions Must be
electric double heating ele- ware Downtown Paris Tn
"free local
Clean Christ,ar family
$90000 per 100 Call available to work betweer
ments 5yr glass lined OUTSIDE wof
oci furnace would like 3 4 bedroom
claim service"
1 - 9 0 0 - 2 3 0 3 6 3 6 hours of 7am-4pm includtanks 30 or 40gal
now being used with house to rent or lease Ex
($0 99(min) or Write ing weekends Apply in per
$14999 50sga I $15999 electric central H
A May be cellent references Ability 10
PASE-181)( 161 S Un- son Mon-Sat 2-5pr 1111
Wallen Hardware Down- seer while in operatio
r
pay debts on time without
colnway N Aurora IL Chestnut St Murray
town Paris Open all day 753 9523
Lease For Less at
problem 2 children 2
60542
Saturday
s
DWAIN TAYLOR
31:14u4
It7s1.74C
48a lela ly m
PATIO stones 2-x8-x16' a
HOUSEKEEPER 'Islay per
C.-IEVROLET
collectmorn
gray
or
red
69c ea Also
week for home in county
1991 Beretta V6, equipped
FORMAL prom dress size 2'x 12'square or hexagonal ,ng• or nights
References required Call I WILL keep and care for a
8122282 $255.35 mo'
5
patio stones gray or red lust
759-4158 after 6pm
Call Gene at 753-2617
lady or husband and wife in
Light blue Excellent condi
$1 69ea We have red
'Plus Tax, Title & License
my
home
in
Hazel
Exper
bon 753-6326 after 5pm
HOUSE of Lloyd is a party
octagon square paving
48 leo Closed End Lease
plan selling home decor ienced and good refer
stones for 55c ea and 18'
ences
492-851
0
items We need area supersquare beclifaced patio
2BR 2 bath duplex Apvisors fcr the all new prog- LAWNS mowed Quality
stones $3 69 Coast to
AS SEEN ON T V ram Free training &
pliances furnished with
kit work for lowest possible
Coast
Hardwar
e
753-860
4
Home
microwave 10084 NorthLEARN TO DRIVE New raises for 1991 sea- price References
Furaislings
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- wood Dr No pets Now
TRACTOR-TRAILERS son If interested call 753-6986
= ,KER , ENCE
1-800-264 2166
BR suite solid cherry 6 gets 2cu tt bag only $2 59 available $450 mo
F:A0
MAGS Errand Service ofpieces 4 poster bed-2 night ea Top soil 501b bag lust 753 2905
KUWAIT SAUDI WORK- fers housesitting grocery stands
standing mirror, $1 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
ERS NEEDED $3500 & up shopping postal and bankAC,T CA, vLIA LE R
ADOING
NEI
chest
arid
dresser Must bag only $I 99 ea Also 753 4109
unmet:et•N
per hour Tax Free Both ing needs etc 753-9630 sell'
1gal
size Snrubs or
753-5763 after 5pm
skilled and unskilled For Mon-Fri 8-5 References
Azalea s are lust $299 ea
2BR energy efficient duLI
VI
nfo Call 615-779-5505
NGROOM sofa $350 2 Coast to Coast Hardware plex New paint extra
WILL
clean
houses
and
of
matching Lazyboy rockers 753-8604
Ext K-275
clean Central HA apIces 753-4803
$75 each 753-5203
pliances Available now
MAIDS warted part-time
WILL do house cleaning or
CHRISTOPHER S COINS Coleman RE 753 9898
MATCHING sofa'chair
Daily and weekends
Sit with elderly Call after Brown, rust,
Teens welcomed
gold, wood is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques A BRAND new brick ducelazel) Treasure House plex
trim Best offer 759-4562
474-2241 Early American 7prn 753-1016
2br ac gas heat all
and Book Rack (Murray) applian
Motel Aurora, Ky
ces No pets
WILL mow lawns and do
Also mail-order service .753-76
88 or 759-4703
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- other lawn work 436-2528
Send for free price list and nights
INGS NEED a lob? A WILL wash and
'Collection A'15 different
wax mobile
GED? Hope for the future') homes
U S coins 'Collections B' BRICK 1br furnished or
Call Starks
Time For Stocking You may qualify if 'You do Brothers Mobile Home
21 different foreign coins, unfurnished Carport sir
ALLIS Chalmers 5020 $695 each $1295 both
not have your GED or high Parts and
age patio no pets
Supplies
CSWINEL CATFEM WW1°
school diploma 'You are 753-292
26hp diesel 1 owner tractor Post-paid 2-wk satisfac- $255/mo 753 6931
2,
753-275
3
OWE Gra. Fathead nurinews
between the ages 01 16 &
with 5ft belly mower
tion guaranteed Free gift
Lays Mout
a Cup
ion
21 We are an E 0 E This
600hrs turf tires 3pt wide with every inquiry Christo- FURNISHED apartments
Triceed Grass Cap rIcr
Business
Pent' *sod Ccreor Th.w7t,irt
front Excellent mechanical pher s Coins 1605 West efficiency 182 bedroom
project is funded by the
Blue Gd 'PP react a wiliglO of 2
Opportun
ky
Western
condition (Tractor is same Main Murray Kentucky and sleeping rooms Also
Kentuck
y
Private
10 2, pounds
renting for May Zimmer
as Massey Ferguson) Am 42071 We buy coins
Industry Counal- JTPA HOME based busines
arid man Apts S
s
044.yory 211 Br
16th St
retired
Call JTPA Out Of School European skin
I
mow
no
more
apprai
se
estate
care Modes
F*414y awl 24
753-6609
$4500
7
5
Call
3
502-247
9
3
7
8
6248
,
753-416
livery
No inventory $98 to
1
Al na Following Locallori
Mayfield
8a m 11 30a in
NEAR University Large
start For information call
Southern Sims Co-oo
TOPSOIL
pickup or we
Mom, KY
2-bedroom apt Has large
FARMALL cub tractor and deliver 753-02
NEEDED immediately. Job 707-876-1834
or
77
Igh 733-1423
Irving room Large kitchenequipment 489-2273 or 759-1090 Welch Sand
shop machinist with Syrs
arid dining area
Taus 4 ass at p
and ample
489 2840
experien
ce
on
lathes
mills,
Gravel
Hwy 641N Alm, closet
CAI rax local me criersfar
Local sandwich & yospace Range. redrills, and grinders Must
Ky
011/ a cal
PLANTE
R
for
sale AC 333
frigerator dishwasher, disgurt business. Exc.
have own tools Top pay for
14 Fres 1-ioo4o-suo
No till planter 144 frame WOODEN storage build
posal and washer dryer
business opportunity.
experienced machinist
7-74 Series roller chain un
hookup Fully carpeted
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
F;n Wagon, Inc. Overtime benefits vaca
its 4 insecticide be
Ex
Electric heat and air Well
10x16 $142450 12x24
Don Send resume to PO
g male 3 Bon 337.0
cellent condition Reason- $2395 Other sizes avail- insulated $2751mo
Areansas 72412
Box 310TH Paris TN
able price Call (at night) able Acree Portable Build - $275idep 759-1301 Mon
1906
38242
1-615-373-8666
rigs 502-247 7831
thru Fri 9arn-4pm
EARN $3300 to $10000
this summer Marketing

NOW available 1br apartment with paid utilities No
pets Lease deposit re
quired near downtown
436 2755

14x70 1986 BREEZEW000 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish, nicely land
2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
scaped on lakeview lot in 1623 Loch Lomon
d
Panorama Shores
$500 mo plus deposit Col436-2672 after 6pm
eman RE 753-9898

GOLF clubs lmens and womens) Mens Palmer Axtom irons isw-3 iron) 1yr
old, also women s Powerbill countess irons (DW-3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753-8355 during 1470 2br 2 full baths
day or 753 5904 at night Good condition Furnished
Day 498-8911 evenings
492-8297
210
,4x70 excellent condition
Firewood

NICE 1 2 31x apartment
Furnished near campus
Also 1-3br house 1 4br
house WiD hook-up Day
9 5 753-6111
night
753-0606

Livestock
& Supplies

3/4 BEDROOM 27, bath
brick on 3 acres near.
Coldwater Farmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223
3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area . Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Genn Air
stove 20x28 family room
with woodstove lots of
built-ins Shutters, wallPaper and ceiling tans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shopping Quiet We& Reaso
nably priced
Call
753 2206

GOOD business investment or a family'corporate
compound Fully operating
resort features 7 cottages
owner caretaker home 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
CALF Crop I want to buy of prime
lakefront MLS
your country cattle straight 2967
3BR brick 5 miles south
Contact Kopperud
off the farm (No yardage or Realty
east 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
753.1222
commission fee). 200-b
acre wooded lot nevi well
and up will buy entire calf KOPPERUD REALTY of- and
septic Mid $40 s
crop Will pick up stock if fers a complete range of 436-274
2
Real
owner is unable to deliver
Estate services with a
CONDOMINIUM ground
502-885-4948 nights
wide selection of quality
homes
floor unit with garage Low
all prices
CUTTING horses trained
utilities wheel chair ac
753-1222,toll free
and sold at Cooper Ranch 1
cessable For sale or lease
-800-251 -HOME Ext
and Arena in McKenzie Tn 711L
753-3293
901-352 9524
AUCTION your real estate 'Hitt-TOP Home Must sell
SADDLE colts 1 paint 1 Property
3bedrm, 1bath, attached
to settle your es
sorrel 489-2476 6 9pm
tate Call Wilson Real Es- garage 4 out buildings
YOUNG registered polled tate 753-3263 or Wayne Fruit trees On Hale Rd
acres $25,000 negoti
hereford bulls From wean- Wilson 753 5086, or Dar
able 502 436-2010
ing to service age Call Miller 435-4144
437-4667 Ed Mize
BULLS You need a bull? I
can get you one Most all
breeds available Will deliver 502 885 4948 nights

Career Opportunity
P I I, has a position evadable for a responsible, ,areer
minded individual We have a long history of growth and are
offenng unlimited potential forthe right person lbe starting
setae.- wilt be-very careptete.e- with' outetanding benefits
the successful candidate should base a College degree,
knowledge of computer, excellent phone skills, willingness
to learn, and a minimum of at least 3 years work expenence

3 COCKER Spaniel puppies Red female not re
giste red
$ 40
502-382 2369
AKC Boxers 2 yr old female, 1-4yr old male Call
489-2476 6-9pm
AKC registered yellow Labradors 527-2072
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies Buff
blond Call after 6pm
354-6152
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-285P
GROOMING done with
TLC NOT TRANQUALIZ
ERS Pegs Dog Grooming
753-2915

Carport Sale
& Sat.
12th & 13th
121 to Coldwater
Baptist Church.
turn en 1836, I 2
milt. house on left.
Ken Holland pnnic men
& hies leee & shins,
curtains
&
bedspread.
lots ‘rt hiuc bird hoses,
household items ev. Martin
boxes

Community
Yard Sale
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8-5
94E 12' 2miiesturnlett
on Elurkeen Road signs in yards.
Clothing infant -adults
bikes. cars & car parts
quilts swimming pool
misc items galore
Cancelled f It Rains

BARGAIN
SALE
Thurs., April 11
8-3
604 Broad Ext.
Baby,childrens, womons, mens clothing - all sizes,
Home
Interior,
household
items,
antique trunk, much

A

Send resume to:
'
PASVHALL TRUCK LINES
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

Lifeguards & Concession
Workers Needed
Applications arc being accepted by the
Nfurra -Calloway County Parks Dept for
lifeguards & concession workers. Applicaitions ma. he picked up at the:

Park Office 10th & Payne St.
Deadline April 20th.
Phone 753-7640
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
weiiIwri 60 it''Os, i:ari as a representa7ve soling ,rtsurarite ore'

levee;service products tor TIV Prudent 'foul be sow ,r4; kr one of
Me •00 rest companes to sell tor'You Iget sold ?raring stale OTThe
arr s,.ppor• a comptererisrve oimoensanori pact,age and
dom^.--.^,
for plimited earnings groartt
Fry nom information eat me today Poi Meer 3553 Park P!aza Pc
Paoucak Ply 4200 1-800•264-0950

3
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Nei
fair
kilo
lion
ball
dou
dou
side
part
dish

Cien

Ni
411MMI

2BR
mane
sity $

NEW
home
and 3
floonni
geous
Ceiling
place
througl
kitchen

Phone
perud

READ)
°Call
for the
nicely
mainta
home
back y,
storage
the me
reducec
2652
Kopperi

UNDER
bedroor
tures pi

MOM Si

large de
merit thi
for ext
room Ii
and eat
on Moo
Martin
753-39
anytime

HOUSE
acres 31
tral gasl
or first
489-236:

SPAC101
5bedrm,
wooded I
Bob Perri
evenings

Fl
2n4
Fr
7 a.rr

Reg

26 4.1
For ru

Beau
all th
centr
shop
much
Rare
drive
Traili
elect:
lot lo

'rho lot tow'
.
...crprias

MS. For MO .4alavy art n's PAIL LAI Coour
pads:40 try Jai- Mop 4 Sons Inc ON. 075

Be a pen of The Rock.'
le !am osco'le'.., 0,^04
,
01,

ThePrudential
V9SIG

F.u.linial Info was Oornpar y vkwv,
a

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2°.
• Medicare supplement policies pay even

less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkInsviiie Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

more.
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CLASSIFIEDS
520

Homes
For Sale
UNIQUE 2br house on
beautiful 1 acre wooded lot
Large great room with fire
place big kitchen with lots
of cabinets 36x36 shop In
good neighborhood 5 miles
from town 753-9721

3237 Sq. Ft.

Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
L R.
kitchen/dining combination. utility room. 3
baths, lots of closets
double garage. concrete
double driveway Patio.
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot

530

Boats
& Motors

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

5 Points
Used Cars
810' 1 Coldwater Rd.
8-5 p.m • 753-9181
753-8124 after 5 p.m.
or See J.B. Taylor

530
Ssnricas
Oftwed

Servlces
Offered

15ft BASS boat 50hp Evin
rude HD drive on tilt trailer CARPENTRY, commercial
Depth finder, Evinrude troll- and residential work Re
ing motor Water ready modeling additions decks
Used 15 limes Locally fences Fast quality set
owned $3425 Call vice Call 759-1424 after
901-247-5567 leave 5pm
message
ALPHA Builders - Carpen1985 BERETTA bowrider try remodeling porches,
16tt 140hp I/O $5000 roofing, concrete driveways, painting, mainte436-2158 after 5pm
nance etc Free estimates
1986 BOMBER Promaster 489 2303
1987 90hp Mariner, trolling
motor Classic trailer LoBOAT DOCKS Over 20
wrance depth finder
$7800 753-8869 after years of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
5PITI
docks, rails and lifts. All work
1988 CHEETAH runabout approved by TVA or Corps of
19ft 165hp I/O $8000 Engineers. Former owner of
Days 753-7688 nights Twin Lakes Mooring. Call
759-4703
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
1990 177, ft WINNER - 354-8695 before 8am or after
Intrigue, 140hp Mercruiser 5pm for free estimates.
I/O, low hours Built-in cool- BOGARD Paving Paving
ers mooring cover, ski and sealing driveways and
equipment, trailer Excel- parking lots Over 20yrs
lent condition $8900 experience Free esti753-1404 days or mates 753-9552 or
762-4051 latter 4 30pm
.
437-4391

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Cornmeroal and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759 1835

STARVING college studen
needs yards to mow Best
lob at cheapest price
753-6986

SUREWAY Tree & Stump WANT
ED Lawn to mow
CARS
Removal Insured with full Depend
able and reasonline
of
equipm
ent
including. able Call Bob 753-1831
10 Toyota Camry...........011,987
60ft aerial trucks and brush
WILL break and disc gar
10 Toyota.............987
L&L Lawn Service Com- chipper To assure a safer
1986 Choy. Celebrity
dens Bushhog and do
operation at a lower corn
mercia
l
Reside
470
or
ntial
Euro Sport
19 Pontiac Grrd Am.....'1487
petitive cost Free esti- blade work Reasonable
Free estimates 753-4001
4 dr._
$2,750
prices 492-8722
mates
without obligation
19 Pont. Grand Prd LE 01987
Motorcycles
McKINNEY Booking ser- Day or nite 753-5484
1983 Ford Pickup 300
WILL
do general light haul
vice now taking new clients
19 Toyott Cary .....0.00.1917
T C Dinh Repair and Main- mg, mowing yards paint
6 cyl. auto.
$1650
759-41
73
1989
SUZUKI 500
489-2126
tenance Plumbing and ing, other odd lobs
19 Toyota Whoa GT... '10,917
4-wheeler Great shape
Nights 489-2387
1982 Mercury Capri
MOODY S mower repair Electrical
Cleaning 759-9636
Rode little $2600
Pickup and delivery All Sewer 1210/1212 Main
19 Cressida......
Hatchback
St 550
753-1356
WILL do plumbing All guar
work guaranteed
Street 753 6111 office
1980 Mercury Marquis
anteed 435-4169
le
Toyot
2BR with carport Low HONDA GL 500
aoa
753-56
68
753-06
06
after 5pm
Interstate
4 di
maintenance Near Univer $1000 firm 489-2125
$1,250
WILL do yard work and odd
Hoida
MOWING landscaping TOTAL lawn service Free
say $28 000 753 3293
jobs of any kind No job too
I 1979 El Camino_ $2550
IT 175 Yamaha $600
and tree work All odd jobs estimate 436-2744
13 Oda 626
small 759 4401
Big or small Free estiNEW England Salt Box 759-1039 after 4pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
1977 Ford Van, 302
mates
Good
rates
Have
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms YAMAHA
13 Biici Pal Ave....0.0..11137
WILL mow and trim yards
920 Virago, w/
auto
references 753 4254 Service Center cleaning
$1,400
and 3 full baths Parquet shield hard
527 3091
servicing $15 most repairs
bags, bars
11
Toyota
753-28
Cressida
69
.........'13487
flooring and carpet, gor- new tires
1973 Ford Galaxy 500
$35 all brands 3rd Street
$1875 753-8115
WILL mow yards Reasongeous staircase and foyer after 5pm
MOWING ROTO TILLING Alma Open 9-12 1 5
18
2 dr. hardtop._ $550
Cheri
Ceara..
.0.0...
able rates Free estimates
1,987
Ceiling fans lovely firein town only Will take lim- Mon Fri
9-2pm Sat
No lob to large or to small
place, beautiful decor
18 Toyota Camry.„............1417
1965 VW Beetle $750
ited number of small to 753-0530
474-2300
throughout Large roomy
480
medium size yards for '91
1990 STARCRAFT 24f1 BREAKING and disking
18 Pont, Brine. LE........
kitchen with white cabinets
Auto
pontoon, deluxe, 1990 Mer- gardens Yard landscaping season 753-0611
$124 500 MLS 2909
1986
Services
CHEV
T Ca
17 BkIVI
.....0.'14,487 price ClassicROLE
cury 90H P with Nunn) and bushhogging
MOWING trimming, weePhone 753.1222, KopBrougham
NEW and used Ores Key
deating City or county No
perud Realty
excellent condition, clean. 20gal gas tank, water pres- 436-5430
17
Toyota
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
Job to large or to small Call
Michelin tires fully loaded sure gauge, trailer, Minn BUILD
ER, new homes
READY FOR IMMEDIATE 753-5500
Kota trolling motor, 40Ib
17 Taurus LX
759 9708 day Of night
753-7903 after 5pm
7.417
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
OCCUPANCY, And ideal
thrust 12/24 foot control 2 garages. additions remod
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
eling,
framin
MR Chimney Chimney
17 Chrysler LeOarco.,..,....'6.4.81 1987 HONDA Accord
g
decks
for the young family Very
pa
deluxe fold down fishing
LX 4
All Types Of:
tios solar green houses
cleaner 492-8561
nicely decorated well privacy room with
17 Toyota Cary DX „......7487 door. 5 speed, 48xxx miles. seats,
pole barns Experienced
Cust
om
maintained 3 bedroom
Woodworking
porta
potty,
stainle
ss steel carpen
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
loaded 753-1362 days or
try Tripp Williams
home Large deck fenced
16
Pont.
link fence dog kennels, reSunbid
759-9841 after 5pm Ask grill, mounting/transducer 753-0563
GT.......
15.987
after 5pm
back yard and workshop 1966 THUND
and power cable for HumKitchen & Bath Cabinets
sidential commercial Free
for Tim
ERBIRD Re16 Toy.
storage area are some of stored to near
mingbird depth finder, cas- BULLDOZING and back
-Drop by & see our showroom
estimates 753 9785 or
show condithe quality features Just tion 428cu
400 SUNBURY-MUR7R
1990 RED Chevy Cavalier sette player with AM/FM - hoe work Call after 4pm
53
A:•
594
1Boorirr0 Bur
,
ry Bread
753-3254
in , ps/pb
15
Um,
Colcry
00.0
2317 4 door 14xxx miles Fac- MPX radio table, rear sun- 354-8 1 6 1 Financing
reduced Low $60s MLS seats windows.
air $9200
PAINTING Interior and Ex2652 Phone 753 1222 4-43-4621
mgming•101.14
15 Chevy Ceetrty............1.487 tory warranty 759-1316 deck, front and rear sofas available
.4119
terior Free estimates
Kopperud Realty
with storage 3 battexies
CAR
1967 MUSTANG convertiStereo
Install
Small
ation
repairs
15 Buck Pt Ave ........,'6.487 753-0113.
Reasonable
Bought new 9/89 new conUNDER construction three ble 289, auto, p/s $6500
CARPET and vinyl repairs rates 753-6844
Sunset Boulevard dition (only 3
tanks gas on and
bedroom home that fea- 753-8869 after 5pm
Music Murray's Alpine Car
install
14 Bud Refial
ation
Profes
engine) $12 20 0
tures private master bed
sional service Glen Bobber PAINTING remodeling
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
436-5684
14 Toyota
deck and landscape con
room suite opening off of 1979 VOLVO 242DL, 4
Center, 1 block from MSC
759-1247, leave message
struction Free estimate
large deck, walk-out base- speed blue runs great
dorms
39' HOUSE Boat living
12 Chevy ire Cat0.1187
CHIM Chim Chimney 436-2744
ment that could be finished 436-2174 evenings
room kitchen/galley, bedSweeps has 10% senior citiCLEANEST and best mainfor extra rooms, living 1981 CUTL
room
and
bath,
12 Toyota Corolla...0..0_07.787 tained 1984 Trans Am in
air
ASS Supreme
zen discounts. We sell chimBlock, brick, stone, complete foundation, conroom. formal dining room Sharp' 87xxx
PLUMBING
conditioned Excellent boat
Free estimiles p/s,
ney caps and screens
area, adult driven Fully
79
mates Affordable rate
and eat in kitchen Located plo {Av, auto.
Volkswa
at
gen Ratd........787 loaded, t-tops,
a great price $15,000,
crete
work, sidewalks & patios covered with
air, pioneer
435-4191.
66,000 753-6487
Same day service All work
on Mockingbird Drive in system new
tires $1400
brick.
miles,
refere
TRU
nces
availab
CKS
le
guaranteed 753-4200
Martin Heights Call see behind 901
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Olive
97, hp EVINRUDE $375
$5500
Will trade
13 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
753 3903 or stop oy
and Cooling Service Com- PLUMBING
44.3-4
753-3
621
repairman with
704
10 Chevy Silverado m..0011417
1601 Loch
1983 VW Quantum wagon
anytime
plete
servic
e
on
all
central
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
same
day service Call
Lomond
Air stereo excellent condiOUTFITTED 17ft Stryker, cooling, all makes and
19 Toyota lzdctiser...16,987
436 5255
HOUSE in country on 1'/. tion Needs work $700
For
A Job Done Right Because We
models Call Gary at
1987 NISSAN Maxima 751-ip Stinger, extra nice
acres 3bedrm lbath cen- OBO 474-0115
PROFESSIONAL painting,
436-2463 after 6pm
19
Ford
759-4
Conversi
754
on
Vr
16,4497
Guarantee Our Work,
loaded Extra nice 57 COO
tral gasrheat & air $28,500
paperhanging wallcover
miles 492-8856
CUSTOM garden tilling
or first reasonable offer 1984 CORVETTE silver
19
Toyota
Nab
4140.21
ings furniture refinishing
0,487
dark silver bottom 14 600
4.89-2362,
with Troy Bill reartine tiller
touch-up and blending
19 Ford Rifler X1.1_0.07,787
actual miles Leather seats,
Small size garden $40 and 436-5002
SOO
SPACIOUS luxury home
glass top, never smoked in,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
up 436-2003
Used
19 Chevy
5bedrm 3bath 1 acre never wrecXed. all servic
PROFESSIONAL lawn
e
Servic
e on all brands: window air conditioners
Trucks
wooded lot All aty utilities
DAVIDSON Roofing New
records, garage kept covcare Mowing, trimming
refrigerators - freezers - washers 18 Ford F.150 Yr .000.00'8.787 1977 DATSUN
roofs
Chri
and
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881 or ered, show room new
repairs
stop
dryers
Tear
her
offs
haulin
g, landscaping Reapickup
microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electri
evenings 753-2509
and re-roofs Written guar- sonable rates
c ranges.
753-5763 after 5pm
18 Toyota Runner.... '11,487 Sharp needs work $750
Satisfa
ction
Maley's
antee Local references
OBO
guaranteed Free estiFactory Authorized Repairs For
'88 PiyMOUlil Voyager 0.0'10417 3 30pm 762-3515 after
753-5812
mates 759-4440
Lawn Care
Tappan-Kelvinator•Emerson-Brown
LICENSED for electric, QUALITY sewing
17 Fad Ranger ILI...0.'5,987 1977 GMC 4 ton pickup
and alterObion Co. Fairgrounds
Maintenance gas, refrige
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
ration Installa- ations Reasonable price
350 V-8, air, PS/PB LWB
17 Toy. SR54Ritver...10,987 with truck toolbox $1900
tion and repair Free estiRefere
nces
For
more
We
in
Thatc
h 'cm,
FLEA MARKET
753-5341 or 753-1270
mates 753-7203
753-4832
formation call 753-5980
17 Wit!
Patch 'cm,
Union City, TN
days
753-5
467
nights
FENCE sales at Sears
1980 FORD 1 ton
17 Toyota 1
16987 492-84
Weed 'cm,
2nd Weekend of Each N1onth
now Call Sears 753-2310 REMODELING and con
11
for free estimate for your
crete work Experience and
Feed 'em,
16 Jeep Comanche .0...1.487 1984 GMC Siena Classic
Friday
Saturday
needs
Sunday
references 759-9254
Grow
SWB
'em,
loade
d
7 a.m.-7 p.m 6 a.m.-7 p.m. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
$350
0
16 Chevy .....
FOR custom sewing for
474-2318 after 4pm
RILE
Y'S HOME IMand Mow 'em
proms or new spring
'86 511111 Fup _0.0_21787 1985 FORD Range
PROVEMENTS Back from
r 4 cyFREE ESTIMATES' clothes Call Melissa at Hurricane Hugo. Roofing our
linder, 5 speed, one owner
16 Ford F150 XLT
April 12-13-14
759-4654
specialry. 10% discount to
$1600 1983 Ford LTD
489senior citizens. Phone
2503
Register to win a FREE Country Ham.
14 Toyota
GENERAL office and
Crown Victoria White 4
489-2693.
Sellers not eligible to win
house cleaning Refer
door. 302 engine, $2650
A1A T ENTERPRISE Exc
10
Toyota
Pito.
.......
0..1.48
7
ences
requir
ed 753-4897
Drawing Sunday at 4 p.m.
489-2690 after 5pm
ROCKY COLSON Home
Dozer, back hoe, trucks LeTCH
Repair Roofing, siding.
Acral Nagy of Perms .1 13,000 og fers
77 GlIC
vies, roads. driveways, GENERAL Repair plumbd kraal cr•rial cm"
1985 TOYOTA pickup
Looki
d livability? This well planne
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

NU

Smith
Masonry

it

id

II

oungs111/

For further Information, call: DAYS: (941)
1155.483x
Nicturs: (111 444-5443
Ra Alford, Promoter Is Operator
r.

Tee Le

Beautiful 4 BR,2 bath brick home with
all the extras. Including ing-round pool,
central heat and air, satellite, 30x60
shop with gas heat, paved drive and
much more setting on 50 acres.',.

Rare offer - 5 BR, 1'12 bath brick, paved
drive, city water, natural gas available.
Trailer ready hookup with city water,
electric and cable. Setting on 1"/4 acre
lot located in Lynn Grove.
Reduced price on 4 BR, 1 bath frame
house and 33 acres with 20x40 shop
and other outbuildings. All outbuildings have electricity. Owner wants offer.

Terry D. Paschall
Real Estate
753-5814
Terry D. Paschall
Broker-Auctioneer

=Mk_

=

ti

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Aubrey 14,3•,:ke,
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA
ja,
11
515 S 121t,
Murray. KY

Phone
753-4961

1984 CAVALIER good
work car 24mpg $1000
489-2208 after 6pm

759-1606 after 4 90pm

1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Excellent condition 60,000
miles with AM/FM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm
1987 DODGE Ram SWB
local one owner, low miles,
loaded $8000 753-8869
after 5pm
1990 MAZDA pickup cab
plus LE-5 Auto trans, AC
ps/pD, AM/FM cassette delayed wipers $8750
753-7597
stri

1984 MERCURY Topaz
GS 4 door, auto air, AM/
FM excellent condition in
side and out $1695 See at
Ruthie s BP Station 16th &
Chestnut Call 753-2079 or
759-1559 anytime

Campers

parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations, basements.
gravel, dirt, and etc
753-0577

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

s04

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVI
NGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVI
NG

FREE
DELIVERY
Lay-A-Way •E2Ter*
U Haul - We Raul

tree work

GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

Wiggins Furniture
$hoppers Mall

Wit$

•••••

*Nirs• •...`"krall611

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
mg wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JOE's Lawn Care Resi
dental and commercial
mowing, trimming. fertiliz
irig and rolling 345 2312

Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray
Furni

'KEEN Construction Do
you have a sib lo be done'
)
(addition. alteration or repair) I would like b do it for
you 25yrs down Maine
craftsmanship For free es
Ornate call Merle 924-0202

Quality Bedding,
ture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts &
Accessories including Brass.
Room. Bedroom, Dining Room and Morel
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements,
Crystal.

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned (31. Operated by Robert Rt. Nell Wiggfris

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Mea
ns Lower Prices
WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVI
NGS • WAY!. TO-WALL SAVINGS

painting. plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
HARDIN Painting Resi436-5848
dential or commercial ReCUTL
1985
ASS Calais
BACKHOE Service - ROY ferences on request For
loaded, blue, good condi- 1984 COACHMEN motor
HILL Junior Thorn. opera- free estimate call 437-4221
tion Call 759-4808 after home Less than 10xxx
or 354 8985 20 years
miles $16,500 247-6699 tor 30 years experience
6Prn
Septic system, drive-ways, experience
1986 DODGE Daytona 1986 28ft TERRY self- hauling foundations, etc
HAULING. yard work, tree
Turbo Z Shelby pkg . 5 contained Never towed
759-4664
removal, mowing Free esspeed, white with white Excellent condition
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- timates 759 1683
wheels, tan interior New 436-2959
ishing Basements foottires/brakes Loaded
HERMAN'S Janitor Service
CAMPER top for small ings, garages. drives
cellent condition Lo
Floor Cleaning -24 Hours
B pickup Fiberglass
walks 30yrs experience
miles 753 8839 753-4961
A Day " Business offices
ing front window $275 13yrs in Murray area
(work) Ask for Tom
private homes churches
753-4359
753-5476 Charles Barnett
Weekly, monthly, one time
lob Call 474 2358
1970 17ft COACHMAN
Air, refrigerator, stove,
shower. furnace $1250
382-2783 '4 mile west of
Lynnville on 94

4.11

VS

ing. roofing
436-2642

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wultrs Recovery, Murray 436-5560

d.]
ugh home has both, Features gor

year

geo US
suite with tray ceilings, solid cherry
kitchen cabinets and 9 foot ceilings A must to
see'

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

Truck Equipment, Tools
& Misc. Auction
Fri., April 12, 1991 at 10 a.m just off Sout
h 4th St. in
Murray, Ky. 3 blocks off Court Square.
See auction
signs.
Due to serious health problems that will requi
re extended
orthopedic surgery and long term convalescence
Mr. John
Boyer is being forced to take a sabattical from
his tree service
and is therefore reducing his inventory.
1978 Chev. 2 ton C-60 with hoist & sides - 1967
Chev
with hoist - 1973 G.M.C. 1 ton service truck - 1964 . 2 ton
International 1/2 ton - 1961 Mack twin screw with hoist
, drive axle
with 5th wheel,log truck or grain truck - 1976
Olds 98 4 door 1965 Lincoln Cont. 4 door - 1964 Lincoln Cont.
4 door - 1975
Wood Chipper Mitts & Merrill with 300 Cu. in.
Ford industrial
engine - 10' wheel disc - 10 h.p. 3 Phase air compr
chain hoist - large vise - 2 h.p. wheel grinder - log essor - 5 ton
tongs - small
& large filing cabinets - many wrenches & hand
tools - approx.
1 mile of metal shelving - several ft. of
glass shelving commercial lights - street lights - steel post - steel
barrels - 4
mile Plantation bell - boxes of nuts, bolts
& screws - brass
fittings - tobacco sticks - cast iron cook set - front
tires
for 1750 Oliver tractor - concrete blocks - 4 - 10.00 & wheels
x 22 tires &
rims - 2 11.00 x 20 tires - other tires - old ice chest
- log bunks &
telescope poles - rear tractor weights - storage bin
& racks - old
doors & windows - 2 position weight benc
hes - old books electric fans - carpenter tools - hand & garden
tools - shop tools
- bed liner - 2 sets doors for 1963 & 1966 Int.
- 1- drive socket
set - 6 ton snatch strap - 150' roll 3/4" cable heavy ton strap 70' 1/2 cable with slip hooks - golf clubs hundreds of brand
name golf balls - fluorescent lights - 18 draw
er bolt bin - 15
drawer bolt bin - 7000 lb. bumperjack -25 ton hyd.
jack - punch
auger - 30' van body for storage - 12' metal ladde
r - several
knives, hunting & military - commercial
glass shelving handle mill - steel post - lot ofscrap metal. This
is only a partial
listing. Many other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licen,d & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Darrell Beane Auctioneer Tenn. 02.19:1
11vSereice Doesn't Cost ii Pays"
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SPRING SAVING
SPREE!
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Great For The Grill Cut As You Like"
Any Size Pkg.

POTATOES
U.S. #1 Russet
10 Lbs.

RIBEYE
STEAK
APPLE JUICE
Field Sliced 16 oz.

Bacon

$1.89

Flanders 5 Lb. Box

Beef Patties

$4.49
Fresh
Any Size Pkg.

Field

Bole Golden Ripe

BANANAS

FRYER
BREAST

Field Boneless

29
Lb.

Lb.

Field 16 oz.

Dinner Franks

$1.59
$1.49

Field 16 oz.

Sliced Bologna

Lb.

Sugar Lake 2 Lbs.

Chicken Nuggets
10 Lb. Pail

Pork Chitterling
IMMIL

...

Granny Smith

$2.99
$3.49

79'
3/$1.00

Apples
Kiwi Fruit

Lb.

•
-

-

V--

Blue Bonnet 16 ox. Crt.

MARGARINE

-

,

•

_

1GA Dinners 7V4 oz. Box

MAC. 8 CHEESE

2/99c 4/s1"
Why Pay More 64 oz. Bottle
Prairie Farms Va Gal. Crt.

Cranberry
Juice

I.

Buttermilk

$1.09

Scott Viva Jumbo

Paper
Towels

_7

Charles 7 oz. Bag

Why Pay More 42 OZ. Can

99'

Shortening

Potato
Chips

99'

iit)Dekt.

4bwoc*

4'1

6
1 0
Country Hearth

Betty Crocker Fudge

HAMBURGER BUNS
8 Coun

BROWNIE MIX

89°

$-129

t Pack

EFFECTIVE DATES:
April 1046, 1391

21'/a Oz. Box

Hamm

•••••

RIATZA7111.1A

Dural/lac
ier
17 Oz. Bag

Prairie Farms
Gallon Bucket

RC, 3ia
DtirlotRITE,
SUNDROP

99* $279
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

